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SUMMARY
With the wide deployment of data intensive Internet applications and continued advances in
sensing technology and biotechnology, large multidimensional datasets, possibly containing privacy-
conscious information have been emerging. Mining such datasets has become increasingly common
in business integration, large-scale scientific data analysis, and national security. This thesis research
addresses three important problems in mining large and possibly private datasets. The first problem
is to prove the hypothesis that we can use interactive visualization techniques to develop an effec-
tive and yet flexible framework for clustering very large datasets, especially those datasets having
irregularly shaped clusters. The second problem is to prove the hypothesis that there is effective
method for determining the critical clustering structure of categorical data, i.e., finding the best K
number of clusters in categorical data. The third problem is to prove the hypothesis that we can de-
velop multidimensional data perturbation techniques that provide high privacy guarantee with little
sacrifice of the accuracy of some data mining models. The proposed research aims at exploring the
geometric properties of the multidimensional datasets utilized in statistical learning and data min-
ing, and providing novel techniques and frameworks for mining very large datasets while protecting
the desired data privacy.
Some of the most challenging problems in numerical data clustering include identifying irregu-
larly shaped clusters, incorporating domain knowledge into clustering, and cluster-labeling for large
amount of disk data. These problems are aggravated when the dataset is huge and the clustering
phase is performed on a subset of sampled data. Existing automatic approaches are not effective in
dealing with the first two problems, while existing visualization approach does not address the chal-
lenges in clustering large datasets. The first main contribution of this research is the development
of iVIBRATE interactive visualization-based approach for clustering very large datasets. With the
iVIBRATE approach, we address these problems with the visualization-based three-phase frame-
work: “Sampling - Visual Cluster Rendering - Visualization-based Disk Labeling”. The distinct
characteristics of the iVIBRATE approach are twofold. (1) We design and develop a VISTA visual
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cluster rendering subsystem, which invites human into the large-scale iterative clustering process
through interactive visualization. VISTA can effectively resolve most of the visual cluster overlap-
ping with interactive visual cluster rendering. (2) We also develop an Adaptive ClusterMap Labeling
subsystem, which offers visualization-guided disk-labeling solution that is effective in dealing with
outliers, irregular clusters, and cluster boundary extension for large datasets.
There are many categorical data clustering algorithms having been proposed. However, the
important problem of identifying the best K number of clusters is not well addressed yet. The
second main contribution is the development of “Best K Plot”(BKPlot) method for determining the
critical clustering structures in multidimensional categorical data. The BKPlot method addresses
two challenges in clustering categorical data: How to determine the number of clusters (the best K)
and how to identify the existence of significant clustering structures. The method has a few unique
contributions. (1) The basic method is based on the entropy difference between optimal clustering
results with varying Ks. BKPlot can suggest a few candidates for the best K, which identify different
layers of critical clustering structures, respectively. (2) We also developed the sample BKPlot theory
for characterizing the critical clustering structures in very large categorical datasets. (3) The basic
BKPlot method and the sample BKPlot method are extended to characterize the feature of no-
cluster datasets, which is then used to identifying the existence of significant clustering structures
for a given dataset.
Data perturbation has become popular as a means of privacy-preserving data mining. Most of
data perturbation research has been focused on randomization approach, which tries to individually
perturb some columns of multidimensional data in order to achieve privacy while preserving the
dimensional statistics of these columns. However, there is little effort being made on developing
multidimensional perturbation techniques. The third main contribution of this research is the devel-
opment of the theory of geometric data perturbation and its application in privacy-preserving data
classification involving single party or multiparty collaboration. Concretely, the basic theory of ge-
ometric perturbation is developed for privacy preserving data classification. It is known that many
popular data classification algorithms describe the classification decision boundary as a hyperplane
or hyper curved surface in Euclidean space. We can employ random geometric rotation and trans-
lation to well preserve the classification boundary and perturb the multidimensional dataset with
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high privacy guarantee at the same time. The key of geometric data perturbation is to find a good
randomly generated rotation matrix and an appropriate noise component that provides satisfactory
balance between privacy guarantee and data quality. We analyze three kinds of inference attacks
to geometric perturbation: naive-inference attack, ICA (Independent Component Analysis)-based
attack, and distance-based attack. Then, we develop a randomized optimization algorithm to find a
good geometric perturbation that is resilient to the above three kinds of inference attacks.
The basic theory of geometric perturbation discusses the challenges in perturbing single-party
data. When geometric perturbation is applied to collaborative multiparty data classification, there
is an additional challenge: the unification of geometric perturbations. Different parties may prefer
different geometric perturbation with high privacy guarantee for their own part of training data. In
order to mine a cohesive classification model, all geometric perturbations need to be unified into one
geometric perturbation. We study two approaches under the data-mining-service based framework:
1) the ranking approach to agree on one perturbation, 2) the space adaptation approach to transform
perturbations to one randomly generated secret perturbation. For each approach, two protocols are
developed to address different tradeoffs between the three factors: the privacy guarantee, the data




With continued advances in communication network technology and sensing technology, there is
an astounding growth in the amount of data produced and made available through the cyberspace.
Large datasets have been collected and analyzed in many application domains, varying from Bioin-
formatics, information retrieval, Physics, Geology, to marketing and business trend prediction.
Many have reached the level of terabytes to petabytes [52], and some are also distributed to multi-
ple owners. Managing and analyzing large and distributed datasets of evolving nature to discover
important patterns has become a critical task in both business analysis and scientific computing.
In the past decade, many data mining models and algorithms were developed for tackling large
datasets and related problems. However, a gap has been growing between the general data mining
techniques and their effective deployment by domain experts for a number of reasons. 1) Without a
close association of domain knowledge with the data mining models, users are not able to effectively
utilize the discovered patterns, or to tune the setting of different parameters to better incorporate
their domain-specific knowledge. 2) Social concerns, such as the concerns about privacy-sensitive
datasets, have hindered users from collaboratively mining large collection of private datasets.
1.1 Data Visualization and Geometric Methods
As most data mining techniques are developed to automatically extract complex or subtle structures,
understanding the data mining models and results has become a serious problem. First, complex or
subtle structures are often simplified or approximated by mathematical models to certain extents.
While in practice the structures can be very different from dataset to dataset, and from domain to
domain, it is difficult for users to understand and validate the simplified/approximated structure
generated by algorithms. Second, the automation of structure discovery process distances the user
from data exploration process. In many cases, the effective data explorer also needs to understand
the subtleties of the process that leads to the data mining results.
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Complementary to automatic approaches, data visualization is often used to improve the under-
standing of data mining models and processes. Moreover, visualization is the important method to
display properties of data that have patterns possibly not obtainable by current computation methods
[38, 18]. However, challenges exist for effectively visualizing the resulting models or structures for
datasets having dimensions higher than three [95, 72, 59, 98]. Particularly, the effective visualization
models have topreservecertain properties of the resulting models or structures in multidimensional
space to help the user understand and validate the models/structures. Since the loss of information
happens when the structures are mapped from high dimensional spaces to 2D visual space, many
have argued that the composition of multiple visualizations or interactive and dynamically chang-
ing visualizations may help people to better understand the structures in multidimensional space
[95, 72].
Observing the strong connection between many data mining models and geometric spaces, e.g.,
the connection between data clustering models and Euclidean spaces, we aim at developing new
geometric methods for visualizing data mining models and results. These geometric methods must
share two features. First, they are able to preserve (or partially preserve) the important property
of data mining model, e.g., the density property of data clustering; second, they can be used to
interactively generate continuously changed visualizations. The development of the iVIBRATE
framework for clustering large multidimensional datasets (Chapter 3) has shown that we are able to
find such geometric methods for a particular data mining model.
Simple visualization methods, such as 2D plots and curves, if well designed, can also be very
effective in identifying special structures. Early statistical methods have provided simple visual
support for data explorers, such as the cluster validity curves for identifying the best-fit models
[57, 83]. In this thesis, we will show a new curve-based cluster validation method for determining
the best K number of clusters in clustering categorical data (Chapter 4).
1.2 Privacy Preserving Data Mining and Geometric Methods
With the advances of networking and information technology, collecting and mining data that pos-
sibly contains private information has invoked privacy concerns. The U.S. Senate Bill 188, the
“Data-Mining Moratorium Act of 2003” [44] is proposed to forbid data-mining (including research
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and development) by the entire U.S. Department of Defense, except for searches of public infor-
mation or searches based on particular suspicion of an individual. In addition, all U.S. government
agencies would be required to report to congress on how their data-mining activities protect indi-
vidual privacy.
There are also many situations in which data providers need privacy protection to perform col-
laborative mining. For example, biologists may need to mine a large collection of privacy-sensitive
patient datasets to perform symptom-based analysis and prediction of a particular disease. Differ-
ent companies in one retail business sector may be interested in learning the sales of particular hot
items, such as iPod sales. They will not join in collaborative mining if the privacy-sensitive data of
individual company is not properly protected.
Data perturbation has been one of the popular approaches for privacy-preserving data mining
[4, 41]. It protects the private information by changing the original data values while preserving
the information critical to the specific data mining model. Obviously, a random change of original
data may result in high privacy preservation; but information critical for data mining might get lost
as well. Therefore, finding the appropriate trade-off between privacy protection and information
preservation is a challenging research issue.
What kind of information do we really need to preserve in data mining? It has been one of
the unclear issues in recent research of privacy-preserving data mining. From our initial study, to
be task or model specific, and is often multidimensional information [25]. In statistics, the most
important multidimensional information is covariance matrix. While the dataset is embedded into
Euclidean space, it could be distance (or inner product). Considering many data mining models are
tightly related to Euclidean space, we conjecture that geometric transformations that can preserve
the multidimensional geometric information would be an effective approach in data perturbation.
Our work on geometric perturbation (Chapter 5 and 6) has shown that with random geometric
transformation, many classification models can be well preserved, and we can also provide high
privacy guarantee for the geometrically perturbed data at the same time.
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1.3 Contributions and Organization of the Thesis
Low-dimensional (2D or 3D) geometric methods have been widely applied to multiple computa-
tional areas, such as computer graphics and robot motion planning [47]. My Ph.D. research aims
at exploring the geometric properties of the multidimensional (usually> 3D) datasets utilized in
statistical learning and data mining, and providing novel techniques and frameworks for clustering
and mining very large datasets while protecting the desired data privacy. This thesis presents three
main contributions of my Ph.D. research.
Some of the most challenging problems in numerical data clustering include identifying irregu-
larly shaped clusters, incorporating domain knowledge into clustering, and cluster-labeling for large
amount of disk data. These problems are aggravated when the dataset is huge and the clustering
phase is performed on a subset of sampled data. Existing automatic approaches are not effective in
dealing with the first two problems, while existing visualization approach does not address the chal-
lenges in clustering large datasets. The first main contribution of this research is the development
of iVIBRATE interactive visualization-based approach for clustering very large datasets. With the
iVIBRATE approach, we address these problems with the visualization-based three-phase frame-
work: “Sampling - Visual Cluster Rendering - Visualization-based Disk Labeling”. The distinct
characteristics of the iVIBRATE approach are twofold. (1) We design and develop a VISTA visual
cluster rendering subsystem, which invites human into the large-scale iterative clustering process
through interactive visualization. VISTA can effectively resolve most of the visual cluster overlap-
ping with interactive visual cluster rendering. (2) We also develop an Adaptive ClusterMap Labeling
subsystem, which offers visualization-guided disk-labeling solution that is effective in dealing with
outliers, irregular clusters, and cluster boundary extension for large datasets.
There are many categorical data clustering algorithms having been proposed. However, the
important problem of identifying the best K number of clusters is not well addressed yet. The
second main contribution is the development of “Best K Plot”(BKPlot) method for determining the
critical clustering structures in multidimensional categorical data. The BKPlot method addresses
two challenges in clustering categorical data: How to determine the number of clusters (the best K)
and how to identify the existence of significant clustering structures. The method has a few unique
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contributions. (1) The basic method is based on the entropy difference between optimal clustering
results with varying Ks. BKPlot can suggest a few candidates for the best K, which identify different
layers of critical clustering structures, respectively. (2) We also developed the sample BKPlot theory
for characterizing the critical clustering structures in very large categorical datasets. (3) The basic
BKPlot method and the sample BKPlot method are extended to characterize the feature of no-
cluster datasets, which is then used to identifying the existence of significant clustering structures
for a given dataset.
Data perturbation has become popular as a means of privacy-preserving data mining. Most of
data perturbation research has been focused on randomization approach, which tries to individually
perturb some columns of multidimensional data in order to achieve privacy while preserving the
dimensional statistics of these columns. However, there is little effort being made on developing
multidimensional perturbation techniques. The third main contribution of this research is the devel-
opment of the theory of geometric data perturbation and its application in privacy-preserving data
classification involving single party or multiparty collaboration. Concretely, the basic theory of ge-
ometric perturbation is developed for privacy preserving data classification. It is known that many
popular data classification algorithms describe the classification decision boundary as a hyperplane
or hyper curved surface in Euclidean space. We can employ random geometric rotation and trans-
lation to well preserve the classification boundary and perturb the multidimensional dataset with
high privacy guarantee at the same time. The key of geometric data perturbation is to find a good
randomly generated rotation matrix and an appropriate noise component that provides satisfactory
balance between privacy guarantee and data quality. We analyze three kinds of inference attacks
to geometric perturbation: naive-inference attack, ICA (Independent Component Analysis)-based
attack, and distance-based attack. Then, we develop a randomized optimization algorithm to find a
good geometric perturbation that is resilient to the above three kinds of inference attacks.
The basic theory of geometric perturbation discusses the challenges in perturbing single-party
data. When geometric perturbation is applied to collaborative multiparty data classification, there
is an additional challenge: the unification of geometric perturbations. Different parties may prefer
different geometric perturbation with high privacy guarantee for their own part of training data. In
order to mine a cohesive classification model, all geometric perturbations need to be unified into one
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geometric perturbation. We study two approaches under the data-mining-service based framework:
1) the ranking approach to agree on one perturbation, 2) the space adaptation approach to transform
perturbations to one randomly generated secret perturbation. For each approach, two protocols are
developed to address different tradeoffs between the three factors: the privacy guarantee, the data
quality, and the efficiency of unifying perturbations.
The basic geometric concepts and their relationship to several data mining models are discussed
in Chapter 2. Then, three research projects are introduced in the following four chapters. Con-
cretely, Chapter 3 presents the iVIBRATE interactive visualization-based framework for clustering
large datasets; Chapter 4 is about the Best K method for determining the best number of clusters
in categorical clustering; Chapter 5 and 6 proposes the geometric data perturbation technique for
privacy-preserving data classification, and describes its application in multiparty collaborative data
classification, respectively. A summary of the PhD research is given in Chapter 7.
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CHAPTER II
GEOMETRIC METHODS AND DATA MINING
This thesis presents several novel applications of geometric methods in data mining. In this chapter,
we will briefly introduce the basic geometric concepts and methods used in this thesis. Then, we
will discuss the connections between some data mining models, which will be used in the later
chapters, and the related geometric concepts.
This chapter includes three sections. Section 2.1 introduces the important concepts in Euclidean
geometry, Projective geometry and Curves, which are the basis of the iVIBRATE framework (Chap-
ter 3) and geometric data perturbation for privacy-preserving data classification (Chapter 5). Then,
Section 2.2 gives the definition and notation of dataset. Section 2.3 describes the relationship be-
tween some data mining models and the discussed geometric concepts. More concepts and defini-
tions that are specific to the particular problems will be given in the corresponding chapters.
2.1 Geometric Methods
LetR represent the real numbers andRk bek dimensional real vector space. Ak dimensional real
vectoru is represented asu = [u1, u2, . . . , uk]T , ui ∈ R. uT means the transpose of the vector.
As a convention, we use lower case to represent a real number and bold lower case to represent a
vector.
2.1.1 Euclidean Geometric Methods
Euclidean geometry is the most important tool used in this thesis. In this section we will give the
definitions of vector, vector space, inner product, distance, and orthogonality. We will also describe
several important transformations. Many of the definitions in this section are from the book [47].
Definition 1 (Euclidean Space).A k dimensionalEuclidean spaceis a real vector spaceRk
equipped with a symmetric bilinear formϕ : Rk × Rk → R. Specifically,ϕ is defined by
ϕ(u,v) =
∑k
i uivi, which is calledinner product.
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We also represent inner product with〈u,v〉 or u · v, or uTv. With the definition, we derive
the concept of distance as
√
ϕ(u,u), denoted as‖ u ‖. With the definition of distance, Euclidean
space is also regarded as one of them tric spaces. The Cauchy-Schwarz inequality is satisfied for
inner product and Euclidean distance:
|u · v| ≤‖ u ‖ · ‖ v ‖
where|x| is the absolute value ofx. We also have the Minkowski inequality.
‖ u + v ‖≤‖ u ‖ + ‖ v ‖
The concept of orthogonality is based on the definition of inner product. We can define the
orthogonal/orthonormal vectors and orthogonal matrix as follows.
Definition 2 (Orthogonal and Orthonormal). If two vectors,u, v ∈ Rk, andu · v = 0, we say
the two vectors areorthogonal. If ‖ u ‖=‖ v ‖= 1, they are alsoorthonormal.
Definition 3 (Orthogonal Matrix). A k dimensional orthogonal matrixR is ak×k square matrix,
where all row vectors are orthonormal and all column vectors are also orthonormal.
With the definition of orthonormal, we haveRRT = RT R = I. I is thek dimensional identity
matrix− ak × k matrix where the diagonal elements are 1 and all other elements are 0.
Then, we can define several important transformations: linear transformation, affine transfor-
mation, and orthogonal transformation.
Definition 4 (Linear Transformation). Given two vector spacesE andF , a functionf : E → F
is a linear transformation, if
f(u + v) = f(u) + f(v), for any vectorsu andv in E
f(αu) = αf(u), for any real valueα.
Definition 5 (Affine Transformation). Given two vector spacesE and F , a linear functionh :
E → F , and any vectort ∈ F , the functionf : E → F , f(u) = h(u) + t is an affine transforma-
tion.
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Simply, we can treat an affine transformation as a linear transformation plus a translation. For
example, the full mapping model used in VISTA visualization model (Chapter 3) is an affine trans-
formation. A strict definition can be found in [47].
An orthogonal transformation is a special linear transformation.
Definition 6 (Orthogonal Transformation). Given two Euclidean spacesE and F of the same
dimensionk, a functionf : E → F is an orthogonal transformation if it is linear and
‖ f(u) ‖=‖ u ‖
We also call the above transformation as the “rotation” transformation. Given an orthogonal
matrix R and any vectort, note thatf1(u) = Ru is an orthogonal transformation, whilef2(u) =
Ru + t is not (it is an affine transformation). The transformationf2 will be discussed in Chapter 5
as the main method to perturb datasets in order to preserve better data privacy and data quality.
For orthogonal transformations, we also have the following properties, which will be used in
discussing the rotation-invariant classifiers in Chapter 5.
Lemma 1. Given any two Euclidean spacesE and F of same dimensionk, for every function
f : E → F , the following properties are equivalent:
1. f is a linear map and‖ f(u) ‖=‖ u ‖, for all u ∈ E.
2. ‖ f(u)− f(v) ‖=‖ u− v ‖, for all u,v ∈ E, andf(0) = 0
3. f(u) · f(v) = u · v, for all u,v ∈ E.
f1 discussed above will preserve both distance and inner product, whilef2 can preserve only
distance.
In addition, we also define the scaling transformation, which will be used in later discussion.











Definition 7 (Scaling Transformation). A scaling transformation is a linear transformationf ,
f(u) = Su, andS is a scaling matrix.
2.1.2 Contracting projection
The complete definition of projection can be found in the book [47]. In this subsection, we primarily
discuss the concept of “contracting projection”, which is related to our VISTA visualization model.
However, the following definition and Figure 1 is from the paper [59].
Definition 8 (Contracting Projection). Given two Euclidean spacesE andF , a contracting pro-
jection is defined by a linear transformation,f : E → F , so that
‖ f(u) ‖≤‖ u ‖
Intuitively, after contracting projection, distances between the points are preserved or reduced.
Figure 1 shows the difference between contracting and non-contracting projections. Paper [59] also
proves that contracting projection strictly preserves the density in multidimensional space.
Figure 1: (a) shows a non-contracting projection, while (b) shows contracting projections. Intu-
itively, contracting projections will preserve the density based on Euclidean distance.
2.1.3 Differential of Curve
We define the two-dimensional (2D) curve in Euclidean space and discuss the meaning of the first
order differential and the second order differential of curve, which will be used in developing the
Best K method in Chapter 4.
Definition 9 (2D Open Curve). A two-dimensional open curve is defined as a continuous map:
f : (a, b) → R2, where(a, b) is an open interval (allowinga = − inf and b = + inf). If all the
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derivativesf (k) exist and are continuous for allk, 0 ≤ k ≤ p (whenp = 0, f (0) = f ), f is also of
classCp.
We briefly describe the meaning off (1) andf (2). f (1)(t) determines thetangent line(or the
changing rate) at the valuet, t ∈ (a, b). f (2) helps to find the “knees” on the curvef , where the
valuef(t) changes dramatically in the local area oft. Concretely, peaks and valleys off (2) indicate
the corresponding “knees” onf (Figure 2). In Chapter 4, since the entropy difference curve is
decreasing, we plot−f (2) (in discrete form, in fact) to make the peaks correspond to the knees.





A peak on f(2)(x) indicates a
"knee" on f(x)
Figure 2: Differentials of curve.
2.2 Definition of Datasets
A dataset in data mining or statistical analysis is usually defined as a set of multidimensional vectors,
represented as ad column(dimension) andN row (instances, or records). For the convenience of
mathematical manipulation, we useXd×N to denote the dataset, i.e.,X = [x1 . . .xN ], wherexi is
a data tuple, representing a vector in the real vector spaceRd. When the dataset is a training dataset
in classification modeling, each data tuplexi belongs to a predefined class, which is indicated by
the class label attributeyi. The class label can be nominal (or continuous for regression modeling).
For categorical datasetX, we define the values in columnj are from the domainAj . Aj is
conceptually different fromAk(k 6= j). There are a finite number of distinct categorical values in
domain(Aj) and we denote the number of distinct values as|Aj |.
A datasetX can also be understood as a set ofd-dimensional points in thed-dimensional Eu-
clidean space. Therefore, all Euclidean geometric concepts we defined earlier can be applied. A
dataset can also be embedded into other metric spaces, but it is rare to do so.
If we considerX is a sample dataset from thed-dimensional random vectorX = [X1,X2, . . . ,Xd]T ,
most multidimensional statistical methods [76] study the statistical property of such a dataset. Since
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the basic statistical methods are based on metric spaces, there is an inherent connection between sta-
tistical methods and geometric concepts.
The term “large datasets” is also frequently used in this thesis. A dataset can be large in terms
of either large number of records or of high dimensionality, or of both. Particularly, “large” means
a scale that current computer hardware/software system cannot comfortably handle. For example,
the number of records is so large, that algorithms in non-linear space/time complexity cannot han-
dle them with current hardware configuration; or, the number of dimensions is so large that current
visualization system and display devices cannot handle with them. In this sense, a dataset having
millions of records, or thousands of dimensions, would be considered as a large dataset. For such
large datasets, we have to develop linear or sub-linear complexity algorithms to process them. Sta-
tistical methods, such as sampling or summarization, can also be applied to reduce the scale of data
for efficient data mining or statistical analysis.
As a convention, we use bold lower cases to represent vectors, lower cases to scalars, bold upper
cases to random variables, and upper cases to matrices.
2.3 Data Mining Models and Their Geometric Meaning
Two data mining models are primarily studied in this thesis. The first one is data clustering, includ-
ing clustering numerical data and clustering categorical data. The other model is data classification,
especially the data classification models that look for geometric decision boundary. Concretely,
challenges in three specific areas are addressed by this thesis: (1) the challenges in clustering large
numerical datasets that have irregularly shaped clusters and domain-specific clustering structures;
(2) the challenges in identifying the critical clustering structures for categorical data, specifically,
the problem of Best K number of clusters; (3) the challenges in providing better data perturbation
techniques that can better preserve both the data privacy and the model accuracy for data classifica-
tion models.
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2.3.1 Density-based Data Clustering
Data clustering is the unsupervised classification of patterns (observations, or feature vectors) into
groups (clusters) with certain similarity measure [66]. For numerical data, the most popular similar-
ity measure is Euclidean distance. By applying Euclidean distance, the data records become points,
and the groups of points (the clusters) become the dense areas in the Euclidean space. Therefore,
density estimation is also an effective and intuitive means doing numerical data clustering. Typical
density-based algorithms include DBSCAN [39], OPTICS [8], and DENCLUE [58]. By associated
with the concepts of distance and density, data clusters can have certain shapes. In typical statistical
methods, such as mixture models [57], the shape of cluster is assumed to be spherical (matched
by the assumption of multivariate normal distribution). Therefore, when such an assumption is
not held in real datasets, large errors can happen. Clustering datasets having irregularly shaped
(non-spherical) clusters is regarded as a difficult problem.
Due to the density property of data clustering, cluster visualization has become the most intuitive
method for validating irregularly shaped clusters. Cluster visualization has multiple advantages
and can potentially solve some challenges that algorithms and statistical methods cannot handle.
However, it is well known that multidimensional data visualization is also a difficult problem.
HDEyE [59] shows that projective mappings betweenk-dimensional (KD,k > 3) space and 2-
dimensional (2D) visual space can preserve the density property of the dataset and thus effective in
visualizing clusters. Concretely, contracting projection can strictly preserve the density of dataset.
Therefore, if a cluster boundary is found to separate two groups of points in 2D cluster visualization
generated by contracting projection, the two groups are also separated in the original data space.
The only visual bias caused by contracting projection is visual cluster overlapping− two clusters
are mapped to the same visual area.
Contracting projection is only a sufficient condition for preserving the density. There are other
transformations can preserve density, too. In visualization, a zooming operation can be defined as a
scaling transformation. Based on the following observation,
Observation 2. Zooming a 2D cluster visualization generated by contracting projection will not
change the separation of visual clusters.
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we know that the combination of zooming (scaling transformation) and contracting projection
can also be used to visualize the density property of dataset.α-mapping developed in Chapter 3 is
such a transformation.
α-mapping also has other advantages, such as dimensionally tunable parameters and dynamic
properties. Most importantly, withα-mapping and VISTA system, we show that automatically
finding visual cluster separators, such as HDEyE [59] and projection pursuit [57], is not necessary
and not effective. Instead, we can design an interactive dynamic visualization system that fully
utilizes human’s unique ability of visual pattern recognition to efficiently find satisfactory cluster
visualizations.
2.3.2 Data Classification Models
Data classification is also calledstatistical learning from data. In a typical scenario, we have an
outcome measurement, usually quantitative (like a stock price) or categorical (like disease/no dis-
ease), that we wish to predict based on a set of features (like diet and clinical measurements) [57].
Typical data used in classification modeling is called training data (see Section 2.2), in which we
observe the outcome (the class label) and feature measurements for a set of objects (instances, or
data records). Using this data we build a predictive model, also called a classification model or a
classifier.
The existing basic data classification models [57] can be approximately categorized by decision
tree methods, Bayesian methods, kernel methods, support vector machines (SVMs), linear classi-
fiers, and neural networks. Each category may include multiple concrete models. Among these
categories, many models search for geometric decision boundary, such as kernel methods, SVMs,
and linear classifiers. We name them “Geometric Classifiers”. In Chapter 5 and 6, we will discuss
the geometric data perturbation methods specifically designed for privacy preserving data classifi-
cation with such geometric classifiers. In this section, we roughly describe the geometric meanings
behind these models, and why geometric perturbation works for them.
Often, we can embed the training dataset into the Euclidean space and try to find if the points in
the same class are also geometrically close to each other, and the points in different classes should
be distant from each other. Similar to distance-based clustering, distance works as the key metric
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here. We take K Nearest Neighbor (KNN) classifier [57] as example. Given a pointu, we predict
its class label by looking at the K nearest points in the training dataset.u is labeled by the class that
contains the majority of the K points. This classification model is solely determined by Euclidean
distance measure. Similar classifiers include kernel methods, where the training points in the local
area of the given point are critical to make decision.
There are some classifiers, such as Perceptron [57], also looking for hyperplanes in multidi-
mensional Euclidean space to separate the classes in training data. These classification models are
typically called linear classifiers. The key component of linear classifier is the training process that
finds the hyperplanes to separate the classes. For example, the algorithm used in training Percep-
tron usesstochastic gradient descentto minimize the error rate of classification. Some training
algorithms look for the optimal separating hyperplane that separates the classes and maximizes the
distance between the hyperplane and the separated classes [33], which results in thesupport vector
based classifier.
Extending the method using in training support vector classifier with the concept of kernel
function, we get the popularsupport vector machineclassifiers [33]. Kernel functions (see Chapter
5, Section 5.4) are typically defined using inner product or Euclidean distance.
We have briefly reviewed some geometric classifiers and their connection to geometric spaces.
As we have shown in the first section in this chapter, geometric properties, such as distances and
inner products, can be preserved under certain geometric transformations. In Section 5.4, we show
that these geometric classifiers can also bepreservedunder certain transformations. The problem of
geometric perturbation is thus transformed to finding agood geometric transformation, with which
the perturbed data is more resilient to attacks.
A geometric perturbation can be treated as a one-way function. A one-way function is a function
that is easy to evaluate but computationally difficult (NP hard) to invert [50]. One-way function is
the basis of many modern encryption algorithms, such as RSA [71]. Typical one-way function
includes integer factorization, decoding of random linear codes, and subset sum [50]. In Chapter
5, we will study whether geometric perturbations are strong one-way functions, and, if they can




IVIBRATE: INTERACTIVE VISUALIZATION BASED
FRAMEWORK FOR CLUSTERING LARGE DATASETS
This chapter presents the first piece of the thesis research. This research proves the hypothesis that
we can use interactive visualization techniques to develop an effective and yet flexible framework
(iVIBRATE) for clustering very large datasets, especially those datasets having irregularly shaped
clusters. This research explores the geometric density property of clusters in Euclidean space, and
develops novel interactive visualization techniques (VISTA) to dynamically visualize the clusters in
multidimensional datasets. VISTA interactive visualization system is also extended to process large
datasets with visualization-based labeling system (ClusterMap). The two subsystems make up the
iVIBRATE framework. We will show that the iVIBRATE framework is effective and efficient in
reducing the error rates of handling large datasets.
This chapter is organized as follows. First, we review the general problems with clustering
large datasets in Section 3.1 and sketch the scope and contributions of this chapter in Section 3.2.
Section 3.3 reviews some related work. Section 3.4 presents the design principles and components
of iVIBRATE framework. Section 3.5 and Section 3.6 briefly introduce the two main components
of the framework: the VISTA visual cluster rendering system and the ClusterMap labeling algo-
rithms. Section 3.7 describes the problems and the solutions in the integration of the three phases.
Section 3.8 reports some experimental results, demonstrating that the iVIBRATE approach can not
only effectively discover and validate irregular clusters, but also effectively extend the intermediate
clustering result to the entire large dataset. We also present an detailed example, showing how to
explore a very large real dataset: census dataset with the iVIBRATE framework, in section 3.9.
3.1 General Problems with Clustering Large Datasets
Several clustering algorithms have aimed at processing theentire dataset in linear or near linear
time, such as WaveCluster [94], DBSCAN [39], and DENCLUE [58]. However, there are some
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drawbacks with these approaches.
(1)Time Complexity of Iterative Cluster Analysis. Typically, cluster analysis continues after
the clustering algorithm finishes in a run, unless the user has evaluated, understood and accepted
the clustering patterns or results. Therefore, the user needs to be really involved in the iterative
process of “clustering and analysis/evaluation”. In this process, multiple clustering algorithms, or
multiple runs of the same algorithm with different parameter settings can be tested and evaluated.
Even for a clustering algorithm with linear computational complexity, running such an algorithm on
a very large dataset for multiple times could become intolerable. Moreover, most cluster validation
methods have non-linear time complexity [56, 66, 37]. When performed on the entire large dataset,
the validation of clusters hinders the performance improvement for the entire iterative process.
(2)Cluster Analysis on Representative Dataset vs. on Entire Dataset.Bearing the above
problems in mind, a number of approaches were proposed to perform clustering algorithms on
smaller sample datasets or data summaries instead of the entire large dataset. For example, CURE
[53] applies random sampling to get the sample data and then runs a hierarchical clustering algo-
rithm on the sample data. BIRCH [114] summarizes the entire dataset into a CF-tree and then runs
a hierarchical clustering algorithm on the CF-tree to get clustering result. In fact, since the size of
dataset is reduced with the sampling/summarization techniques, any typical clustering algorithms
and cluster validation techniques that have acceptable non-linear computational complexity can be
applied. This “sampling/summarization – iterative cluster analysis” framework has been commonly
recognized as a practical solution to large-scale cluster analysis.
However, the above two-phase framework does not address the questions for the entire large
dataset that are frequently asked by some applications: 1) what is the cluster label for a particular
data record which may not be in the representative dataset? 2) what are the data records in the
entire dataset that belong to a particular cluster? Therefore, we also need to extend the intermediate
clustering result to the entire dataset, which requires the third phase - labeling data on disk with the
intermediate clustering result. Previous research on clustering with the three-phase framework has
been primarily focused on the first two phases. Surprisingly, very few studies have considered the
efficiency and quality of the disk-labeling phase.
Disk-labeling also provides the opportunity to review and correct the errors generated by the
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first two phases. For example, sampling/summarization tends to lose the small clusters in the rep-
resentative dataset. When sampling is applied in the first phase, it is easy to understand that small
clusters might be lost for small sample size. This is also true when summarization is done in a high
granularity. When a CF-tree in BIRCH, for instance, is relatively small compared to the number
of records, a leaf node will possibly cover a large spatial locality and we have to consider all small
clusters in the leaf as one cluster. Although many applications only consider the primary clustering
structure, i.e., the large clusters, small clusters may become significant for some applications. Thus,










Figure 3: Three phases for cluster analysis of large datasets, (Sam-
pling/summarization – Cluster Analysis – Disk Labeling)
(3) Problems with Irregularly Shaped Clusters.Many automated clustering algorithms work
effectively in finding clusters in spherical or elongated shapes but they cannot handle arbitrarily
shaped clusters well [53], neither can traditional validation methods, which are primarily statistical
methods,effectively validate such clusters [56, 93].
Particularly, in some applications, irregularly shaped clusters may be formed by combining
some regular clusters or by splitting one large cluster based on the domain knowledge. Most of the
existing clustering algorithms do not allow the user to participate in the clustering process until the
clustering algorithm is completed. Thus, it is inconvenient to incorporate the domain knowledge
into the cluster analysis, or to allow the user to steer the clustering process that totally employs
automated algorithms.
We observe that visualization techniques have played an important role in solving the problem of
irregularly shaped clusters in large datasets. Some visualization-based algorithms, such as OPTICS
[8], tried to find the arbitrarily shaped clusters, but they are often only applicable to small datasets
and few studies have been performed for large datasets. The iVIBRATE approach described in this
work fills in this gap with the visualization-based three-phase framework and solves the particular
problems related to the integration of the three phases under the framework.
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(4)Problems with Disk Labeling. When disk labeling is used as the last phase of clustering
large dataset, it assigns a cluster label to each data record on disk based on the intermediate clus-
tering result. Without an effective labeling phase, a large amount of errors can be generated in this
process.
In general, the quality of disk-labeling depends on the precise description of cluster boundaries.
All existing labeling algorithms are based on very rough cluster descriptions [66], such as a centroid
or a set of representative cluster boundary points for a cluster. A typical labeling algorithm assigns
each data record on disk to a cluster that has its centroid or its representative boundary points
closest to this data record. Centroid-based labeling (CBL) uses the cluster center (centroid) only to
represent a cluster; Representative-point-based labeling (RPBL) uses a set of representative points
on cluster boundary to describe the cluster. The latter is better because it provides more information
about the cluster boundary. With RPBL, the quality of boundary description mainly depends on
the number of representative points, which could be very large for some irregular cluster shapes
or large clusters. However, it is always not easy for the user to determine the sufficient number of
representative points for a particular dataset.
In particular, the cluster boundary cannot be precisely defined with only the sample dataset.
Cluster boundaries often continue to evolve as we incorporate more labeled records during the disk
labeling phase. We name it the “cluster boundary extension” problem and will describe it in detail
later.
3.2 The Scope and Contributions of This Research
We have summarized four key problems in clustering large datasets: 1) the three-phase framework
is necessary for reducing the time complexity of an iterative cluster analysis; 2) extending the clus-
tering result on the representative dataset to the entire large dataset can raise significant problems;
3) clustering and validating irregularly shaped clusters in large datasets is important but difficult;
and 4) existing disk-labeling algorithms may result in large errors primarily due to the imprecise
cluster boundary description.
We also explicitly identify that the problem of cluster boundary extension is a big challenge in
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Figure 4: Comparing the cluster boundary of small and large dataset (data
points are white)
the small ones in the representative dataset to the larger ones in the entire dataset, where boundary
extension results in significant difference in cluster definition. The point density over the initial
boundary could increase significantly as the number of labeled records increases, which naturally
leads to the boundary extension problem. Especially, when the sample size is much smaller than
the size of the large dataset, e.g.< 1% of the original data records, boundary extension can cause
significant errors if labeling algorithms fail to adapt to it.
Boundary extension can also cause two additional problems. 1) For the regular spherical clusters
as shown in Figure 4, existing labeling algorithms usually either assign all outliers to the nearby
clusters, or treat the cluster members in the extended areas as outliers. As a result, none of them can
deal with outliers and boundary extension effectively. For irregular cluster boundary, the situation
can be worse. 2) Boundary extension might also result in the overlapping of different clusters,
which are originally separated in the representative set. Monitoring boundary extension allows us
to recheck and adjust the initial cluster definition.
To address all of the above problems, we propose the iVIBRATE framework− an interactive
visualization based three-phase framework for clustering large datasets. The iVIBRATE framework
includes the three phases “Sampling− Visual Cluster Analysis− Visualization-based Adaptive
Disk-labeling”. In this chapter, we introduce the two main components: visual cluster analysis and
visualization-based adaptive disk-labeling, while focusing on the important issues in integrating the
three components in the iVIBRATE framework. We also demonstrate how to analyze very large
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datasets with the iVIBRATE framework.
In the clustering phase, we use visual cluster analysis, including visual clustering and visual
cluster validation, to allow the user to participate in the iterative cluster analysis, reducing both
the length of single iteration and the number of iterations. We develop a visual cluster rendering
system, VISTA, to perform “visual cluster analysis”. The VISTA system interactively visualizes
multi-dimensional datasets (usually<50 dimensions). It allows the user to interactively observe
potential clusters in a series of continuously changing visualizations. More importantly, it can
incorporate the algorithmic clustering results, and serve as an effective validation and refinement
tool for irregularly shaped clusters.
In the disk-labeling phase, we develop the Adaptive ClusterMap Labeling subsystem. Clus-
terMap encodes the irregular cluster boundaries defined on the visualization that is generated by
the VISTA subsystem. The algorithm automatically adapts to the boundary extension phenomenon,
clearly distinguishes outliers, continuously detecting irregular shaped clusters, and visually mon-
itoring the anomalies in labeling process. As a result, the Adaptive ClusterMap labeling phase
generates fewer errors than the existing disk-labeling algorithms.
When the three phases are integrated in the iVIBRATE framework, errors caused by the im-
proper operations in the prior phases may propagate to the later phases. Visualization helps to
detect and reduce such errors. We identify and analyze the issues related to the integration of the
phases, and develop the theory and tools to monitor the possible errors. The iVIBRATE framework
is evaluated with real and synthetic datasets and the experimental results show that iVIBRATE can
take advantage of visualization and user interaction to generate high-quality clustering results for
large datasets.
3.3 Related Work
Clustering Large Data. We have described four challenges related to clustering large datasets:
time complexity (scalability), sampling/summarization based clustering, irregular clusters and disk-
labeling. Although each of these issues has been studied, there is surprisingly little study on how
they impact on the cluster quality when sampling/summarization, iterative cluster analysis, and disk
labeling are integrated into a unifying framework for exploring the complex cluster structures in
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large datasets.
Concretely, time complexity of clustering algorithm has been addressed from early on. K-means
algorithm [65] is the most popular algorithm with linear time complexity. Most studies related to
K-means assume that the clusters are in spherical shapes. Recently, there are some other algorithms
[94, 39, 58] having started looking at the problem of clustering irregular clusters in linear/near-linear
time.
Dealing with arbitrarily shaped clusters is well-recognized as a challenging problem in cluster-
ing research community. A number of clustering algorithms have aimed at this particular problem,
such as CURE [53], CHAMELEON [70], DBSCAN [39], DBCLASD [108], WaveCluster [94],
DENCLUE [58] and so on. The semi-automatic algorithm OPTICS [8], derived from the DB-
SCAN algorithm, shows that visualization can be very helpful in cluster analysis. However, all
these algorithms are known to be effective only in low dimensional (typically,<10D) datasets or in
small/medium datasets with thousands of records.
A general cluster analysis framework is described in a review paper [66], showing that cluster
analysis is usually an iterative process. One approach to address the scalability of iterative clustering
analysis is the use of the “sampling(summarization) – clustering–labeling” framework, represented
by CURE [53] and BIRCH [114]. However, the labeling phase and interactions between the phases
have not been sufficiently addressed.
As far as the summarization/sampling phase is concerned, instead of using BIRCH summariza-
tion, Bradley et al. [16] suggest using sufficient statistics to model the data summary. In comparison
to summarization, sampling is used more extensively in data analysis: commercial vendors of statis-
tical packages (e.g., SAS) typically use uniform sampling to handle large datasets. Vitter’s reservoir
sampling [104] represents an efficient uniform sampling technique. The main problem with uni-
form sampling is the loss of small clusters. CURE proposed a method to estimate the minimum
sample size if the size of entire large dataset and the smallest size of clusters are known. However,
the minimum sample size shall increase dramatically with the increase of dataset size. Thus, for a
fixed sample size, it is also necessary to develop methods monitoring the small clusters in order to
maintain the consistency in cluster analysis.
Another popular sampling approach is density-biased sampling proposed by Palmer et al. [85].
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A density-biased sampling preserves small clusters in the sampling process. However, this technique
also skews the actual size of large clusters, introducing too much inconsistency between the clusters
in the sample set and the actual clusters in the entire large dataset. It raises particular problems in
the later two phases, which are not our focus in this research.
The existing disk labeling solutions heavily depend on the concrete cluster representations
generated at the iterative cluster analysis phase. Existing cluster representations can be classi-
fied into four categories [66] : centroid-based, boundary-point-based (representative-point-based),
classification-tree-based and rule-based representations. The centroid representation is the most
popular one. Many clustering algorithms in fact only generate cluster centroids, for example, K-
means and most hierarchical algorithms. For boundary-point-based representations, good repre-
sentative boundary points are often difficult to extract. The most typical algorithm for generating
the representative points is CURE [53]. Classification-tree-based and rule-based representations
are equivalent (each path in the classification tree can be represented as a rule), however, both are
inconvenient to describe high-dimensional data or complicated clustering structure.
Document Clustering in IR and Linkage-based clustering in Network Analysis.Most of the
research on clustering large datasets can be roughly categorized into three areas: scientific/business
data clustering [65, 66], document clustering [106, 34, 89, 91, 112, 96], and linkage-based clustering
for large scale network analysis [66, 54, 84].
In scientific/business data clustering, the data is already formalized as a set of multi-dimensional
vectors (i.e., a table). However, in document clustering, the original data is text data. Most document
clustering techniques are focused on the two steps before applying clustering algorithms: extracting
keywords/constructing the numerical features [111], and defining a suitable similarity measure [10].
Given the vector representation of documents and the similarity measure, document clustering is to
some extent similar to scientific/business data clustering. Since document collections have become
larger and larger with the wide spread of Internet-based applications, we expect that the iVIBRATE
framework can also be extended to clustering large sets of documents.
Graph mining or linkage-based clustering [66] has received a growing interest in the recent
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years due to increased interests in analyzing large-scale networks, such as peer to peer online com-
munities [87], and social networks [84]. Linkage-based clustering is also used in clustering cate-
gorical datasets [54]. Most of the business/scientific data clustering algorithms utilize the distances
between multi-dimensional data points (records) to compute and derive data clusters, while most
of the linkage-based clustering algorithms utilize the node connectivity as a main measurement
to understand and derive the interesting clustering structure of the network. Thus, linkage-based
clustering algorithms aim at finding communities in networks− groups of vertices within which
connections are dense but between which connections are sparser.
A commonalty of data clustering, document clustering, and node clustering is the fact that they
all emphasize on efficient algorithms to speed up the clustering process of large datasets. How-
ever, the subtle differences between distance based measure and connectivity-based measure may
influence how the clustering algorithms are devised and what factors are critical to the performance
of the algorithms. Due to the scope of this research, we will confine our discussion to the general
clustering problem to the business and scientific datasets.
Visualization of Multidimensional Data. Information visualization has demonstrated great
advantages in multi-dimensional data analysis. Here we only discuss the scatter-plot-based tech-
niques because they are the most intuitive techniques for cluster visualization. The early research
on projection-based general data visualization is the Grand Tour [9]. The Grand Tour tries to find
a series of smoothly changed projections that map data to two orthogonal dimensions, so that the
user can look at the high-dimensional data from different perspectives. In order to reduce the huge
search space for cluster visualization, Projection Pursuit is also used to identify some of interesting
projections [30]. Yang [110] utilizes the Grand Tour technique to show projections in an animation.
Dhillon, et al. [36] aimed at precise visualization of the clusters, but the technique is only effective
for 3 clusters. When more than 3 clusters exist, it requires the help of the Grand Tour technique.
The above systems aim at visualizing the datasets in continuously changed projections, which is
similar to our VISTA system. However, it is well known that generating continuously changing vi-
sualizations in Grand Tour systems often involves complicated computation, and their visualization
models are generally not intuitive to users. Most importantly, they do not fully utilize the power
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of interaction and heuristic rendering rules. Compared to the Grand Tour models, the VISTA vi-
sualization model has several advantages: 1) it provides convenient parameter adjustments; 2) it is
enhanced by the heuristic rendering rules and the intuitive interpretation about the rules for finding
the satisfactory cluster visualization; 3) continuously changing the VISTA visualization is very easy
and fast, either in ARR mode or ADDR mode (see section 3.5.3), which produces the effect of
animation at low cost.
Different from the dynamic visualization systems, like the Grand Tour and VISTA, there are
static multidimensional visualization techniques such as Scatterplot Matrices, coplots, Parallel Co-
ordinates [64], Glyphs [80], multidimensional stacking [74], and FastMap based visualization [42].
A nice tool, XvmdvTool [105], implements some of the above static visualization techniques. Some
techniques are extended to specifically visualize the clustering structures discovered by clustering
algorithms, such as IHD [109] and Hierarchical Clustering Explore [92]. However, these techniques
are not specifically designed to address the difficult clustering problems: irregularly shaped clusters,
domain-specific clustering structure, and problems in labeling clusters in very large datasets. Most
of them are also limited by the dimensionality (10-20 dimensions at maximum).
Star Coordinates [68] is a visualization system designed to interactively visualize and analyze
clusters. We utilize the form of Star Coordinates and build theα-mapping model in our system.
α-mapping model extends the ability of the original mapping used in Star Coordinates, and the
mechanism of visual rendering behind this model can be systematically analyzed and understood
[22]. RadViz [60] utilizes the same coordinates system with a non-linear mapping function, which
makes it difficult to interpret the visual clusters in the generated visualization. HD-Eye [59] is an-
other interesting interactive visual clustering system. It visualizes the density-plot of the interesting
projection of any two of thek dimensions. It uses icons to represent the clusters and the relation-
ship between the clusters. However, it is difficult for the user to synthesize all of the interesting
2D projections to find the general pattern of the clusters. In fact, visually determining the cluster
distribution solely through user interaction is not necessary. A more practical approach is to incor-
porate all available clustering information, such as algorithmic clustering results and the domain
knowledge, into the visual cluster exploration.
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3.4 The iVIBRATE Framework
In this section, we first briefly give the motivation and the design ideas of the iVIBRATE develop-
ment, and then describe the components and working mechanism of iVIBRATE.
Motivation. In the three-phase framework, cluster analysis involves the ”clustering - analy-
sis/evaluation” iteration, which can be concretely described in the following steps:
1. Run a clustering algorithm with the initial setting of parameters.
2. Analyze the clustering result with statistical measures and the domain knowledge.
3. If the result is not satisfactory, adjust the parameters and re-run the clustering algorithm,
or use another algorithm, then go to Step 2 to evaluate the clustering result again until the
satisfactory result is obtained.
4. If the result is satisfactory, then perform post-processing, which may include labeling the data
records on disk.
Open problems. We first discuss a number of open problems in the above steps, and then we
describe how iVIBRATE addresses these problems. Traditional statistical methods, such as variance
and intra/inter cluster similarity, are typically used in Step 2, which assume that the shape of cluster
structure is hyper-sphere or hyper-ellipse. As a result, these traditional statistical methods have
difficulty in effectively validating the irregular cluster shapes [37, 56]. Moreover, with automated
algorithms, it is almost impossible to incorporate the domain knowledge. The critical task in step 3
is to learn and determine the appropriate parameter settings. For example, CURE [53] requires the
number of representative points and the shrink factor. DBSCAN [39] needs properε andMinPtsto
get satisfactory clusters. DENCLUE [58] needs to define the smoothness level and the significance
level. These parameter settings are different from dataset to dataset and depend primarily on the
user to try different parameters and find the “best” set of parameters by hand. Therefore, there is a
need to help the user to easily find the appropriate parameter setting, when automated algorithms are
applied. Finally, a coarse labeling algorithm tends to deteriorate the intermediate clustering result
as we have discussed.
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Bearing these problems in mind, we observed that, if the step 2 and 3 can be carefully combined
together, which means that the user can perform evaluation in the course of clustering and be able
to refine the clusters at the same time, the length of an iteration would also be greatly reduced.
In addition, the user would understand more about the dataset and thus be more confident in their
judgment of the clustering results. This motivates us to develop and promote the interactive visual
cluster rendering approach.
Cluster Visualization and Visual Validation. Cluster visualization can improve the under-
standing of the clustering structure. Former studies [73] in the area of visual data exploration support
the notion that visual exploration can help in cognition. Visual representations can be very powerful
in revealing trends, highlighting outliers, showing clusters, and exposing gaps. According to the
paper [95], with the right coding, human pre-attentive perceptual skills enable users to recognize
patterns, spot outliers, identify gaps and find clusters in a few hundred milliseconds. In addition, it
does not require the knowledge of complex mathematical/statistical algorithms or parameters [72].
Visualization is known to be the most intuitive method for validating clusters, especially clusters
in irregular shape. Since the geometry and density features of clusters, which are derived from the
distance (similarity) relationship, determine the validity of the clustering results, many clustering
algorithms in literature use 2D-plot of clustering results to visually validate their effectiveness on
2D experimental datasets. However, visualizing high-dimensional datasets keeps as a challenging
problem.
Static vs. Dynamic Data Visualization. In general, multi-dimensional data visualization can
be categorized into static visualization or dynamic visualization. Static visualization displays the
data with a fixed set of parameters, while dynamic cluster visualization allows the user to adjust a
set of parameters, resulting in a series of continuously changed visualizations. It is commonly be-
lieved that static visualization is not sufficient in visualizing clusters [72, 95], and it has been shown
that clusters can hardly be satisfactorily preserved in a static visualization [30, 36]. Therefore, we
consider using interactive dynamic cluster visualization in the iVIBRATE framework. We observe
that a cluster can always be preserved as a point-cloud in visual space through linear mappings.
The only problem is that, these point-clouds may overlap with one another and to find certain map-


































Figure 5: The iVIBRATE framework
framework, we incorporate the combination of visual cluster clues and interactive rendering into the
iterative clustering analysis, and refine algorithmic clustering results with heuristic rendering rules,
which enables us to identify these point-cloud overlaps quickly and intuitively.
Visualization-based Disk-labeling.Another unique characteristic of iVIBRATE is its visualization-
based disk-labeling algorithm. We argue that a fine cluster visualization of a dataset can serve as
the visual clustering pattern of this dataset, where the cluster boundary can be precisely described
and most outliers can be clearly distinguished. We develop the basic ClusterMap labeling algorithm
for obtaining better description of cluster boundary and higher quality of disk-labeling. In order to
solve the problem of cluster boundary extension, we also extend the basic ClusterMap algorithm to
the Adaptive ClusterMap labeling algorithm.
Components and Working Mechanism.Figure 5 sketches the main components of iVIBRATE
framework. We briefly describe each of the main components and the general steps used to analyze
the clusters in large datasets.
• Visual Cluster RenderingThe VISTA system can be used independently to render the clus-
ters in a dataset without incorporating any external information. It can also visualize the result
of an automated clustering algorithm or use the result to guide the interactive rendering. By
interactively adjusting the parameters, the user can visually validate the algorithmic cluster-
ing results through continuously changing visualizations. Using a couple of rendering rules,
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which are easy to learn, the user can quickly identify cluster overlaps and improve the cluster
visualization as well. In addition, it also allows the user to conveniently incorporate domain
knowledge into cluster definition through visual rendering operations. Semi-automated ren-
dering method is also provided for larger number of dimensions (> 50D and< 100D).
Data Filter prepares the data for visualization. It handles missing values and normalizes
the data. If the dimensionality is too high, dimensionality reduction techniques or feature
selection might be applied to get a manageable number of dimensions. When the size of
dataset grows past a million items that cannot be easily visualized on a computer display, Data
Filter also uniformly samples the data to create a manageable representative dataset. It also
extracts certain relevant subsets, for example, one specific cluster, for detailed exploration.
Label Selector selects the clustering result that will be used in visualization as clustering clues
or for validation. While a clustering algorithm finishes, it assigns a label to each data record.
Label Selector extracts part of the labels corresponding to the data records extracted by Data
Filter.
• Adaptive ClusterMap Labeling In the iVIBRATE framework, we introduce ClusterMap−
a new cluster presentation, and the associated disk-labeling methods. ClusterMap makes the
labeling result highly consistent with the intermediate cluster distribution. Adaptive Clus-
terMap labeling algorithm then automatically adjusts the cluster boundary according to the
accumulation of labeled data records at the boundary areas.
ClusterMap Observer is an interactive monitoring tool. It observes the snapshots, i.e. the
changing ClusterMaps during labeling. The snapshots may provide information about the bias
of the representative sample set, for example, the missing small clusters, and the anomalies
in labeling as shown in section 3.7.2.
A user of iVIBRATE will perform the cluster analysis in the following seven steps. 1) The
large dataset is sampled to get a subset in a manageable size (e.g., thousands or tens of thousands
records). 2) The sample set is used as an input to the selected automatic clustering algorithms and to
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the VISTA visual rendering subsystem. The algorithmic clustering result provides helpful informa-
tion in the visual cluster rendering process. 3) The user interacts with the VISTA visual cluster ren-
dering system to find the satisfactory visualization, which visualizes the clusters in well-separated
areas. Since human vision is very sensitive to the gap between point clouds, which implies the ac-
tual boundary of clusters, the interactive rendering works very well in refining vague boundaries or
irregular shaped clusters. 4) A ClusterMap is then defined on the satisfactory cluster visualization
and used as the initial pattern in ClusterMap labeling. 5) The labeling process will adapt the bound-
ary extension and refine the cluster definition in one pass through the entire dataset. An additional
pass might be needed to reorganize the entire dataset for fast processing of queries. During the
labeling process, snapshots are saved periodically, which are then used to monitor the anomalies
during the labeling process. 6) The user can use the ClusterMap Observer to check the snapshots
and refine the extended ClusterMap. 7) To further observe the small clusters that may be omitted
in the sampling process, the data filtering component is used to filter out the labeled outliers and
performs sampling/visual rendering on the sampled outliers again (for details, see section 3.7.3).
In the following sections, we will introduce the two subsystems, with a focus on the integration
of the main components into the framework.
3.5 VISTA Visual Cluster Rendering System
A main challenge in cluster visualization is cluster preservation, i.e., visualizing multi-dimensional
datasets in 2D/3D visual space, while preserving the clustering structure. Previous studies have
shown that preserving cluster structure precisely in static visualization, if not impossible, is very
difficult and computationally expensive [72, 30, 110, 36, 95]. An emerging practical mechanism to
address this problem is to allow the user to interactively explore the dataset [72] and to distinguish
the visibly inaccurate cluster structure, such as cluster overlapping, broken clusters and false clusters
(the situation where the outliers in the original space are mapped to the same visual area and thus
form a false visual cluster) through visual interactive operations.
The iVIBRATE visual cluster rendering subsystem (VISTA) is designed to be a dynamic visual
cluster exploration system. It uses a visualization model, characterized by the max-min normaliza-
tion and theα-mapping to produce a linear transformation that maps each multi-dimensional data
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point onto a data point in 2D visual space. This mapping model provides a set of visually adjustable
parameters, such as theα parameters. By continuously changing one of the parameters, the user can
see the dataset from different perspectives. Since the linear mapping does not break the clusters, the
clusters in multi-dimensional space are still visualized as dense point clouds (the “visual clusters”)
in 2D space. And the visible “gaps” between the visual clusters in 2D visual space indicate thereal
gapsbetween point clouds in the original high dimensional space. However, overlaps between the
visual clusters in the 2D space, i.e. the point clouds, may occur with certain parameter settings.
We have developed a set of interactive operations and designed several heuristic rendering rules in
order to efficiently distinguish the visual cluster overlaps. These developments have shown to be
quite effective in achieving desired rendering efficiency.
Since Euclidean distance is the most commonly used distance measure in applications, the cur-
rent prototype of VISTA subsystem supports clustering with Euclidean distance. For the conve-
nience of presentation, in the rest of the chapter Euclidean distance is used as the default similarity
measure. Datasets with other distance measures can be approximately transformed to Euclidean
datasets with techniques like multidimensional scaling [32], which will be a part of VISTA exten-
sions in the future work.
3.5.1 The Visualization Model
The VISTA visualization model consists of two linear mappings−max-min normalization followed
by α-mapping. For better understanding of the iVIBRATE framework, we briefly introduce the two
as follows. Interested readers can refer to the paper [22] for details.
Max-min normalization is used to normalize the columns in the datasets in order to eliminate
the dominating effect of large-valued columns. For a column with value bounds [min, max], max-
min normalization scales a valuev in the column into [-1, 1] as follows:
v′ =
2(v −min)
max−min − 1 (1)
wherev is the original value andv′ is the normalized value.
α-mapping mapsk-D points onto the 2D visual space with the convenience of visual param-
eter tuning. We describeα-mapping as follows. Let a 2D pointQ(x, y) represent the image
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Figure 7: An implementation ofα-mapping
2D space.Q(x, y) is determined by the average of the vector sum of thek vectors~siẋi, where
~si = (cos(θi), sin(θi)), i = 1 . . . k andθi ∈ [0, 2π] are the star coordinates [68] that represent thek
dimensions in 2D visual space. Formula 2 definesα-mapping.
A(θ1,...,θk)(x1, . . . , xk, α1, . . . , αk) = (c/k)
k∑
i=1
αixi~si − ~o (2)
i.e. a 2D pointQ(x, y) is determined by
{x, y} = {(c/k)
k∑
i=1
αixi cos(θi)− x0, (c/k)
k∑
i=1
αixi sin(θi)− y0} (3)
Here,αi(i = 1 . . . k, αi ∈ [−1, 1]) provides the visually adjustable parameters, one for each of
thek dimensions.αi ∈ [−1, 1] covers a considerable range of mapping functions. Experimental
results show that this range combined with the scaling factorc is effective enough for finding sat-
isfactory visualization.θi is set to2iπ/k initially and can be adjusted afterwards. We also proved
that adjustingθ values is often equivalent to a pair ofα adjustment plus zooming [22]. Thus, it is
not necessary to changeθi in practice.~o = (x0, y0) is the center of the display area.
Lemma 3. If Euclidean distance is used as the similarity measure,α-mapping preserves the density
of dataset, .







, andC is 1/k ∑ki=1 αixi~si. With the Minkowski inequality and the
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Cauchy-Shwartz inequality (see Section 2.1),

























Therefore,C is a contracting projection andα mapping is the combination of a scaling transforma-
tion and a contracting projection, which preserves the density of dataset (see Section 2.3).
Sinceα-mapping preserves density, there are no “broken clusters” in the visualization, i.e., the
visual gaps between the point clouds reflect the real gaps between the clusters in the original high-
dimensional space. All we need to do is to separate the possibly overlapped clusters, which can be
achieved with the help of dynamic visualization through interactive operations.
The mapping is adjustable byαi. By tuning αi continuously, we can see the influence of
the i-th dimension to the cluster distribution through a series of smoothly changing visualizations,
which usually provides important clustering clues. The dimensions that are important to clustering
will causesignificant changesto the visualization as the correspondingα values are continuously
changed.
α-mapping based visualization is implemented in the VISTA subsystem as shown in Figure
7. The coordinates are arranged around the display center and theα-widgets are designed for
interactively adjusting eachα value. However, the above visual design also limits the number of
dimensions that can be visualized and manually manipulated. In the current prototype of VISTA,
users can comfortably manually render up to 50 dimensions. Although the system can visualize
more than 50 dimensions, we suggest using the semi-automated rendering method instead that will
be introduced in section 3.5.3.
Comparison with RadViz visualization model It is worth mentioning that the RadViz system
[60] is also based on star coordinates, however, it uses a totally different mapping model. Let
P (x1, . . . xi, . . . , xk) be the normalized point as above.






From Equation 4, we can see that RadViz mapping normalizes the contribution of eachxi by all
dimensional values. The factor(
∑k
i=1 xi)
−1 renders the mapping as anon-linearmapping, which
leaves the “visual clusters” difficult to interpret. In fact, the original RadViz visualization is also
static− as long as the ordering ofk dimensions is determined a unique visualization is generated.
Although it is easy to add a set of similar “α” parameters into the model, it depends on further study
to develop or understand the potential interactive rendering rules. Since the two mapping models
are totally different, our rendering rules and methods presented in the next sections and the paper
[22] cannot be easily applied to the RadViz mapping model.
3.5.2 The Rules for Interactive Visual Rendering
To understand the basic visual rendering rules, we should investigate the dynamic properties of
the visualization model, especially, the most important interactive operation− α-parameter adjust-
ment (or simply,α-adjustment).α-adjustment changes the parameters defined in Eq. (2). Each
change refreshes the visualization in real time (about a couple of hundred milliseconds, depending
on different hardware configurations and the size of dataset), generating dynamically changing visu-
alizations.α-adjustment enables the user to find thedominating dimensions, to observe the dataset
from different perspectives, and to distinguish the real clusters from cluster overlaps in continuously
changing visualizations.
Continuousα-parameter adjustment of one dimension reveals the effect of this dimension on
the entire visualization. LetX(x1, . . . , xk) andY (y1, . . . , yk), xi, yi ∈ [−1, 1] represent any two
normalized points ink-D space. Let‖~v‖ represent the length of vector~v. We define thevisual
distancebetweenX andY is:




αi(xi − yi)~si‖ (5)
which means ifxi andyi are close, changingαi does not change the visual distance betweenX
andY a lot – the dynamic visual effect is thatX andY are moving together whenαi changes.
Meanwhile, neighboring points ink-D space also have similar values in each dimension as Eu-
clidean distance is employed. Thus, we can conclude that the neighboring points ink-D space,
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which should belong to one cluster, not only are close to each other in 2D space, but also tend to
move together in anyα-adjustment; while those points that are far away from each other ink-D
space may move together in someα-adjustment but definitely not in allα-adjustments. This prop-
erty makesα-adjustment very effective in revealing the visual cluster overlaps. In addition, point
movement can also reveal the value distribution of individual dimension. If we adjust theα value
of the dimensioni only, the point movement can be represented by:
∆(i) = A(x1, . . . , xk, α1, . . . , αi, . . . , αk)−A(x1, . . . , xk, α1, . . . , α′i, . . . , αk)
= (c/k)(αi − α′i)xi~si (6)
which means that the points having largerxi will be moving “faster” along thei-th coordinate, and
those having the similarxi moving in a similar way. The initial setting ofα values may not reveal
the distribution of an individual dimension as Figure 8 shows. However, by looking at the density
centers (the moving point cloud) along thei-th axis asαi changes, we can easily estimate the value
distribution alongi-th dimension. In Figure 8, we sketch that point movement and point distribution
can be interpreted intuitively with each other.
si
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Figure 8: α-adjustment, dimensional data distribution and point movement
In interactive visual rendering, some dimensions show “significant change” on visualization
in continuousα-adjustment, i.e., changing itsα value results in distinct point clouds moving in
different directions, or causes the visible “gaps” between point clouds to emerge. These dimensions
play important roles in visual cluster rendering and thus we name them as “visually dominating
dimensions”, and the others as “the fine-tuning dimensions”. The dominating dimensions usually
have skewed distributions, where more than one distinctive mode exist on the distribution curve.
For example, dimensions with near uniform distribution are definitely not dominating dimensions
and dimensions with normal distribution are also less likely to be dominating, however, possibly
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useful in refinement of visualization.
Since the main goal of VISTA interactions is to distinguish the possible visual cluster overlaps,
we can apply the following rules in visual rendering:
Visual Rendering Rule 1. Sequentially render each dimension. If the dimension is a visually
dominating dimension, increase itsα value to certain degree so that the main point clouds are
satisfactorily distinguished.
Visual Rendering Rule 2. Use the fine-tuning dimensions to polish the visualization. Adjust their
α values finely so that the visualization clearly shows the cluster boundaries.
Guided by the above simple visual rendering rules, a trained user can easily find the satisfactory
visualizations. While combined with the cluster labels that are generated by automatic cluster-
ing algorithms (for example, K-Means algorithm), the rendering becomes even easier. During the
rendering process, we can intuitively validate the algorithmic clustering results and conveniently
incorporate the domain knowledge into the clustering process [22], which are difficult for most
automated clustering algorithms.
3.5.3 Semi-automated Rendering
When the number of dimensions grows to a considerably large number (> 50 and< 100 dimen-
sions), manually rendering the dimensions becomes a difficult job. In the VISTA subsystem, we
provide a semi-automated rendering method to automate the rendering of this type of datasets. To-
gether with the visual rendering rules we have presented, the semi-automated rendering method can
be quite efficient.
Concretely, our semi-automated rendering is performed in two stages: automatic random ren-
dering (ARR) followed by automatic dimension-by-dimension rendering (ADDR). A simple version
of random rendering is defined as follows. Let a datasetS haved dimensions andN records. Each
dimensioni (1 ≤ i ≤ k) is associated with an initialα value, sayαi. Random rendering can be done
in any number of rounds until some rough pattern of cluster distribution is observed. In each round,
theαi value is changed by a small constant amountε, (0 < ε < 1), but the direction (increase or
decrease) is randomly chosen for eachαi. Since theα values are bounded by 1 and -1, the change
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is “bounced” back at the ends. By changingα values in this way, rather than randomly assigning
them in each round, we can observe that the visualization is more smoothly changed. This type
of continuity between the nearby visualizations is important to the user, since the user’s reaction
might be slower than the change of visualization. When a nice rough pattern is observed, a few
successive visualizations will be similar to the observed one, allowing the user to stop ARR around
the satisfactory pattern.
After a rough pattern is observed in random rendering, we switch the automated rendering from
ARR to ADDR for further refinement. In ADDR, for each dimension, αi is continuously changed
between [-1,1] by steps. Namely,αi increases byε at each step from -1 to 1, and decreases by
−ε from 1 to -1. When a more refined cluster visualization is accepted by the user, ADDR for the








Figure 9: Markov model of random rendering of
one dimension.
the cluster distribution and ADDR refines the sketch to get the final visualization. Essentially, the
first stage provides the main saving of time with respect to the number of interactions required to find
a satisfactory sketch of the cluster distribution pattern, and is the dominating factor in determining
how efficient the entire rendering will be. Therefore, we below focus on analyzing and improving
the performance of the first stage.
Without loss of generality, we simplify the model as follows: each increase/decrease will move
theα to certain fixed points, which is solely determined by the valueε. For example, ifε = 0.2, the
serial of points would be{-1, -0.8, -0.6, . . . , 0.8, 1}. Suppose that there areµ such points, including
the two endpoints -1, and 1. For simplicity, we call this set of points theµ s t of points orµ points
for short.
Let Pj , 1 ≤ j ≤ µ be the probability of settingα to be one of theµ points between [-1,1]. We
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can model the ARR process with a Markov chain (Figure 9). It follows that2P1 = P2 = . . . =
Pµ−1 = 2Pµ [88], which implies that ARR almost uniformly setsαi to all values in [-1, 1] (except
the two endpoints, which have lower probability).
Now we define theα setting of the satisfactory sketch visualization. Suppose that a sketch of
cluster distribution can be observed with the set ofαi value ranges, i.e., as long as theαi value
within the corresponding range, a satisfactory cluster visualization will be observed. We model
such a subrange forαi with λi = [λi1, λi2], and |λi| as the number of theµ points that fall into
the rangeλi. Therefore, the probability that one ARR operation finds the satisfactory sketch can be













The above equation implies two important factors in terms of the efficiency of ARR. First, the
number of effective dimensions,d is in fact less thank and may vary from dataset to dataset. As
the rendering rule 1 suggests, only the “dominating dimensions” are significant to rendering. In
other words, the|λi|/µ for the minor dimensions can be approximately treated as 1. Second, the
individual coverage rate|λi|/µ can be increased by reducing the effectiveα ranges. Based on the
analysis ofα-adjustment (recall Section 4), smallerαi values tend to hide the distribution detail
over the dimensioni, good for polishing, but the largerα values help to distinguish visual cluster
overlapping. Thus, in the ARR stage, we can choose to let ARR focus on the reduced ranges, say
[−1,−β] and[β, 1] where0 < β < 1, for the dominating dimensions.
As observed in experiments, the rate of effective subrangeλi to the reduced range is often quite
large, and there are likely more than oneΛ = (λ1, . . . , λk) range combinations that can visualize
the sketch of cluster distribution. Therefore, combined with the rendering rules, it is quite efficient
to use ARR as the first step in rendering very high dimensional datasets.
However, ARR is not sufficient to find a detailed cluster visualization. A detailed cluster visu-
alization might confineλis to much smaller subranges, which requires the second stage, ADDR, to
refine the sketch visualization obtained by ARR. Our experiments show that by using the combina-
tion of ARR and ADDR, the cluster visualization of census dataset (68 dimensions) can be captured
in around 10 minutes.
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3.6 ClusterMap Labeling
In the labeling phase of iVIBRATE framework, we use the adaptive ClusterMap labeling algorithm
to effectively extend the intermediate clustering results to the entire large dataset. The concepts
of the ClusterMap and the extended ClusterMap are discussed in the paper [21]. Thus, we only
provide an overview of the ClusterMap design in this thesis. We refer the readers to the paper [21]
for further details.
3.6.1 Encoding and Labeling Clusters with ClusterMap
ClusterMap is a convenient cluster representation derived from the VISTA cluster rendering subsys-
tem. When visual cluster rendering produces satisfactory visualization, we can set the boundaries of
a cluster by drawing a visual boundary to enclose it. Each cluster is assigned with a unique cluster
identifier. After the cluster regions are marked, the entire display area can be saved (represented) as
a 2D byte array (Figure 10). Each cell in the 2D array is labeled by an identifier− a cluster ID (>0)
if it is within cluster region, or the outlier ID (=0), otherwise. Since the size of array is restricted by
the screen size, we do not need a lot of space to save it. For example, the display area is only about
688*688 pixels on 1024*768 screen, slightly larger for a higher resolution, but always bounded by
a few mega pixels. As shown in Figure 10, the Cluster Map array is often a sparse matrix, which
can also be stored more space-efficiently if necessary. Figure 11 is a visually defined ClusterMap
of the 4D “iris” dataset. The boundaries of cluster C1, C2 and C3 were defined interactively.
In addition to the 2D array, we need also to save the following mapping parameters in Table 1
for the labeling purpose.
Table 1: Mapping parameters for ClusterMap representation
Cmaxj , Cminj The max-min bounds of each column,j = 1 . . . k
(x0, y0) The center of the visualization
αj Thek α parameters,j = 1 . . . k
θj Thek θ parameters,j = 1 . . . k
c The scaling factor
ClusterMap representation has several advantages. First, in most situations, ClusterMap pro-
vides more details than the centroid-based or representative-point-based cluster representation. Thus,
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it is possible to better preserve the intermediate clustering results in the labeling phase. Second,
cluster boundaries can be conveniently adjusted to adapt to any special situations or to incorporate
domain knowledge as we did in the VISTA system. Finally, with ClusterMap the outliers can be
better distinguished. We shall see later that ClusterMap can also be used to conveniently adapt the
extension of cluster boundary.
ClusterMap representation can be applied directly in thebasic ClusterMap labeling. It works as
follows. After the ClusterMap representation is loaded into the memory, each item in the entire large
dataset is scanned and mapped onto one ClusterMap cell. The mapping follows the same mapping
model used in the visual rendering system. Suppose that the raw large dataset is stored on disk in
form of N -row byk-column table. We rewrite the mapping formulas as follows:
Normalization:x′ij = ωj ∗ (xij − Cminj)− 1 (8)




ψx(j)x′ij − x0, yi =
k∑
j=1
ψx(j)x′ij − y0 (9)
whereψx(j) = cαj cos(θj)/k, ψx(j) = cαj sin(θj)/k andωj can be pre-computed, and other
parameters, such asc andθj are the same as defined in VISTA visualization model.
Sequentially, the algorithm reads thei-th item(xi1 . . . xik) from thek-D raw dataset, normalizes
it and maps it to a 2D cell coordinate(xi, yi). From the cell(xi, yi), we can find a cluster ID label,
or a outlier label, depending on the ClusterMap definition.
cells
cells
Figure 10: ClusterMap with













Figure 12: Boundary exten-
sion − the cross section of a
typical evolving cluster in Clus-
terMap.
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3.6.2 Adaptive ClusterMap for Boundary Extension
In the basic ClusterMap labeling, we assume that the cluster boundary defined on the sample set will
not change significantly during the labeling process. However, with the increase of labeled items,
the density in the original boundary areas will increase as well. Thus, the original boundary defined
on sample set shall be extended to some extent. An example has been shown in Section 1.2 (Figure
4). Boundary extension encloses the nearby outliers into the clusters and may require the mergence
of the two nearby clusters if they become overlapped. Figure 12 sketches the possible extension in
ClusterMap with the attending of labeled items, in terms of the point density.
Boundary extension is maintained by monitoring the point density around the boundary area.
We have the initial boundary defined in ClusterMap representation. We name the cells within the
cluster boundary as the “cluster cells” and the cells around the boundary area as the “boundary
cells”. The initial boundary cells are precisely defined as within a short distanceε away from the
initial boundary. All non-cluster cells are “outlier cells” including the boundary cells. We define
the density of a cell on the map as the number of items being mapped to this cell. Apparently, the
density of boundary cells should be monitored in order to make decision on boundary extension. A
threshold density,δ, is defined as two times of the average density of outlier cells. If the density of
a boundary cell grows toδ with the attending of labeled items, the boundary cell is turned into a
cluster cell and results in the extension of boundary− The non-cluster cells within theε-distance
from the old boundary cell become the new boundary cells. Since the boundary is on the 2D cells,
we can use cell as the basic distance unit and the “city block” distance [97] as the distance function
to define theε-distance.ε is often a small number, for example, 1 or 2 blocks from the current
boundary. boundary extension keeps consistent with the density of non-cluster area.
To support the above adaptive algorithm, we need to extend the basic structure of ClusterMap.
First, for each cell, we need one more field to indicate whether it is a monitored non-cluster cell or
not. We also need to keep track of the number of points falling onto each cell. This information is
saved at a “Density Map”. In addition,δ should be periodically updated according to the average
noise level, since the average noise level will also rise with the increase of labeled items. For
detailed discussion of the ClusterMap algorithm, please refer to the paper [21]
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The Adaptive ClusterMap labeling algorithm can be performed in two scans: The first scan
generates an extended ClusterMap and the second scan can be performed to build up a R-tree index
on the map for efficient access to the items on disk. After the first scan, the adjusted ClusterMap
can also be checked with the ClusterMap Observer to identify the anomalies (section 3.7.2). The
second scan is very helpful for many clustering applications that involve similarity search [77] and
cluster-based indexing, which require efficient access of the cluster members.
3.6.3 Complexity of Labeling Algorithms
The two key factors that measure the effectiveness of the labeling algorithms areaccuracyand
computational cost. Although ClusterMap brings apparent advantages in describing precise cluster
boundaries, accuracy will be further evaluated in experiments. We analyze the other important
factor: the computational cost in this section for the four labeling algorithms: CBL, RPBL, Basic
ClusterMap, and Adaptive ClusterMap.
One way to estimate the cost of a labeling algorithm is to count the number of necessary multi-
plications. For example, onek-D Euclidean distance calculation costsO(k). Based on the formulas
8 and 9 given in section 3.6.1, we can roughly estimate the cost of the basic ClusterMap labeling.
Map reading and parameter reading cost little constant time due to the limited small map size. For
each item in the dataset, max-min normalization costsO(k) as shown by Formula 8.α-mapping
function costsO(k) to calculate thex andy coordinates with Formula 9, respectively. Locating the
cell in ClusterMap to get the corresponding cluster ID costs constant time. Hence, the total cost for
the entire dataset isO(3kN), whereN is the number of rows in the dataset. While the Adaptive
ClusterMap runs with the two scans, the cost is roughly two times of the Basic ClusterMap labeling,
i.e.,O(6kN).
When kd-tree [45], or other multi-dimensional trees, is used to organize the representative points
or centroids, we get the near-optimal complexity for the distance-comparison based labeling algo-
rithms. Letr be the number of clusters andm be the number of representation points per cluster.
The cost to find the nearest neighbor point in kd-tree is at leastog2(rm) distance calculation for
RPBL or log2(r) for CBL. For a typical RPBL as reported in the CURE paper, the number of
representative points has to be greater than 10(m > 10) in order to roughly describe the regular
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Table 2: Cost estimation of the four algorithms
Algorithm Complexity LDS data Census data
(N=1M, k=5, r =5) (N=1M, k=68,r=3 )
CBL [kN log2(r), rkN] 4.67 56
RPBL [kN log2(rm), rmkN] 6.5 65
Basic ClusterMap 3kN 4.42 54
Adaptive ClusterMap ∼ 6kN 8.69 108
non-spherical cluster shapes (mainly, the elongated shapes). The number should increase substan-
tially if the irregular cluster shapes are detected. Conservatively, the cost of RPBL will be at least
4kN , normally a little higher than that of the basic ClusterMap. The cost of CBL should be around
log2(r)kN or rkN if r is small and a tree structure will increase the cost.
Both CBL and RPBL need a small amount of memory,O(rk) andO(rmk), respectively. Let
w be the width andh be the height of the 2D ClusterMap, the basic ClusterMap will needO(wh)
memory, which counts for several megabytes in practice. Correspondingly, the adaptive ClusterMap
needs aboutO(2wh) memory.
Table 2 summarizes the formal analysis. The cost on two large datasets, LDS and Census data,
which will appear in the later sections, are also listed in Table 2 to give a feeling of the real cost.
For both datasets,m is set to 20 and the time unit is second.
In summary, the Adaptive ClusterMap labeling algorithm uses a little more time and space to
label the datasets but this small extra cost can bring huge benefits as we will show in the following
sections.
3.7 Integrating the Three Phases
Integrating the three phases (Sampling, Visual Cluster Analysis, and Adaptive ClusterMap Label-
ing) under the iVIBRATE framework presents some interesting and unique challenges. Since the
phases are interconnected in sequence, without proper operations in the earlier phases, errors could
be propagated and aggravated in the later phases. In this section, we investigate two important is-
sues in integrating the three phases. First, we study the effect of the sampling phase on the later
two phases, primarily the impact on determining the max-min bounds from samples (section 3.7.1)
and exploring the small clusters hiding in outliers (section 3.7.3). Second, we analyze the possible
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influence of Visual Cluster Analysis on the labeling phase, and develop some anomaly monitoring
methods to control and reduce the errors (section 3.7.2).
3.7.1 Determine the Max-min Bounds from Samples
The VISTA subsystem requires to determine the max-min bounds for normalization, denoted by
“Cmaxj” and “Cminj”. These bounds are used not only in the rendering phase by theα function
but also in the labeling phase by the ClusterMap algorithms. Thus, these bounds should be kept
unchanged throughout the three-phase clustering process. Max-min normalization is the first step in
the VISTA visualization model (Section 3.5.1), which prepares the data forα-mapping without loss
of any information for visual cluster rendering. However, since the max-min bounds are obtained
from the sample set, they may differ from the actual bounds for the entire dataset. Inappropriate
setting of bounds may cause additional errors in both the clustering phase and the labeling phase.
Concretely, the effect of inappropriate bounds is twofold. First, if the max and the min bounds
are too tight (i.e., the two bounds are too close to one another), even though they enclose all samples,
there might be high out-of-bounds rates for the entire large dataset, which increases the amount of
errors generated at the labeling phase. On the other hand, if the max-min bounds are too loose, most
values are scaled down to a narrow range and the difference between the values cannot be observed
efficiently in cluster rendering. Recall that theα-mapping in equation 2 of Section 4.1 shows two
possible ways that we can adjust the visual parameters in order to observe the visual difference
between different values: one is to adjust theαi values (1 ≤ i ≤ k) and the other is to alter the
scaling factorc. Since theα values (α1, . . . , αk) are restricted in the range of [-1, 1] for the purpose
of efficient interactive rendering, we might have to adjust the scaling factorc to a large value, which,
however, could improperly enlarge the entire visualization and leave some part of visualization out
of the display area. Therefore, the ideal bound setting will be located at a narrow range.
The first problem is how large the sample bounds can work approximately as the overall bounds.
We address the problem by studying the relationship between the sample value bounds and the
sample size− if we just use the sample value bounds as the overall max-min bounds, how many
sample points do we need in order to find the bounds that are also appropriate for the entire dataset,
i.e., enclosing almost all points? The problem of bounds estimation based on the sample data can
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be formalized as follows.
Let n denote the size of the sample dataset andp denote the probability of points in the entire
dataset enclosed by the sample bounds. Since bounds estimation for each column is independent,
without loss of generality, we can treat the values from one column as samples of a random variable
X. We now estimate the bounds for the random variableX with the sample set, so that the bounds
cover100p percent of the distribution ofX with certain confidence level. This problem can be
exactly modeled asTolerance Interval[29].
Definition 10. A tolerance interval(r 6 X 6 s) with tolerance coefficientγ is a random interval.
Its range [r, s] includes at lease100p percent of distribution with the probabilityγ.
In our case, we fix the two end points as the two order statistics,X(1) andX(n), i.e. the max and
min values of the sample set, for easy processing. The above definition then can be rephrased as:
P [P (X(1) < X < X(n)) > p] = γ (10)
Let FX(x) be the distribution function ofX andU(n) andU(1) be the max and min values ofn
uniform samples in [0, 1].P (X(1) < X < X(n)) is equal toFX(X(n))− FX(X(n)) = U(n) −U(1).
Therefore, without knowing the distribution ofX, we can find the distribution ofU(n)−U(1) instead,
which is solely related to the order statistics of uniform distribution. LetU = U(n) − U(1), it
is easy to find the joint distribution with order statistics. We can get the density distribution of
U = U(n) − U(1), fU (u, v) as follows.
fU (u, v) = n(n− 1)un−2(1− u) (11)




n(n− 1)un−2(1− u)du (12)
The right side of the equation is theincomplete Beta function( represented asbetainc(1 −
p, 2, n − 1) in Matlab). Fixing one of the three parametersγ, p, andn, we can infer the relation
between the other two parameters. We are more interested in the range of the sample size for a large
p so that the sample bounds can cover almost all points in the entire dataset. By settingp to a very
high probability, 0.999, we find the relationship betweenγ and sample sizen as Figure 13 shows.
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Tolerance Interval vs. Sample Size,











































Figure 13: The relation betweenγ and






Figure 14: The possible tighter
bounds for skewed distribution
At sample sizen ≈ 13, 000, the tolerance level almost reaches 100%, which means that we can
confidently say that the max-min value bounds of a sample set in size ofn = 13, 000 or larger are
the bounds which cover 99.9% records in the entire dataset. Note that the number 13,000 is induced
without any assumption about the data distribution and the sample size for real datasets. For real
datasets that have some special distributions, the sample size should be smaller as shown in section
3.3. Therefore, we consider this as the upper bound of sampling size.
Our experiments with the first prototype of iVIBRATE shows that its VISTA cluster rendering
subsystem can comfortably handle up to 50,000 items with 30-50 dimensions in near real time, in a
common computer system environment (for example, CPU 1.5Ghz, memory 256M) [22]. Thus, the
VISTA subsystem can also comfortably render a large sample set (n ≈ 13, 000), which definitely
contains the max-min bounds for the entire dataset.
The second problem is that the initial max-min bounds based on the sample value bounds might
also be too wide, when the distribution is skewed as shown in Figure 14. In a skewed distribution,
almost all points are located within a narrow range, with small amount of points far away from
the center. This can frequently happen in most real datasets. In this case, if we simply use the
sample bounds for normalization, the cluster rendering subsystem may not work efficiently as we
have discussed. This can be checked by the histogram of the sample data column. If the skews are
found in the sample dataset, we may need to check the histogram for the entire dataset to carefully
narrow down the bounds. Based on the above analysis, we suggest the following steps to choose the
normalization bounds for each column.
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1. Sample the dataset to get a sample set in size around 13,000;
2. Find the max-min bounds of the sample set as the initial bounds for each column and build
the histograms for the columns with the sample set;
3. If some columns have very skewed distribution with a few outliers, we build the histograms
for these columns from the entire dataset. The loose bounds can be narrowed down according
to the histograms for entire dataset, while maintaining the out-of-bounds rate as1 − p, e.g.,
p=0.999.
By doing this, we can avoid the relatively expensive third step for some datasets. However, in
the worst case, the overall cost of finding the proper bounds is still quite acceptable. If no skew is
found in the second step, the total cost isO(n), wheren is the sample size. Otherwise, it isO(N),
whereN is the size of the large dataset. Since this is a one-time process,O(N) is still not bad.
3.7.2 Monitoring the Anomalies in ClusterMap Labeling
Boundary extension can behave abnormally due to low sample rate, imprecise rendering result, or
inappropriate setting of the initial cluster boundary. We first discuss two possible anomalies in
















Figure 16: The bridging points
• The first anomaly is the vague cluster boundary. The cluster boundary becomes vague soon
after labeling certain amount points, while the normal boundary extension should be slow and
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happen uniformly around the boundary throughout the entire labeling process. There are two
situations that can cause such a anomaly, illustrated by Figures 15 and 16. First, the initial
distances between the clusters are not defined appropriately due to the sample size or lack of
visual refinement, which requires the user to tune the initial ClusterMap, e.g., adjusting theα
parameters slightly in VISTA. This is illustrated by Figure 15. Second, the other situation is
the “bridging points” between the clusters, which are not dense enough in the sample set but
they may form the “bridge” that connects the clusters later in the labeling process, as shown
in Figure 16. The user has to make decision based on the domain knowledge to either split or
merge them.
• The second anomaly is that the ordering of data records on disk may affect the boundary
extension. For example, a sequence of data is mapped to a focused boundary area at early
stage of labeling thus the a false boundary extension occurs. However, later on no more
points are mapped to that area. As a result, this area is falsely extended as a part of cluster.
We observe that this error only happens in the situation where such particular data records are
stored together and the labeling is done according to the original ordering of data records on
disk. This anomaly can be avoided by accessing the data records in a perturbed sequence. We
use a method named “sequence perturbation” (Figure 17). To put it simply, if the large data
file is regarded as a block file, we equally divide the dataset intos sequences of blocks. In each
processing window, we read some data blocks at the head of each sequence and perturb the
ordering of the records in these blocks. This can almost eliminate the risk of non-uniformity
in data ordering.
In general, these anomalies can be monitored with the “snapshots” of labeling, which are vi-
sualized by the tool “ClusterMap Observer”. Snapshots are a series of evolving ClusterMaps and
density maps, which incorporate the boundary extension and are saved at some time interval during
the first scan of Adaptive ClusterMap labeling. The user can observe the snapshots with ClusterMap
Observer. If the anomalies are observed, the user can terminate the labeling process early and re-
turns to VISTA subsystem to adjust the original ClusterMap. Figure 18 shows a snapshot with 10





















Figure 18: A snapshot of labeling
a large dataset, visualized with Clus-
terMap Observer
since the density of these cells does not reach the threshold. Whether these cells should be included
into clusters or not, may depend on the user’s requirement. However, the extended boundary can
always be edited with ClusterMap Observer, which makes the entire labeling process very flexible
and manageable.
3.7.3 Detect and Explore the Small Clusters
Missing small clusters is most likely caused by low sample rate, e.g. less than 1% of the entire
dataset. The small clusters may start to emerge as the labeling proceeds, which could be detected in
the snapshots of labeling.
If there are small clusters emerging, we can use the following filtering method to confirm and
explore the small clusters in detail. In the labeling phase, we run the Adaptive ClusterMap labeling
to label all records, and then extract the outliersonly from the large dataset for visual rendering.
If the outlier dataset is still large, it is sampled and rendered in VISTA cluster rendering system
again. Since the size of the outlier dataset is usually much smaller than that of the original dataset,
one additional sampling for the outlier dataset is often sufficient to discover the small clusters in
it. Similarly, the observed small clusters are marked in anadditional ClusterMap. We can repeat
this process until the size of the outliers becomes negligibly small. This process might result in a
couple of additional ClusterMaps representing the small clusters at different detail levels. These
ClusterMaps are used together to effectively label the interested small clusters.
In this process, the user can always control the “drill-down” level and the size of interested
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small clusters. More flexibly, the user can select any interested area of ClusterMap and zoom in
to observe the possible small clusters in the corresponding portion of data only. This can be done
iteratively, which results in a general extended iVIBRATE framework for hierarchically exploring
the clusters in very large datasets (Figure 19). In short, under the iVIBRATE framework, users have
more flexibility in monitoring and exploring the details in clustering structure. To our knowledge,


















Figure 19: Iterative exploration in the extended iVIBRATE framework
3.8 Experiments
This section presents three sets of experiments. The first set of experiments shows the effectiveness
of VISTA visual clustering rendering in finding irregularly shaped clusters. The second set of ex-
periments shows that ClusterMap labeling can handle outliers and irregularly shaped clusters with
low computational cost. The third set of experiments demonstrates the advantage of Adaptive Clus-
terMap labeling. The results show that this visualization powered framework iVIBRATE is more
reliable and flexible than any existing approaches.
3.8.1 Datasets and Experiment Setup
The first set of experiments are conducted on a number of well-known datasets that can be found in
UCI machine learning database1. These datasets, although small or median in size, have irregular
cluster distribution, which is an important factor for testing the effectiveness of the VISTA system.
We carefully choose these datasets with the following three factors in mind: 1) the current version
of VISTA system only concerns the datasets having a manageable number of numerical attributes;
1http://www.ics.uci.edu/∼mlearn/Machine-Learning.html
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2) clusters in most of the datasets are not in regular spherical shape, the size of cluster may vary
greatly, and the distance between clusters can be so close that the algorithmic approaches can easily
fail to distinguish; 3) the existing class labels can effectively indicate the irregular clusters. For easy
comparison, we also ignore the tiny clusters in some datasets, for example, in “ecoli2” data and
“shuttle” data.
Dataset N # of dim. # of clusters
Breast-w 699 10 2
Crx 690 15 2
Ecoli 336 7 8
Hepatitis 155 19 2
Ionosphere 351 34 2
Iris 151 4 3
Wine 178 12 3
Shuttle.test 14500 9 7
Table 3: The datasets used in visual rendering.
Two datasets are used for the second set of the experiments. One is the simulated dataset DS1
used in CURE [53]. DS1 is a 2D dataset having five regular clusters, including three spherical
clusters, two connected elliptic clusters, and many outliers. In our experiments, DS1 is used to
evaluate the effect of outliers on the labeling algorithms. The second dataset is the “shuttle” dataset
(STATLOG version, test dataset) introduced in the first set of experiments. It is a 9-dimensional
dataset with very irregular cluster distribution. There are seven clusters in this dataset, among
which one is very large with approximately 80% of data items, and two are moderately large with
approximately 15% and 5% of data items, respectively. Others are tiny clusters and thus ignored
in comparison. “Shuttle” dataset is used to evaluate the effect of irregular clusters on the labeling
process. These two datasets should show how ClusterMap avoids the common problems of the
traditional labeling algorithms.
In the third set of experiments, a simulated 5-dimension large dataset LDS with one million
records is designed to test the performance of Adaptive ClusterMap on very large datasets. Figure
28 shows a 10K sample set visualized with VISTA system. LDS simulates 5 clusters – three are
approximately spherical, and the other two are in irregular shape. There are also about 1% outliers.
LDS is well-designed so that we can approximately predefine the control labels for the entire dataset
2There are totally 8 attributes in Ecoli data, but one is the name of E.Coli, which is discarded in clustering.
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with small errors. This dataset is used to evaluate the effect of all three factors: outliers, irregular
clusters, and boundary extension.
The three labeling algorithms, CBL, RPBL, and ClusterMap are implemented in C++. RPBL
is based on the boundary points generated by the CURE clustering algorithm, which was known
as a fine RPBL adapted for non-spherical cluster. We run CURE clustering to get the boundary
points with the following parameters: the number of representative points is 20 andα (the shrink
factor) is set to 0.5 as suggested. We also use ANN (Approximate Nearest Neighbor) C++ library
from University of Maryland at College Park to constructkd-trees for RPBL and CBL in order to
improve the performance of nearest neighbor search.
3.8.2 Visual Cluster Rendering
In this section we will introduce the experimental result concerning the power of visual cluster
rendering system in finding clusters. The VISTA visual clustering system was implemented in Java
3.
When we finish interactive cluster rendering, we mark the cluster areas, in which the points are
respectively labeled with the cluster ID. With the original labels in the datasets, we can define the
items that are wrongly clustered as the errors, the number of which divided by the size of the dataset
































































































Figure 21: Visual rendering cost (GVR) on
the experimental data
First, we use unguided visual rendering (UGV), where no external information is incorporated,
3http://disl.cc.gatech.edu/VISTA
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to find the visual partition. Unguided visual rendering only depends on the visually observed dense-
point areas and the gaps between the areas to discern the clusters and the cluster boundaries. Since
there is visual bias on the visualization, the visual rendering sometimes may trap in local minima,
where some visual cluster overlaps are not distinguished. It has also been shown that solely depend-
ing on visual information to define the clusters is error-prone [30, 59].
We could possibly avoid the local minima by incorporating some external information, either
from the result of clustering algorithms or from the domain knowledge. This results in the second
rendering method “guided visual rendering (GVR)”. In our experiment, ten of labeled items from
each cluster are randomly selected serving as the “landmarks” in GVR.
We also compare the visual rendering with two algorithms, K-means and CURE algorithms
to see the possible improvement. CURE clustering [53] is recognized as one that can deal with
irregular cluster shapes in some degree, and K-means is the most popular algorithm identifying
only spherical clusters. Both algorithms use the normalized data as input. The K-means results
shown in Figure 20 are the best result in ten runs.
Figure 22: Visualization of
“wine” data
Figure 23: Visualization of
“Ecoli” data
Figure 24: Visualization of
“shuttle” data
The experimental result shows that neither CURE or K-means can deal irregularly shaped clus-
ters very well, and UGV may also trap in some local minima for some datasets, for example, “breast-
w (breast-cancer-wisconsin)” and “wine” (Figure 22). However, by combining the limited external
information we can improve the UGV result to some extent. For example, “Iris” and “Ecoli” (Figure
23) datasets have very clear cluster structure thus the UGV and GVR yield almost the similar re-
sults. But in rendering “shuttle” (Figure 24), we need the help of the landmark points to distinguish
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the clustering structure, as the domain-specific clusters are formed by merging or splitting some
irregular clusters.
In addition, the average interaction time (GVR) of five trained users (Figure 21) indicates that
it is not difficult for a trained user to find a satisfactory visualization with the help of the visual
rendering rules in section 3.5.2. More detail user studies will be performed to evaluate the visual
design.
3.8.3 Outliers and Irregular Cluster Shapes
We have discussed three different labeling algorithms: Representative-Point Based Labeling (RPBL),
Centroid-Based Labeling (CBL), and ClusterMap (basic ClusterMap in this set of experiments). In
this section we study the performance and error rates in labeling the outliers and irregularly shaped
clusters.
We run VISTA to get the ClusterMaps in the map resolution of688 × 688. The cost to rebuild
a ClusterMap structure in memory is about 340∼360ms, which can be ignored for processing very
large datasets. Both DS1 and shuttle datasets show that the estimation of cost is appropriate – all
three algorithms are linear complexity and the basic ClusterMap is almost the fastest one (Figure
25).
The DS1 dataset is used to show the effect of outliers on the algorithms. The result shows
that the error rate of ClusterMap is much lower than the other two algorithms. By visualizing the
labeling result, we observed that CBL can suffer from the variant cluster sizes, the distance between
clusters, and the outliers. Particularly, we take a look at the visualization of RPBL result (Figure
26), which clearly shows that the outliers are labeled as the members of the nearby cluster and some
points on the cluster boundary are incorrectly labeled too.
“Shuttle” dataset has very irregular clusters. Without the incorporation of domain knowledge,
the intermediate clustering will not be satisfactory. If not impossible, it is very difficult for the
automated clustering algorithms to incorporate such important external information. We use the
shuttle dataset to show that the error in intermediate clustering result might be amplified in labeling
phase with the existing labeling algorithms. With the increasing number of labeled records, the error
rate of RPBL increases to the level similar to that of CBL, due to its lack of ability dealing with
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Figure 25: Labeling outliers and irregularly shaped clusters
the very irregular cluster shapes. The basic ClusterMap labeling keeps consistent with the VISTA
cluster rendering result and thus has much lower error.
Figure 26: Outliers are la-
beled as the members of the
nearby clusters
Figure 27: Visualization of
the inaccurate RBPL result on
Shuttle data
Figure 28: Visualization of
10K samples of LDS
3.8.4 Adaptive ClusterMap on Large Dataset
This experiment on the large dataset LDS mainly shows the scalability and effectiveness of Adaptive
ClusterMap algorithm, especially in dealing with outliers and boundary extension.
The progressive plots of time cost and error rate are shown in Figure 29 and 30. The performance
curve shows that the two-stage cost of Adaptive ClusterMap labeling will be a little greater than the
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Figure 29: Performance on LDS
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Figure 30: Error rate on LDS
other algorithms, however, it still keeps linear in terms of the number of labeled records. If the
second stage is not necessary for some applications as we discussed, the first stage will only cost as
little as CBL. Therefore, the Adaptive ClusterMap labeling is still scalable to the number of records.
From the error rate curves (Figure 30), we can observe the difference and the trend between
the four algorithms. Basically, RPBL and CBL have higher error than the ClusterMap labeling
algorithms due to the lack of ability dealing with outliers and imprecise boundary definition. Since
the clusters are well-separated, as the number of labeled records increases, RPBL and CBL basically
have the similar labeling results and thus the error rates are very close (they are overlapped in the
figure). The basic ClusterMap does not consider the boundary extension, therefore, has higher error
than Adaptive ClusterMap. The error of Adaptive ClusterMap tends to decrease with the increasing
number of labeled records, because the more the labeled records are incorporated,the better the
Adaptive ClusterMap labeling can approximate the real cluster boundary.
this difference. But one of the ClusterMap’s advantages is that the users can always visually
check and tune the extended ClusterMap after the first stage.
3.9 Exploring Clusters in Very Large Census Dataset: a Comprehensive
Example
In this section, we analyze the clusters in a real large dataset− the 1990 Census dataset using the
iVIBRATE framework. The procedure revisits most of the concepts, methods, and models we have
presented in the previous sections. Concretely, it includes max-min bounds checking and refining
in the sampling phase, rendering the sample dataset with the VISTA subsystem, using adaptive
ClusterMap labeling to label the entire dataset, and analyzing the small clusters missed by sampling.
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Let’s start with the description of the dataset.
3.9.1 Dataset
The very large “US Census 1990 Data4 ” is used in this empirical study to show the effectiveness
and flexibility of the iVIBRATE framework. This dataset is a discretized version of the raw census
data, originally used by the paper [82] in studying the relationship between the sampling approach
and the effectiveness of Expectation-Maximization (EM) based clustering algorithms for very large
datasets. This dataset is very large in terms of both the number of records and the number of
attributes. Although many of the less useful attributes in the raw dataset are dropped, the total
number of preserved attributes still reaches 68. It also contains more than 2 million (2,458,284)
records, about 352 megabytes in total. Since the dataset is a discretized version, we also run an
entropy-based categorical clustering/validation algorithm (ACE algorithm for finding a sub-optimal
partition and BkPlot for determining the best Ks) [23] to cross-validate the result in the phase of
iterative cluster analysis.
3.9.2 Sampling and Bounds
In section 3.7.1, we have formally analyzed the out-of-bounds rate in terms of the sample size. Note
that the analysis is good for any data distributions, which actually results in a quite conservative
estimate to the appropriate sample size (around 10,000 sample records) so that the sample bounds
are approximately the global bounds. In order to verify this analysis, we try two sets of sample
datasets with 5K records and 10K records, respectively. Each set consists of 10 sample datasets,
generated by uniformly sampling the entire census dataset. By checking the bounds, we find only
two 5K-record sample sets having 1 and 2 attributes, respectively, missing the maximum discretized
values, which cause less than 0.1% out-of-bounds rate for the entire dataset. All of the 10K-record
datasets include the global bounds. This demonstrates that the estimated threshold in section 3.7.1
is indeed a conservative number. By checking the histograms, we confirm that it is unnecessary
to adjust the initial max-min bounds for effective rendering. Therefore, both 5K-record and 10K-
record sample datasets should be fine for effective visual rendering.
4In UCI KDD Archive http://kdd.ics.uci.edu/databases/census1990/USCensus1990.html
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3.9.3 Visual Cluster Rendering
Due to the high dimensionality, manually rendering the data with the dimension-by-dimension
method is not recommended for the census dataset. The semi-automated rendering method: auto-
matic random rendering (ARR) followed by automatic dimension-by-dimension rendering (ADDR)
(section 3.5.3) is used in rendering a set of 10K-record sample datasets.
Recall that ARR is a randomized process, visual rendering with different rounds of ARR can
result in different visualizations. We conduct visual rendering 5 times to see the difference between
the rendering results. By comparing the ARR results, the two visually well-separated clusters are
confirmed as the same clusters in all of the five renderings. We list some numbers in Table 4 reflect-
ing the consistency between the visualizations. The rendering time is the wall-clock time with the
unit of half minute. Due to the high dimensionality and dense point clouds, the average rendering
time is about 10 minutes, much higher than those shown in Figure 21. Automatic random render-
ing (ARR) can quickly identify the sketch of cluster distribution (2 clusters) in about 2 minutes,
while automatic dimension-by-dimension rendering (ADDR) should take longer time to refine the
visualization. In Table 4, only the number of records in C1 and C2, are shown, the rest of the 10K
records are regarded as outliers. ”Shared” represents the shared percentage of the points between
the current round of rendering result and the other rounds.
Table 4: Rendering the 10K-record sample census dataset.
No. ARR ADDR C1 (pts) C1 Shared (%) C2 (pts) C2 Shared (%)
1 2.0 8.0 2001 93.0% 7546 87.4%
2 1.5 9.0 2198 84.7% 7610 86.7%
3 2.0 7.0 2070 89.9% 7252 90.9%
4 2.5 8.5 2040 91.2% 7403 89.1%
5 1.5 7.0 2189 85.0% 7508 87.8%
We show three of the five visualizations in Figure 31, 32, and 33. All three results clearly show
the two major clusters. Figure 31 and 32 also show that C2 could potentially have two subclusters.
Cluster validation with the entropy criterion [23] shows that the “best K” for clustering census
dataset should be 3 or 2 (Figure 36), which implies that the initial visual clue about the possible
existence of three clusters could be true. Similarly, Figure 32 and 33 show that C1 may have some




















Figure 33: Result of visual
rendering 3
By exploring the clusters C1 and C2 separately, we identify that C2 indeed contains two sub-
clusters. We do not show the separated rendering result but the refined visualization of the three
clusters only (Figure 34). The result is confirmed by the entropy-based cluster validation method.
Figure 35 shows that the visually separated clusters match well with the clusters labeled by the
entropy-based ACE categorical clustering algorithm [23]. Note that from the algorithmic result, we
are not able to identify the outliers and the initial cluster boundary, but with the VISTA system we
are able to interactively define the initial cluster boundary. Figure 34 also shows the initial cluster




Figure 34: Final result of





Figure 35: Visualization of
ACE clustering result















Figure 36: The “Best K”
plot for census dataset
In summary, in the above procedure, we show that the combination of the automatic cluster-
ing/validation algorithms and the visual rendering method can really help to cross-validate and
improve each other. Therefore, cluster analysis under the iVIBRATE framework can provide truly
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insightful results with much higher confidence level.
3.9.4 ClusterMap Labeling
Visually clustering the census data under the iVIBRATE framework is a procedure of visual data
exploration (Unguided Visual Rendering as defined earlier), in the sense that no initial clustering
clues, such as domain knowledge, are provided. For LDS dataset in Section 3.8.4, we can predefine
exact cluster labels with little error and compare the labeling results with the exact cluster labels.
However, because of the lack of control labels for the census dataset, we need to change the way of
evaluating the labeling algorithms.
As we have initially observed, Adaptive ClusterMap labeling, together with the monitoring tool
“ClusterMap Observer”, gives much less labeling error and the result becomes very closer to the
exact cluster labels with the increase of labeled records. Without the exact control labels for the
census dataset, we want to see the difference between the results of other labeling algorithms and
the Adaptive ClusterMap only, which should also be consistent with our interpretation in Section
3.8.4.






















ClusterMap - 1st stage
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Figure 37: Cost of labeling
the census dataset































Figure 39: The ClusterMap
after labeling 1M records
Figure 37 shows the performance curve of the three labeling algorithms similar to what we ob-
served for the LDS dataset. Figure 38 shows the percentage of difference between the compared al-
gorithms and the adaptive ClusterMap labeling. Since the three clusters are almost regularly shaped
and distributed, RPBL and CBL have no big difference as shown in Figure 38. The difference be-
tween RPBL/CBL and Adaptive ClusterMap tends to decrease with the increase number of labeled
items, due to the automatic boundary extension including more and more points previously regarded
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as outliers. At the stage a large number of records, for instance, 1 Million records, are labeled, most
of the difference should come from outliers. Similarly, the increase of difference between the basic
ClusterMap and the adaptive version is solely caused by boundary extension.
Figure 39 demonstrates the cluster and boundary definition after labeling 1 million records.
The boundary is evenly extended around the original boundary, therefore, the initial ClusterMap
definition is very good. C2 and C3 tend to merge, but C1 is still clearly separated from C2 and C3.
Whether to merge C2 and C3 or not may depend on the domain knowledge.
3.9.5 Exploring the Small Clusters
Some outliers emerge with high density as labeled in Figure 39. Therefore, it might be worthwhile
to visualize the outliers separately. Labeling the first million records results in 70632 labeled out-
liers, about 7% of the total. We sample the outliers again to gain a 10K-record sample set, which is
visualized as Figure 40. The initial visualization with the same parameters used in labeling clearly
shows that clusters could emerge in the areas A1, A2, A3. By rendering this dataset, we find 5
clusters (the left panel in Figure 40). O1 is mapped to the boundary of the original cluster C2, there-
fore it should be outliers around C2. O2 and O3 are mapped to the areas A2 and A3 respectively,
showing the evidence of new clusters in these areas. O4 and O5 are mapped to the same area A1,
which visualizes the delicate structure hiding in A1.
Observing the proximity of the small clusters to the three identified main clusters in Figure 40,
we find that O4 and O5 might have close connection with the main cluster C1, and O2 and O3 seem
some kind of extension of the main cluster C2.2. Merging them to the main clusters or not should
depend on the domain knowledge.
In summary, the adaptive ClusterMap labeling and the small cluster analysis with the census
dataset demonstrate the effectiveness and flexibility of iVIBRATE framework in processing very
large datasets. With the iVIBRATE framework, irregularly shaped clusters, domain-specific clus-
tering structure, cluster-boundary extension, outlier labeling, and small cluster detection, can be
performed and monitored with the help of visualization, which greatly improves the precision of
clustering result and increases the confidence about the result.
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Figure 40: Exploring possible small clusters hiding in outliers
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CHAPTER IV
“BEST K”: THE CRITICAL CLUSTERING STRUCTURE IN
CATEGORICAL DATA
In last chapter, we have discussed the challenges in clustering largenum ricaldatasets. An interac-
tive visualization model, VISTA, is proposed to utilize the density features of clusters in Euclidean
space. VISTA model is a dimensional-parameter-tunable projective mapping model, especially
good for finding and defining irregularly shaped clusters and domain-specific clustering structures.
Different from numerical data, which can be easily embedded into Euclidean space, categorical data
does not have intuitive distance meaning and there is no well-agreed distance measure for categori-
cal data. Since categorical datasets widely exist in real-world applications, it is necessary to develop
the clustering methods and address the related challenges for categorical datasets.
Among the clustering related issues, determining the best number of clusters is a very challeng-
ing problem. For numerical data clustering, several statistical methods have already been developed
to address this problem, such as intra/inter-cluster similarity based measures [56], and the traditional
model-based AIC/BIC methods [57]. In particular, VISTA visual cluster rendering system can also
be used to visually determine the best K number of clusters, and it has been proved better than
the traditional methods for irregularly shaped clusters [22]. However, VISTA can not be applied
to categorical data since Euclidean distance is not suitable for categorical data. In this chapter, we
develop a new method for determining the best K for categorical clustering. Although this method
is more related to information theoretic concepts, we also utilizes some properties of curves (see
Section 2.1) to define the Best K Plot (see Section 4.5).
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.1 introduces the challenges in categorical cluster-
ing and cluster validation. The scope and contributions of this work in given in Section 4.2. Section
4.3 reviews some related work in categorical clustering and cluster validation. Section 4.4 sets down
the basic concepts and notations. Section 4.5 introduces the BKPlot method for determining the best
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Ks and the intuition behind the method. Section 4.6 uses the concept of “incremental entropy” to de-
velop the hierarchical clustering algorithm ACE for generating high-quality approximate BKPlots.
In section 4.7 and 4.8, we analyze the sample approximate BKPlots for large datasets, and propose
a testing method for determining the existence of significant clustering structure. The experimental
results are presented in section 4.9.
4.1 Clustering and Cluster Validation for Categorical Data
Clustering techniques for categorical data are very different from those for numerical data in terms
of the definition of similarity measure. Traditionally, categorical data clustering is merged into nu-
merical clustering through a data preprocessing stage [66]. In the preprocessing, numerical features
are extracted/constructed from the categorical data, or a conceptual similarity function between data
records is defined based on the domain knowledge.
However, meaningful numerical features or conceptual similarity are usually difficult to extract
at the early stage of data analysis, because we have little knowledge about the data. It has been
widely recognized that directly clustering the raw categorical data is important for many applica-
tions. Examples include environmental data analysis [107], market basket data analysis [1], DNA or
protein sequence analysis [14], and security [11]. Therefore, recently there are increasing interests
in clustering categorical data [62, 54, 48, 49, 12, 35, 7, 78].
Cluster Validation for Categorical Data Different clustering algorithms usually do not gen-
erate the same clustering result for the same dataset, and we need cluster validation methods to
evaluate the quality of clustering results [93, 65, 56]. Formally, there are three main issues in clus-
ter validation: 1) how to evaluate the quality of different partition schemes generated by different
clustering algorithms for the same dataset, with a fixedK number of clusters; 2) how to determine
whether there is significant clustering structure in the dataset; 3) how to determine the best number
of clusters (the “bestK”), if there is inherent significant clustering structure in the dataset.
Due to the lack of the distance meaning between categorical values, the techniques used in
cluster validation for numerical data are not applicable to categorical data. Without reasonable nu-
merical feature extraction/construction for a given categorical dataset, the general distance functions
are usually inapplicable. As a result, no geometry/density-based validation method is appropriate
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in validating the clustering result for categorical data. Surprisingly, to our knowledge, there is no
literature satisfactorily addressing the cluster validation problems for categorical data.
Entropy for Categorical Clustering One way to address the similarity problem for categor-
ical data is to use set-based similarity measures, for example, theentropy [31] based measures.
Originated from information theory, entropy has been applied in both pattern discovery [17] and
numerical clustering [27]. Recently, there have been some efforts in applying entropy and the re-
lated concepts in information theory to clustering categorical data [12, 78, 35, 7]. Initial results have
shown that entropy criterion can be very effective in clustering categorical data.
Entropy-based similarity measures evaluate the orderliness of a given cluster. In entropy-based
categorical clustering, the quality of clustering result is naturally evaluated by the entropy of all
clusters [12, 78], namely, theexpected entropy. The lower the expected entropy is, the more ordered
the clusters are. While it is intuitive to evaluate the overall orderliness of a clustering result with
expected entropy, can entropy also be used to identify the bestK number of clusters? And, can it
be used to determine whether there is significant clustering structure in a given dataset?
4.2 The Scope and Contributions of This Chapter
We try to answer the above cluster validation problems based on the entropy difference between
the optimal clustering structures. Intuitively, if the best clustering structure has K clusters, fitting
the data fromK clusters intoK − 1 clusters will seriously disturb the clustering structure, while
the change of optimalK + 1 clusters toK clusters should be much less distinctive. This leads us
to explore the property ofoptimal neighboring clustering structureswith K andK + 1 clusters,
respectively,K varying from one to a small number, e.g.,K < 20, for the primary clustering
structures. This optimality is evaluated with expected entropy. Briefly, we identify and interpret
that thesimilarity between the optimal clustering structuresis the key to find the critical clustering
structures. The “Best-K Plot(BKPlot)” method is proposed to conveniently capture the dramatic
difference between the optimal clustering structures.
However, optimal BKPlots are based on the optimal clustering results, which are intractable due
to the NP-hard complexity of entropy minimization. Generating high-quality approximate BKPlots
becomes a significant problem in practice. We address this problem with two aspects. First, we
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propose a new inter-cluster similarity measureIncremental Entropy (IE). Based on IE, the Agglom-
erative Categorical clustering algorithm with Entropy criterion (“ACE for short) is developed for
generating reliable approximate BKPlots. The initial experimental results show that ACE algorithm
can generate high-quality approximate BKPlots, compared to other entropy-criterion based algo-
rithms. Second, for large datasets, we develop the theory ofsample approximate BKPlot, which
describes how to consistently identify the Best Ks based on small sample datasets with the ACE
algorithm.
There are also datasets having no significant clustering structure, such as uniformly distributed
data. By exploring the characteristics of the BKPlots for the typical no-cluster datasets, we provide
a testing method for determining whether a given dataset has significant clustering structure.
In summary, we propose a framework for determining the critical clustering structure in cate-
gorical datasets, which consists of four main components
1. the basic BKPlot method for determining the best Ks;
2. the entropy-based inter-cluster similarity measure and the algorithm for generating reliable
approximate BKPlots;
3. the theory of sample approximate BKPlot for large datasets;
4. a testing method for determining whether there is significant clustering structure for a given
dataset.
4.3 Related Work
While many numerical clustering algorithms [65, 66] have been published, only a handful of cat-
egorical clustering algorithms appear in literature. The general statistical analysis of categorical
data was introduced in [6]. Although it is unnatural to define a distance function between categor-
ical data records or to use the statistical center (the mean) of a group of categorical items, there
are some algorithms, for example, K-Modes [62] algorithm and ROCK [54] algorithm, trying to
fit the traditional clustering methods into categorical data. However, since the numerical similar-
ity/distance function may not describe the categorical properties properly and intuitively, it leaves
little confidence to the clustering result.
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CACTUS [48] adopts the linkage idea from ROCK and names it “strong connection”. However,
the similarity is calculated by the “support”. A cluster is defined as a region of attributes that are pair-
wise strongly connected.Similarly, the concept of “support” or linkage is still indirect in defining
the similarity of categorical data, and unnecessarily makes the clustering process complicated.
Gibson et al. introduced STIRR [49], an iterative algorithm based on non-linear dynamical
systems. STIRR represents each attribute value as a weighted vertex in a graph. Starting with the
initial conditions, the system is iterated until a “fixed point” is reached. When the fixed point is
reached, the weights in one or more of the “basins” isolate two groups of attribute values on each
attribute. Even though it is shown that this algorithm works for the experimental datasets having two
partitions, it is challenging to determine the optimal number of clusters solely with this algorithm.
Cheng et al. [27] applied the entropy concept in numerical subspace clustering, and Coolcat [12]
introduced the entropy concept into categorical clustering. Coolcat is kind of similar to KModes.
However, Coolcat assigns the item to a cluster that minimizes the expected entropy. Considering
the cluster centers may shift, a number of worst-fitted points will be re-clustered after a batch. Even
though Coolcat approach introduces the entropy concept into its categorical clustering algorithm, it
did not consider the problem of finding the optimal number of categorical clusters. Some closely
related work also borrows concepts from information theory, including Co-clustering [35], Infor-
mation Bottleneck [101], LIMBO [7], and Cross-association [20]. All of the above approaches are
closely related if considered under the probabilistic clustering framework [78].
Most of the recent research in categorical clustering is focused on clustering algorithms. Sur-
prisingly, there is little research concerning about the cluster validation problems for categorical
datasets. The “Best K” problem has been discussed in terms of numerical data, especially with
the mixture models. AIC and BIC [57] are the major model-based criteria for determining the best
mixture model (with the “Best K”). They have been used widely in validating the Gaussian mixture
based numerical clustering. They are supposed to also be effective if appropriate mixture models are
used for categorical data. Multinomial mixture is usually used to model categorical data. As model-
based clustering fits data into assumed models, exceptions can happen when the assumed model is
not appropriate. We compare the Multinomial-mixture based BIC criterion and our BKPlot method
in experiments. Results show that the BKPlot method has unique advantages in determining the
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best Ks: 1) it can determine all the best Ks for multi-layer clustering structures, while BIC cannot;
2) cluster overlapping can create some difficulty for BIC, but BKPlot can successfully handle it.
4.4 Basic Notations and Concepts
We define the notations particularly used in this chapter and then introduce the entropy-based clus-
tering criterion. Some basic properties about the entropy criterion will be presented in the later
sections.
4.4.1 Basic Entropy Definition
Consider that a datasetS with N records andd columns, is a sample set of the discrete random
vectorX = (x1, x2, . . . , xd). For each componentxj , 1 6 j 6 d, xj takes a value from the domain
Aj . Aj is conceptually different fromAk(k 6= j). There are a finite number of distinct categorical
values indomain(Aj) and we denote the number of distinct values as|Aj |. Letp(xj = v), v ∈ Aj ,









p(xj = v) log2 p(xj = v)
SinceH(X) is estimated with the sample setS in practice, we define the estimated entropy as
Ĥ(X) = H(X|S).





p(xj = v|S) log2 p(xj = v|S)
we also define thecolumn entropy of Aj as




In practice, we use the following adjusted expected entropy to avoid the domination of skewed





d log2 |Aj |
H(Aj |S)
Suppose the datasetS is partitioned intoK clusters. LetCK = {C1, . . . , CK} represent a
partition , whereCk is a cluster andnk represent the number of records inCk. Thus, thecluster
entropy of Ck is the dataset entropŷH(Ck).
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The classical entropy-based clustering criterion tries to find the optimal partition,CK , which











SinceĤ(X) is fixed for a given datasetS, maximizingO(CK) is equivalent to minimizing the
item 1n
∑K
k=1 nkĤ(Ck), which is named as thexpected entropyof partitionC
K . Let us denote it
asH̄(CK). For convenience, we also namenkĤ(Ck) as theweighted entropyof clusterCk.
Li et al [78] showed that the minimization of expected-entropy can be unified into probabilistic
clustering framework, and closely related to many important concepts in information theory, clus-
tering and classification, such as Kullback-Leibler Measure [31], Maximum Likelihood [76], Min-
imum Description Length [31], and dissimilarity coefficients [13]. Entropy criterion is especially
good for categorical clustering due to the lack of intuitive definition of distance for categorical val-
ues. While entropy criterion can also be applied to numerical data [27], it is not the best choice for
capturing all of the geometric properties a numerical dataset may have.
4.4.2 Incremental Entropy
Individually, cluster entropy cannot determine the structural difference between clusters. However,
we observe that the structural difference can be observed by mixing (merging) two clusters. By
entropy definition, the structural characteristic of a dataset is determined by the value frequencies,
i.e., p(xj = v|Ck), in each column. Intuitively, mixing two clusters that are similar in the inher-
ent structure will not change the value frequencies, thus, not change the expected-entropy of the
partition as well. However, merging dissimilar ones will inevitably change the value frequencies,
increasing the expected-entropy. Therefore, the increase of expected entropy in merging clusters
has some correlation with the similarity between clusters.
By the definition of expected-entropy, after merging two clusters in a partition the difference of
expected-entropy can be equivalently evaluated by the difference between the weighted entropies,
i.e., (np + nq)Ĥ(Cp ∪ Cq) andnpĤ(Cp) + nqĤ(Cq). We have the following first result about
weighted entropies.
Proposition 4. (np + nq)Ĥ(Cp ∪ Cq) > npĤ(Cp) + nqĤ(Cq)
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SKETCH PROOF. This proposition formally states that mixing two clusters will not reduce the
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v∈Aj
nqp(xj = v|Cq) log2 p(xj = v|Cq) (13)
It is straightforward to prove that the above formula is true if the following relation is satisfied
for each valuev in each columnAj . Namely, if we can prove that for each categorical value in each
column the following formula is true, then the proposition is established.
npp(xj = v|Cp) log2 p(xj = v|Cp) + nqp(xj = v|Cq) log2 p(xj = v|Cq)
> (np + nq)p(xj = v|Cp ∪ Cq) · log2 p(xj = v|Cp ∪ Cq) (14)
Without loss of generality, supposeCp havingx rows andCq havingy rows with valuev atj-th
attribute,x, y > 0 (if x = 0 or y = 0, the equation is trivially satisfied), i.e.,p(xj = v|Cp) = xnp
andp(xj = v|Cq) = xnq . Then, the formula 14 can be transformed to( xnp )x ·(
y
nq
)y > ( x+ynp+nq )
(x+y).
Sincex, y, np, nq are positive integers, letx = s · y andnp = r · nq, (s, r > 0), then the formula





. Given that s
s
(1+s)1+s
is the maximum value of
the functionf(r) = r
s
(1+r)s+1
(r, s > 0) (atr = s), thus the formula (14) is established. We can now
conclude that the formula (13) is true and so is Proposition 4.
We define the key concept “Incremental Entropy(IE)” based on the above proposition.
Definition 11. Incremental Entropy reflects the structural difference between two clusters, which is
quantified byIE(Cp, Cq) = (np + nq)Ĥ(Cp ∪ Cq)− (npĤ(Cp) + nqĤ(Cq)).
From the proof of Proposition 4, it follows that if the two clusters have theidentical structure
– for every categorical valuevi in every attributexj , 1 6 i 6 |Aj |, 1 6 j 6 d, p(xj = vi|Cp) =
p(xj = vi|Cq) is satisfied,IE(Cp, Cq) = 0. Interestingly, identical structure does not concern the
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size of the clusters. Thus, it intuitively implies that sampling will be effective when IE is used as a
clustering criterion.
Incremental entropy is a critical measure in our method. We will use this similarity measure to
construct a hierarchical clustering algorithm in order to generate reliable results for determining the
best Ks. The relationship between cluster merging and similarity can also help us understand the
method to find the best Ks in next section.
For reference convenience we summarize some important notations in Table 5.
Table 5: Notations.
notation description
d, N , n d: the number of attributes,N : the size of dataset,n: the sample size
Aj , |Aj | Aj represents attributej, and|Aj | is the number of distinct categorical values in this attribute
Ĥ(Ck) entropy of clusterCk
Ĥ(Cn,k) entropy of clusterCk with sample sizen
Ĥ(Aj |Ck) the column entropy of columnAj in clusterCk
H̄(CK) expected entropy of a K-cluster partition
H̄opt(C
K) the minimum expected entropy of all K-cluster partitions
I(K) the entropy difference between a pair of optimal neighboring partitions, i.e.,H̄(CK)− H̄(CK+1)
I(n, K) the approximate I(K) with sample sizen
IE(Cp, Cq) incremental entropy between clustersCp andCq
B(K) the BKPlot function, derived from I(K)
B(n, K) the approximate B(K) with sample sizen
4.5 Finding the Best K with Entropy Criterion
Traditionally, the Best Ks for numerical data clustering are identified with statistical index curves,
based on geometry and density properties of the dataset [93, 56] or likelihood [57]. Depending on
the different property of the index curve, theKs at peaks, valleys, or distinguished “knees” on the
curve, may be regarded as the candidates of the optimal number of clusters (the bestKs). Are there
entropy-based such curves indicating the significant clustering structures for categorical data?
The first thought might be investigating the curve of expected entropy for the optimal partitions.
We define
Definition 12. An optimal partition ofK clusters is a partition that results in the minimum expected
entropy among all K-cluster partitions.
The expected entropy of the optimal partition is denoted byH̄opt(CK). Our result shows that
the H̄opt(CK) curve is often a smoothly decreasing curve without distinguished peaks, valley, or
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knees (Figure 41). However, we can actually obtain some information between the neighboring
optimal partitions (withK andK + 1 clusters respectively) with the concept of entropy difference.
Concretely, the difference of neighboring expected-entropies (Figure 42) can be used to indicate
the critical clustering structures. This relationship can be intuitively illustrated and understood by
merging similar clusters in an optimal partition. The entropy-difference curve often shows that the
similar partitions with differentK are at the same “plateau”. From plateau to plateau there are the
critical points implying the significant change of clustering structure, which can be the candidates
of the bestKs. Before going to details, we first give some entropy properties of optimal partitions.
4.5.1 Entropy Properties of Optimal Partitions
Given the number of clusters,K, there is at least one optimal partition with minimum expected
entropyH̄opt(CK). There are several properties aboutH̄opt(CK).
First of all,H̄opt(CK) is bounded. It is easy to see thatH̄(CK) is less than the dataset entropy
Ĥ(X). H̄(CK) is maximized whenK = 1 – all data points are in the same cluster. We also have
H̄(CK) > 0 as the entropy definition implies. The zero entropyH̄(Ck) is reached atk = N , when
each record is a cluster. Therefore,H̄opt(CK) is bounded by[0, Ĥ(X)].
We can also derive the relationship between the optimal partitions with any different number of
clusters,K andL, K < L, with the help of Proposition 4.
Proposition 5. H̄opt(CK) > H̄opt(CL), whenK < L
SKETCH PROOF. Let aL-cluster partitionCL0 be formed by splitting the clusters in the optimal
K-cluster partition. With Proposition 4 and the definition of optimal partition, we have
H̄opt(CK) > H̄(CL0 ) > H̄opt(CL)
Proposition 5 shows that the optimal expected-entropy decreases with the increasing ofK,
which meets the intuition well. It is hard to describe the curve with a function of closed form
in terms ofK. As our experimental result shows, it is often a negative logarithm-like curve (Figure
41). This curve implies that, 1) it is highly possible that the bestK is not unique in terms of en-
tropy criterion, and 2) with only expected-entropy curve, we can not clearly identify the significant
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clustering structures.
4.5.2 Understanding the Similarity of Neighboring Partitions
In this section, we focus on the similarity between the neighboring optimal partitions. We formally
define this similarity with the entropy difference between the neighboring partitions as
I(K) = H̄opt(CK)− H̄opt(CK+1)
There are two aspects to capture this similarity. One aspect is the absolute value ofI(K), which
indicates how much the clustering structure is changed. The other aspect is the difference between
I(K) andI(K + 1), which indicates whether the consecutive changes to the clustering structure
are similar. Since it is not easy to understand the change between the optimal partitions, we use a
cluster merging scheme, which will be described in Section 4.6, to demonstrate the two aspects of
similarity.
o # of clusters
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Figure 43: Finding the best
k with BKPlot (example of
soybean-small data).
• First, smallI(K) means high similarity between the neighboring partitions. We can under-
stand this by merging the similar clusters in K+1-cluster partition to form K-cluster partition.
Merging identical clusters introduces zero increase of entropy and the clustering structure is
not changed at all. Similarly, small increasing rate between two neighboring schemes implies
that the reduction of number of clusters does not introduce significant change to the clustering
structure.
• For large change of expected entropy, we first consider the meaning of largeI(K). If the
expected-entropy increases a lot fromK+1 toK, this reduction of number of clusters should
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introduce considerable impurity into the clusters and thus the clustering structure can be
changed significantly. However, whether this change is globally distinguishable from oth-
ers depends on the further comparison between the continuous changes. ConsiderI(K) as
the amount of extra impurity introduced fromK + 1-cluster partition toK-cluster partition.
If I(K) ≈ I(K + 1), i.e. K-cluster partition introduces similar amount of impurity as
K+1-cluster scheme does, we consider that the clustering structure issimilarly changed from
K+1-cluster scheme toK-cluster scheme.
An example of “similar merge” in Figure 44 can well demonstrate similar changes vs. significant
changes of clustering structure. We use icons to conceptually represent categorical clusters. The
shape and the size of an icon represent the structure and the size of the cluster, respectively. Suppose
that the initial state withC1 − C5 are the optimal partition of K+2 clusters, among which C1, C2,
and C3 are in a similar clustering structure as shown in Figure 44. Now, we try to form sub-
optimal partitions by merging the similar clusters. As Proposition 4 shows, merging the clusters
with similar clustering structure will result in smallIE, which means small entropy difference
between the two neighboring partitions. Suppose that,Ĥ(CK+1) is approximately minimized by
merging C1 and C2, and̂H(CK) by merging C1+C2 and C3. Since the three clusters are in a similar
structure, the consecutive two merge operations result in similarI(K) andI(K + 1). The resultant
clustering structures should not be distinguishable from each other. On the other hand, reducing the
number of clusters further fromK to K − 1 will change the clustering structure a lot and inevitably
bring more impurity into the partitions. As a result,I(K − 1) will be much larger thanI(K) and
I(K + 1). We can see thatK becomes a significant point where a series of similar clustering
structures are changed to a significantly different clustering structure. Therefore, the “knees” on
theI(K) curve can provide substantial information about similar changes or significant changes of
clustering structure.
In practice, if a dataset has significant clustering structure, we can find a series of neighboring
“stable” schemes, which result in similarI(K), and we may also find the critical points where a
series of “stable” schemes become “less stable” when K is reduced (Figure 42). All of the critical
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Figure 44: Similar merges withI(K) ≈ I(K + 1), butI(K − 1) À I(K)
The common way to mathematically identify such critical knees on theI(K) curve is to find the
peaks/valleys of the second-order difference of the curve. Specifically, sinceI(K) curve consists of
a set of discrete points, we define the second-order difference of the curve as
B(K) = δ2I(K) = δI(K − 1)− δI(K)
andδI(K) = I(K) − I(K + 1) to makeK aligned with the critical points. For convenience,
we name theB(K) curve as the “Best-k Plot (BKPlot)” (Figure 43). Notice that dramatic structure
change happens only atI(K) > I(K+1). I(K) < I(K+1) means the structure change is slowing
down when the number of clusters is reduced fromK + 1 to K, and we need to keep looking at the
range2 ≤ k < K to find more dramatic changes. Therefore, we need only to look at the peaks of
BKPlot.
The basic idea of BKPlot method is based on the optimal clustering results (the minimum ex-
pected entropy for the k-cluster partition). Thus, it is challenging to generate the optimal BKPlot
since obtaining the optimal clustering result is computationally intractable for even a small dataset.
However, it is practical and feasible to find approximate BKPlots. It is important to note that finding
approximate BKPLots is different from finding the approximately optimal clustering results, even
though they are tightly related. High quality BKPlots are the approximate BKPlots that can consis-
tently and correctly identify the candidate best Ks. Although there are many clustering algorithms
proposed so far, none have designed with the above objectives in mind. Hence, we develop a method
for generating high-quality approximate BKPlots. We call it Agglomerative Categorical clustering
algorithm with Entropy criterion and ACE for short.
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4.6 Generating High-quality Approximate BKPlot: ACE Algorithm
In this section, we utilize the proposed similarity measure− Incremental Entropy to construct a hi-
erarchical clustering algorithm (ACE) for generating reliable approximate BKPlots. We first briefly
introduce the optimization steps in ACE algorithm, and then analyze the property of sample BKPlots
generated by ACE algorithm in next section. The quality of BKPlots generated by ACE will be eval-
uated through experiments.
ACE algorithm follows the framework of standard hierarchical clustering algorithm with two
unique features: (i) the incremental entropy is used as the inter-cluster similarity measure; and (ii)
the optimization steps in calculating the incremental entropy based similarity are designed specifi-
cally for generating reliable high-quality BKPlots. Experimental results show that ACE algorithm
is the most effective algorithm for generating high-quality approximate BKPlots, compared to other
existing algorithms optimizing the same expected entropy criterion, such as Monte-Carlo [78] and
Coolcat [12].
Furthermore, ACE algorithm has a nice property in generating sample BKPlots for handling
large datasets. The mean of sample BKPlots generated by ACE algorithm on sample datasets is an
unbiased estimator of the original BKPlot generated by ACE on the entire dataset. We will prove
this property in next section.
4.6.1 ACE Algorithm
While the traditional hierarchical algorithms for numerical clustering need to explicitly define the
inter-cluster similarity with “single-link”, “multi-link” or “complete-link” methods [65], incremen-
tal entropy is a natural cluster-based similarity measure, ready for constructing a hierarchical clus-
tering algorithm. ACE algorithm can be briefly described in the following steps.
1. It begins with the extreme scenario where each record is a cluster, and follows by an iterative
process to perform cluster merges.
2. The algorithm finds a pair of clustersCp andCq that are the most similar, i.e. the incremental
entropyIE(Cp, Cq) is minimum among all pairs of clusters.
3. MergeCp andCq. Update the data structures that keep track of the closest cluster for each
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given cluster. Return to step 2 until K=2.
We useIE(K) to denote theIE value in formingK-cluster partition fromK+1-cluster partition.
Maintaining the minimumIE for each step is the most costly part of this algorithm. We briefly
describe the data structures and the optimization steps applied in this algorithm.
ACE uses three structures to maintain the minimumIE value in step 3.summary tablefor
convenient counting of occurrences of values, sinceIE calculation involves primarily the weighted
entropy calculation.IE-table for bookkeepingIE(Cp, Cq) of any pair of clustersCp andCq, and
IE heapsfor maintaining the local/global minimumIE value in each merge.
Summary table is used to maintain the fast calculation of cluster entropyĤ(Ck) for each
cluster (Figure 45). Since computing cluster entropy is based on counting the occurrences of each
categorical value in each column, a summary table keeps these counters for the cluster. Apparently,
if the average column cardinality is|A|, a summary table keepsd|A| counters. Such a summary
table enables fast merge operation – the two summary tables are added up to form the summary
table for the new merged cluster.
We useIE-table to keep track of the incremental entropy between any pair of clusters, which
is then used to maintain the minimum-IE with each cluster’sIE heaps and a global IE heap, in
each round. TheIE-table is a symmetric table, where the cell(i, j) keeps the value ofIE(Ci, Cj)
as shown in Figure 46. We define the most similar cluster of clusteras
u.similar = arg min
v
{IE(u, v), v 6= u}
Let u.IE represent the corresponding incremental entropy by mergingu andu.similar, and<
u, u.IE, u.similar > be thefeature vectorof clusteru. Theu.similar for each clusteru is main-
tained by a local heap, individually. The global minimum IE and the pair of clusters are maintained
by the global heap of up-to-date feature vectors of all remaining clusters, sorted byu.IE.
After merging clusters, we need to update the bookkeeping information. Consideru as the main
cluster in a merge, i.e., the most similar clusteru.similar is merged to clusteru, we need to find a
newu.similar and put the new feature vector< u, u.IE, u.similar > to the heap. Letv denote the
old u.similar. The bookkeeping information forv is released and any entries inIE-table related to
u or v should be updated, which counts forO(N −k) incremental-entropy calculations at the round
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Figure 45: Summary table and physi-
cal structure
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Figure 46: Illustration of the operation
schedule after a merging operation
k. To maintain the most similar cluster of each cluster with the cluster’s IE heap, aO(log(N − k))
cost is necessary to update the list, which results inO((N − k) log(N − k)) in total. For a few
clusters having their most similar cluster changed due to the update ofIE-table, their location at
the heap needs to be updated, too. The update process is roughly illustrated by Figure 46.
4.6.2 Complexity of ACE
Updating the bookkeeping information is the most costly part, consisting ofO(N −k) incremental-
entropy calculations andO((N−k) log(N−k)) sorted list maintenance in the roundk. Incremental-
entropy calculation involves summing up the two summary tables and calculating the weighted
entropies. The cost of computing weighted entropy can be minimized if we use an auxiliary array
in length ofN to store thelog2 values. The following equation 15 shows that by using thelog2




















cjk(log2 cjk − log2 np)
Thus, the cost ofN merge operations isO(
∑N
k=1{(N−k)(d|A|+log(N−k))}), i.e.,O(N2 log N).
In addition, the summary tables requireO(dN |A|) space, both the heaps andIE-table needO(N2)
space. Therefore, whenN becomes large, e.g.,N > 1000, ACE algorithm cannot efficiently gen-
erate BKPlots. To address this problem, we discuss the properties of sample approximate BKPlots
in next section. With the mean of sample BKPlots in appropriate sample size, we can still reliably
find the Best Ks.
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4.7 Sample BKPlots for Large Datasets
When the dataset is large (e.g., the number of recordsN > 10, 000 ), ACE algorithm is not effective
due to its complexityO(N2 log N). There are two commonly accepted approaches to handle the
large datasets: one is by sampling and the other is by summarization. We will focus on the sampling
approach for finding the best Ks for large datasets, while the summarization approach has been
reported for processing data streams [26].
In the sampling approach, we identify the best Ks based on the BKPlots generated on sample
datasets, which we name itsample BKPlots, denoted byB(n,K) at sample sizen. We also name
the BKPlot on the original datasetoriginal BKPlot. Let S denote the number of sample BKPlots.







In order to prove that sample BKPlots can work effectively for large datasets, we need to answer
three questions: 1) Do the mean BKPlots converge to the original BKPlot? 2)How is the quality of
mean BKPlots in terms of consistency to the original BKPlot? 3) How to estimate the appropriate
sample size that guarantees the mean BKPlot is consistent with the original BKPlot?
If mean BKPlots converge to the original BKPlot, we can confidently use mean BKPlots to
estimate the original BKPlot. The quality of mean BKPlots should be related to the sample size
and possibly other factors. We below first discuss the convergence of mean BKPlots which is used
to evaluate the consistency of the mean BKPlots. Then we study the variance of mean BKPlots
to evaluate the quality of the BKPlot estimation, and finally we develop the method for verifying
whether a given sample size can guarantee a reliable mean BKPlot or not.
4.7.1 Convergence of mean BKPlots
In general, we model the clustering structure of a very large datasetS as follows. Let the primary
clustering structure contains a few clusters, denoted asCM = {C1, C2, . . . , CM}, e.g.,M = 20.
Assume each cluster is also very large, compared to the sample sizen. Thus, uniformly sampling the
large dataset to generate a meaningful sample dataset ofn records is equivalent to proportionally
sampling each of theM clusters and then composing theM sample clusters to form the sample
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dataset. We denote the sample clusters withCMn = {Cn,1, Cn,2, . . . , Cn,M}. With the definition of
cluster entropy, we have the following proposition.
Proposition 6. If the primary clustering structure is preserved with sample sizen, Ĥ(Cn,i) con-
verges toĤ(Ci), whenn → N
SKETCH PROOF. This proposition states that with the increasing sample size, the structure of
sample cluster become more and more similar to that of original cluster. The proof can be described
in three steps.
1) Sketch the distribution of any categorical value in a column of sample dataset. The cluster
entropyĤ(Ci) =
∑d
j=1 Ĥ(Aj |Ci) is defined by the probabilitypijk of each categorical value
vjk in columnj, 1 ≤ k ≤ |Aj |. Let Ni be the number of records in the clusterCi, andNijk
be the number of records containing the valuevjk. pijk =
Nijk
Ni
. Let the random variableYijk
represent the number of records containingvjk in sample clusterCn,i. Yijk can be modeled
as abinomial distributionb(ni, pijk) [76], and thus
Yijk
ni




] = pijk andV ar(
Yijk
ni
) = pijk(1−pijk)ni .
2) We need to prove that the mean ofYijkni log
Yijk
ni




formula [76], we haveY log Y = Y (log pijk + c(Y − pijk)), wherec is some constant. We
already knowE[Y ] = pijk andE[Y 2] = E2[Y ] + V ar(Y ) =
pijk(1−pijk)
ni
+ p2ijk. The mean
of Y log Y is thus given by
E[Y log Y ] = E[Y (log pijk + c(Y − pijk))] = log pijkE[Y ] + cE[Y 2 − Y pijk]




Whenn → N , the itemc(pijk(1−pijk)ni ) becomes very small, so the right side converges to
pijk log pijk.





log Yijkni , we haveE[H(Aj |Cn,i)] ≈−
∑|Aj |
k=1 pijk log pijk =
H(Aj |Ci). It follows thatE[H(Cn,i)] ≈ H(Ci), whenn → N
Our ultimate goal is to study the mean and variance of the points on sample BKPlots, which
are related to the entropy difference between the sample clustering structures, denoted asI(n,K),
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wheren is the sample size andK is the number of cluster. Let a point on a sample BKPlot be
B(n,K). We show that we can use a set of sample BKPlots to estimate the original BKPlot for the
entire large dataset as the following theorem.
Theorem 7. The original BKPlot generated by the ACE algorithm for the large dataset can be
estimated with the mean of sample BKPlots also generated by ACE.
SKETCH PROOF. The proof consists of two steps.
1) E[I(n,K)] converges to the approximateI(K) generated by the ACE algorithm. When
the ACE algorithm is used to generate BKPlots, the entropy differenceI(K) between the
nearby clustering schemes isI(K) ≈ 1N IE(K) = 1N {(Np +Nq)Ĥ(Cp +Cq)−NpĤ(Cp)−
NqĤ(Cq)}. Similarly, it applies to the sample datasets, i.e.,I(n,K) ≈ 1n{(np+nq)Ĥ(Cn,p+
Cn,q) − npĤ(Cn,p) − nqĤ(Cn,q)}. SinceE[Ĥ(Cn,i)] converges toĤ(Ci), andNp/N ≈
np/n, Nq/N ≈ nq/n, E[I(n,K)] also converges to the approximateI(X).
2) Since the BKPlot is based on theI(K) curve, i.e.,B(n,K) = I(n,K − 1) − 2I(n,K) −
I(n,K + 1), the mean of sample BKPlotsE[B(n,K)] will also converge to the original
BKPlot B(K) generated by the ACE algorithm.
How reliableE[B(n,K)] can be used to represent the original BKPlot depends on its variance
property. Before we design the method to testing the reliability of a mean BKPlot, we first study the
variance of mean BKPlots.
4.7.2 Variance of mean BKPlots
The variance of mean BKPlot,V ar(E[B(n,K)]), can be used to evaluate the quality of BKPlot
estimation. We are more interested in the asymptotic variance, especially the relationship between
variance and sample size. We will study the asymptotic variance ofE[B(n,K)] in four steps. 1) We
derive the general form of asymptotic variance of the sum of random variables:V ar(
∑m
i=1 aiXi),
which will be heavily used in deriving other results; Then, we show that 2)V ar(E[Ĥ(Cn,i)]) ∼
O( 1niS ); 3)V ar(E[I(n, K)]) ∼ O( 1niS ); and 4)V ar(E[B(n,K)]) ∼ O( 1niS ).
1) We will repeatedly use the following formula in the estimation. LetXi denote theith random
variable,i = 1 . . . m, V ar(Xi) ∼ O( 1ni ), whereni is the sample size ofXi, ai are some
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constants, andXi and Xj are correlated with correlation coefficientρij , |ρij | ≤ 1. For

































n ) ∼ O( 1n)
2) Similar to the process of gettingE[Y log Y ], we apply Taylor’s formula [76] to expand
Y log Y , then apply the formula (15) to getV ar(Y log Y ) ∼ O( 1n+ 1n2 ) ∼ O( 1n). With




] can be approximated with a normal distributionN(pijk log pijk, O( 1niS )) ,
whereO( 1niS ) is the asymptotic notation of the variance. By the definition of column entropy
and applying the formula (15), we haveV ar(E[Ĥ(Aj |Ci)]) ∼ O(f(|Aj |)niS ), wheref(|Aj |)
is some constant determined by|Aj |. Let ρ′jk be the correlation betweenE[Ĥ(Aj |Ci)] and
E[Ĥ(Ak|Ci)], from the definition of adjusted entropy, we have























d2 log2 |Aj |niS
) ∼ O( 1
niS
) (16)
3) Since we supposeI(n, K) ≈ 1nIE(Cp, Cq) with ACE algorithm, we can estimate the vari-
ance forE[I(n, K)] as follows.
V ar(E[I(n,K)]) = V ar{np + nq
n




























∼ O(np + nq
n2S
) (17)
To simplify it further, the variance is asymptoticallyO( 1nS ) for np + nq ∼ O(n).
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4) By definition ofB(K), we haveB(n,K) = I(n,K−1)−2I(n,K)−I(n,K +1), which is
a linear combination of the entropy difference between partition schemes. With formula 15,
we haveV ar(E[B(n,K)]) as
V ar(E[B(n,K)]) = V ar(B(n, K))/S ∼ O( 1
nS
)
Therefore, by increasing the sample size,n, or the number of sample sets,S, the mean BKPlot
will be more reliable.
Now we show how the mean BkPlots relate with the numberS of sample sets and the sample
sizen with the real census dataset. Readers may refer to Section 4.9 for a detailed description about
the dataset. For each sample size (n = 200 ∼ 1000), we generate 10 sample BKPlots. Figure 47
shows that although the sample BKPlots might have larger variance, the resulting mean BKPlots
are very close. Figure 48 focuses on the peak values at K=3 in Figure 47. Figure 49 shows that
the sample variance decreases with the increasing sample size. For the same sample size, a smaller
K involves merging larger clusters, i.e., largernp + nq in Formula (17), which results in a slightly





















Figure 47: Comparing the
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Figure 49: The variance of
the sample BKPlots at K=2
and K=3
4.7.3 Conditions for a Reliable Mean BKPlot
In general, the largern andS, the smaller the variance of mean BKPlots, which results in more
reliable estimation. However, in practice, we want to use limited sample size (n) and limited number
of sample BKPlots (S) to get a reliable mean BKPlot that is consistent with the original BKPlot.
In last section, we have found the relationship between the variance and the sample factors, with
which we are able to verify if the sample datasets can generate a reliable mean BKPlot.
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We first define the concept of consistent mean BKPlot. Suppose that the topκ number of
candidate Ks (e.g.,κ = 3 andK < 20) on the original BKPlot haveB(K) valuessignificantly
higher than certain levelη. Without loss of generality, letk1 < k2 < . . . < kκ be the significant Ks
on the original BKPlot ordered byB(ki), 1 ≤ i ≤ κ.
Definition 13. If the sequence of significant Ks on the mean BKPlotk′1 < k
′
2 < . . . < k
′
κ satisfies
k′i = ki for 1 ≤ i ≤ κ, the mean BKPlot is consistent with the original BKPlot.
There areκ + 1 significant levels on the original BKPlot:B(ki), 1 ≤ i ≤ κ, andη. Let
the minimum difference between theκ + 1 values be∆ by certainB(kr) and B(ks), r < s,
i.e.,∆ = |B(kr)−B(ks)|. With Central Limit Theorem,E[B(n,K)] follows a normal distribution
with meanB(K) and varianceV ar(B(n,K))/S. Letc be the constant related to certain confidence
level [76], for example,c = 1.96 for CL = 95% confidence level. In order to make theκ levels
consistent with the original BKPlot, we should guarantee the non-overlapping confidence intervals
of B(n, k′i) at the significant Ks, with confidenceCL, i.e., the following constraint is satisfied.
c(
√
V ar(B(n, k′i))/S +
√
V ar(B(n, k′j))/S) = 2c
√
V ar(B(n,K))/S < ∆, 1 ≤ i ≤ κ
It follows that, if the sample variance at sizen satisfies the following formula, the mean BKPlot will





This provides a testing method for the reliability of the mean BKPlot in term of sample sizen,
the number of sample BKPlotsS, and the interested top Ks. We can start with some initialn ndS
for the given dataset, e.g.,n = 1000 andS = 10. Then, we get the estimation ofV ar(B(n,K))
and∆ from the sample BKPlots. If the Formula (18) is satisfied with the estimatedV ar(B(n,K))
and∆, we say that the mean of sample BKPlots is reliable under certain confidence levelCL.
Otherwise, we can increase eithern, or S. Obviously, ifV ar(B(n,K)) is not so large, increasing
S is more economic.
4.8 Identifying No-cluster Datasets with BKPlot Method
Finding the peaks on BKPlot does not always mean that there is significant clustering structure.
Low peak levels mean smooth changes of clustering structure and each clustering structure does not
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distinguish itself from others, i.e., there is no significant clustering structure. Therefore, a challenge
comes− how to distinguish datasets having clustering structures from those having no clustering
structure? We propose a method to address this problem. The main idea is based on the property of
the BKPlots of the sample datasets that are known to havenoclustering structure. Specifically, first,
we study the noisy clustering structures in the typical no-cluster datasets: datasets with uniform or
normal data distribution (single mode). Then, we test if the clustering structure of the given dataset
is significantly different from the noisy no-cluster structures.
4.8.1 Property of Datasets Having No Clustering Structure
We observe two types of typical datasets that do not have significant clustering structure. One
is the datasets with elements uniformly distributed within a column and between columns, which
obviously have no clustering structure. The other type is the datasets of discretized multidimensional
normal distribution, which has only one mode (or one cluster). In the following discussion, the
Maximum Peak Level (MPL) of BKPlot is used to represent the significance level of the clustering
structure.
Ideally, large sample datasets exactly following uniform/normal distribution have no significant
clustering structure. Thus, every point on their BKPlots should be zero or very close to zero. How-
ever, synthetic sample datasets usually do not exactly follow the desired distribution, which may
create some small noisy structures. These noisy structures should be treated as statistically equiva-
lent to the ideal no-cluster structures. Any datasets that have clustering structures not significantly
different from these noisy structures should be treated as no-cluster datasets, too. With the vary-
ing number of recordsn, columnsd, and column cardinalities|Aj |, 1 ≤ j ≤ d, synthetic sample
datasets may deviate from the desired distribution to different degrees, thus create different levels
of noisy structures. We shall characterize them both formally and experimentally.
Formally, from Formula (16), we can get a more detailed form of theV ar(E[B(n,K)]), in
terms of the three factorsn, d, and|Aj |.




d2 log2 |Aj |nS
) (19)
For ideal no-cluster datasets,B(K) ≈ 0 everywhere. Thus, with the increasingor d, the MPLs
should converge to 0. The converging rates are characterized by the corresponding factors in
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V ar(E[B(n, K)]). From above formula we are unable to determine the effect of|Aj | yet. We
will show some experimental results to further study the relationship between the three factors and
MPLs.
4.8.2 Testing Existence of Significant Clustering Structure
From the above analysis, we conclude that different settings ofn, d and|A| may result in different
statistical properties of no-cluster BKPlots. There is no simple threshold good for all kinds of
datasets. We have to characterize the statistical property of the no-cluster BKPlots in terms of the
specific setting of the three factors, i.e., given a real dataset, its sample BKPlots have to be compared
to those of no-cluster datasets that have the same setting ofn, d, and|Aj |.
Combined with the theory of sample BKPlots, we suggest the following statistical testing method
for determining the significance of the clustering structure in a given dataset.
1. generate the BKPlot with ACE algorithm for the target dataset and find its MPL denoted by
µ′;
2. with then, d and |Aj | setting of the target dataset, we generate two sets of testing datasets
: one with uniform distribution and the other with normal distribution, each with about 30
datasets1;
3. calculate the mean denoted byµ, and the confidence interval of the MPLs of the simulated
datasets:[µ− CI, µ + CI], at confidence levelλ;
4. if µ′ > µ + CI, there is significant clustering structure in the target dataset, otherwise, no
clustering structure. CI is often very small compared to the mean levelµ, thus,µ is sufficient
to represent the upper bound.
4.9 Experiments
We have formally given the basic BKPlot method, the sample BKPlot method for large datasets,
and the BKPlot method for identifying no-cluster datasets. In this section, we want to show that, 1)
BKPlots can be used to effectively find the criticalKs; 2) experimental results support the initial
1a number which is considered as “statistically large”
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analysis of the noisy structures of typical no-cluster datasets; 3) ACE algorithm is a robust tool for
generating high-quality approximate BKPlots, compared to the existing entropy-based clustering
algorithms, represented by Monte-Carlo method (MC) [78], Coolcat [12], and LIMBO [7].
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Figure 52: The significant
clustering structures in DS2
4.9.1 Datasets
In order to intuitively evaluate the effectiveness of the method, we use both synthetic and real
datasets, and cross-validate the results with a visualization tool VISTA [22] that is designed for
validating numerical clustering results.
Simple Structured Synthetic Data (DS1&DS2). First, we construct two sets of synthetic
categorical datasets, so that the clustering structure can be intuitively understood and verified. The
first set of datasets have a multi-layered clustering structure, which can be visually verified. Figure
51 shows such a dataset with 1000 records and 30 columns. It has a double-layered clustering
structure. The top layer has four clusters, two of which have two sub-clusters, respectively. Each
cluster has random categorical values selected from{‘0’,‘1’,‘2’,‘3’,‘4’, ‘5’ } in a distinct set of
attributes, while the rest attributes are set to ‘0’. As we can visually identify it, its BKPlot should
at least suggest two Best Ks. Similarly, a single-layered structure is shown as Figure 50. We name
these single-layered and double-layered structure as DS2 and DS1, respectively.
Cross-validated Mixture Data (DS3). The third set of datasets, are the discretized version
of multidimensional normal mixture datasets [57]. We use this set of datasets because we can
cross-validate the result with both BKPlot method and the visualization method designed only for
numerical data. As we discretize the continuous value while preserving the numerical meaning, the
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original numerical clusters are still preserved. Therefore, we can still use the visualization system
VISTA [22] to visually validate the clusters, when we can also use the BKPlot method to find the
best Ks. A discretized 1K-record 10-dimensional mixture dataset with five clusters is generated for
the cross-validation purpose (Figure 53). The continuous values in each column are partitioned into
10 equal-width buckets for discretization, i.e., the discretized dataset has column cardinality of 10
for each column. The 5 clusters can be further grouped, such as C1.1 vs. C1.2, and C2.1 vs. C2.2,
to form a two-layer clustering structure.
Census Data.We also use a real dataset− the discretized version of the large 1990 census data
2. This dataset is originally used by the paper [82] in studying the relationship between the sampling
approach and the effectiveness of Expectation-Maximization (EM) based clustering algorithms for
very large datasets. It is very large in terms of both the number of records and the number of
attributes. After dropping many of the less useful attributes in the raw dataset, the total number
of preserved attributes still reaches 68. It contains more than 2 million (2,458,284) records, about
352 megabytes in total. Since the discretized version still preserves the distance meaning, we also







Figure 53: Visualization of





Figure 54: Visualization of
10K-record sample census data,





Figure 55: Sample census
data labeled by ACE algorithm.
2In UCI KDD Archive http://kdd.ics.uci.edu/databases/census1990/USCensus1990.html
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4.9.2 Validating the BKPlot Method
Below we show the result of applying the BKPlot Method to the synthetic and real datasets. The
ACE algorithm is used to generate the BKPlots. We generate ten sample datasets for each type of
synthetic clustering structure.
DS1. The BKPlots generated by ACE algorithm for DS1-i datasets (Figure 56 clearly indicate
that ‘3’ is the only significantK and datasets with the same clustering structure have almost the
identical BKPlot. By checking the significant level for the setting of 1000 records, 30 columns and
column cardinality of 6, with 20 no-cluster test datasets (10 normal distribution datasets and 10
uniform distribution datasets, respectively), we find the maximum peak levels (MPLs) of no-cluster
datasets are around 0.0004, which is far lower than that of the DS1, 0.08. Therefore, the detected
Best K is significant.
DS2.The peaks of BKPlots for DS2-i (Figure 57) include the two inherent significantKs – ‘4’
and ‘6’. However, ‘2’ is also given as the third significantK, which suggests that the top 4 clusters
can be further clustered into two groups. Interestingly, compared to the three peak levels, we notice
that the peak values at ‘K=2’ have much higher variance, which implies that ‘K=2’ is less significant
than the other two.

















Figure 56: BKPlots of DS1 by ACE


















Figure 57: BKPlots of DS2 by ACE
DS3. The BKPlot generated by ACE algorithm (Figure 58) indicates exactly that 5 and 3 are
the Best Ks, and they are significant compared to the bound (∼0.013) for the setting of 1K records,
10 columns and column cardinality of 10. The corresponding labeling result shows the cluster-
ing/validation result is well matched with the visualization result (Figure 53).
Census data.The Census data contains three major clusters as shown in the visualization of
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1K sample dataset (Figure 54. C2 and C3 are very close, thus, they may also form a two-layer
clustering structure− the top layer consists of C1 and C2+C3. Its BKPlot (Figure 59 indicates
both 2 and 3 are significant, compared to the bound (∼ 0.0005) for the setting (1000 records, 68
columns and column cardinality defined in [82]). The clustering result with ACE atK = 3 is very
close to the cluster distribution observed via visualization (Figure 55). The cross-validation with
the visualization method confirms that the Best K and clustering result generated by ACE algorithm
are highly consistent with the inherent clustering structure.














Figure 58: BKPlots of DS3 by ACE














Figure 59: BKPlots of census dataset by
ACE
We summarize the results in Table 6, wheren represents the number of records used in gener-
ating BKPlots,d is the number of columns, and “Cardinality” is the column cardinality, i.e.,|A|.
For the first three datasets, each column has the same cardinality. For census dataset, the column
cardinality varies from 2 to 223. Clustering structure describes the possible hierarchical structure of
dataset. For example, “two layers, 4/6 clusters” for DS2 means that the clustering structure has two
layers with 4 and 6 clusters, respectively. “MPL bounds” is the estimated upper bound of no-cluster
datasets with the same setting ofn, d and|A|. Due to very small confidence intervals, only the mean
levels are used to represent the bounds.
Table 6: Summary of experiments for the BKPlot method
Datasets n d cardinality Clustering Structure MPL bounds BestK MPLs at Best Ks
DS1 1000 30 6 single layer, 3 clusters 0.0004 3 0.082
DS2 1000 30 6 two layers, 4/6 clusters 0.0004 2, 4, 6 0.005, 0.023, 0.010
DS3 1000 10 10 two layers, 3/5 clusters 0.013 3,5 0.113,0.046
Census sample 1000 68 2-223 two layers, 2/3 clusters 0.0005 2,3 0.014,0.044
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4.9.3 BKPlot vs. BIC
Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) [57] is a popular method for model selection. If appropriate
assumption is made about the prior distribution of the clusters, it can also be used to select the best
K number of clusters. We compare our method with BIC and show the unique advantages of our
method.
In order to use BIC method, we need to make assumption about the cluster distribution. Cat-
egorical data is often modeled with Multinomial mixture [76]. The model fitting is optimized by
maximizing the likelihood of fitting the data to the mixture model. The generic form of BIC is then
based on the maximum likelihood.
BIC = −2 · log likelihood+ (log n) · ψ
where n is the number of sample records, andψ is the number of parameters used in the modeling,
including the number of clusters. Since only the number of clusters changes in determining the best
Ks, we can useBIC = −2 · log likelihood+(log n) ·K instead, where likelihood is the maximum
likelihood of the K-cluster mixture model. The main problem is, if the real cluster distribution does
not well follow the assumed distribution with any K, the result is possibly not good. For example, in
numerical clustering, the Gaussian mixture model does not work well for irregularly shaped clusters
[22].
In experiments, we use AutoClass3 to generate the fitted model. On the BIC curve, the best
K happens at the knee where the BIC stops dropping dramatically. We observed that the BIC
method can often suggest one best K, but it cannot find all possible best Ks for multi-layer clustering
structures. In the experiment we also observed, while BIC clearly suggests one of the two best Ks
for DS2 and DS3 (Figure 60 and 61), the best K for Census data is not clearly indicated (Figure 62)
because of the overlapping clusters and the outliers.
4.9.4 Experiments on Datasets Having no Clustering Structure
In this set of experiments, we want to show the relationship between the Maximum Peak Levels





































Figure 62: BIC probably sug-
gests K=3 for Census data
columnsd, and the column cardinalities|Aj |, which should be consistent with our formal analysis.
Sincen andd have similar effect on the sample BKPlots according to the analysis, we organize
them in the first set of experiments, while the second set of experiments focus on the unknown
effect of column cardinality. Each point on the figures is the average of ten runs with the standard
deviation as the error bar.
Number of Records and Number of Columns
For simplicity, the set of simulated datasets in this experiment have the equal cardinality for columns,
denoted as|A| − with unequal cardinality, we can get similar results. Figure 63 shows the result
when we fix the number of columns and the column cardinality, and vary the number of records
only. The MPL drops quickly from the sample size 100 to 300, but keeps stable when the size
increases more. This confirms our analysis that for small datasets, the entropy differences between
the clusters have large variance and MPLs tend to deviate more from zero. Varying the number of
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Figure 63: Relationship between the num-














Figure 64: Relationship between the num-

















Figure 65: Relationship be-
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Figure 66: The number of
records vs. MPLs with two lev-









Uniform (N=800, d=20, var=+/-10)
Normal (N=800, d=20, var=+/-10)
Uniform (N=800, d=40, var=+/-10)
Normal (N=800, d=40, var=+/-10)
Figure 67: unequal column
cardinality vs. MPLs
We can try to understand the factor of cardinality in terms of the model complexity− column
cardinality represents the inherent complexity of dataset. In general, with the increasing model
complexity, the representative sample size should be increased in order to capture the complexity of
the structure. On the other hand, if the sample sizen k eps unchanged the increasing model com-
plexity should bring more variance, which results in stronger noisy structures, i.e., higher MPLs.
This hypothesis is supported by the experiments (Figure 65) that increasing the mean column cardi-
nality will increase the level of MPLs with the same sample size. Figure 66 also shows that with the
increasing sample size, the higher the column cardinality is, the slower the MPLs converge for both
types of datasets (uniform and normal), which confirms that we need more samples to characterize
the increasing model complexity. In Figure 67, we let the column cardinalities randomly varying in
the range[|A| − 10, |A| + 10], but keep the mean cardinality as|A|. We also get a similar pattern
that the MPLs increase when the mean cardinality increases.
4.9.5 Other Algorithms for Generating Approximate BKPlots
Literally, any categorical clustering algorithm that employs the same entropy minimization criterion
can generate approximate BKPlots. However, the quality of approximate BKPlots can be greatly
influenced by the algorithms. We compare three directly related algorithms: Monte-Carlo [78],
Coolcat [12], and LIMBO [7] algorithm in this section. Monte-Carlo and Coolcat use the same
criterion, “expected-entropy”, that is also used by ACE, to find suboptimal partitions, while LIMBO
uses mutual information in clustering. We also modify the first two algorithms to use the adjusted




Monte-Carlo Method [78] is a top-down partitioning algorithm. With a fixedK, it begins with all
records in one cluster and follows an iterative process. In each step, the algorithm randomly picks
one record from one of theK clusters and puts it into another randomly selected cluster. If the
change of assignment does not reduce the expected entropy, the record is put back to the original
cluster. Theoretically, given a sufficiently larges, the algorithm will eventually terminate at a near
optimal solution. We sets = 5000 for running MC on the synthetic datasets.
Coolcat [12] algorithm begins with selectingK records, which maximize theK-record entropy,
from a sample of the dataset as the initialK clusters. It sequentially processes the rest records and
assigns each to one of theK cluster. In each step, the algorithm finds the best fitted one of theK
clusters for the new record – adding the new record to the cluster will result in minimum increase
of expected entropy. The data records are processed in batches. Because the order of processing
points has a significant impact on the quality of final clusters, there is a “re-clustering” procedure
at the end of each batch. This procedure picksm percentage of the worst fitted records in the batch
and re-assigns them to theK clusters in order to reduce the expected entropy further.
We run Coolcat algorithm on each dataset with a large initial sample size (50% of the dataset)
for choosing the seed clusters andm = 20% for re-clustering, which is sufficient for improvement
through re-clustering [12]. In order to reduce the effect of ordering, we also run Coolcat 20 times
for each datasets and each run processes the data in a randomly generated sequence. Finally, we
select the result having the lowest expected entropy among the 20 results.
LIMBO [7] algorithm is a hierarchical clustering algorithm using the Information Bottleneck
[101] criterion as the similarity between clusters. It uses a summarization structure DCF-tree to
condense large datasets. In our experiments, we set the information loss factorΦ to 0, which does
not use DCF-tree to compress the data. Under this setting the result is not subject to the order of
records, and thus there is no randomness introduced in different runs for the same dataset.
4.9.5.2 Measures for Quality of BKPlots
We use three measures to evaluate the quality of approximate BKPlots.
• Coverage Rate.The robustness of BKPlot is represented with “Coverage Rate (CR)” – how
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many significant inherent clustering structures are indicated by the BKPlot. There could be
more than one significant clustering structures for a particular dataset. For example, four-
cluster and six-cluster structures can be all significant for DS2. An robust BKPlot should
always include all of the significantKs.
• False Discovery Rate.There could be someKs, which are actually not critical but suggested
by some BKPlots. In order to efficiently find the most significant ones, we prefer a BKPlot to
have less false indicators as possible. We use “False Discovery Rate(FDR)” to represent the
percentage of the noisy results in the BKPlot.
• Expected Entropy.Since the BKPlot is indirectly related to expected entropy, it is also rea-
sonable to check the quality of expected entropy for the partitions generated by different
algorithms at the particularKs. For a set of datasets in the same clustering structure, like
DS1-i, 1 6 i 6 10, we have almost same optimal clustering structure for different datasets
at a fixedK. Using the mean-square-error (MSE) criterion [76] to evaluate the quality of
the algorithmic result, we can decompose the errors to two parts: the deviation to the lowest
expected entropy (the expected entropy of the optimal partition), and the variance of the esti-
mated expected entropy. Letĥ be the expected entropy of the clustering result andh be the
optimal one.̂h ≥ h is held. LetE[ĥ− h] be the expected bias andvar(ĥ) is the variance of
ĥ.
MSE = E2[ĥ− h] + var(ĥ)
Without knowingh, if an algorithm generates clustering results with the lowest expected
entropy and minimum variance among other algorithms, its BKPlots might be more trustable.
4.9.5.3 Results by Other Algorithms
As we have shown in Section 4.9.2, the BKPlots generated by ACE algorithm clearly and consis-
tently indicate the exact Best Ks for the experimental datasets. We show some results generated by
other algorithms.
The BKPlots generated by Monte-Carlo algorithm for DS1 (Figure 68) clearly identify that ‘3’
is the bestK with some small variation. However, BKPlots for DS2 show large variation onKs.
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Overall, theKs distribute from ‘2’ to ‘10’ for different DS2-i, not allowing the user to identify
the exact Best Ks. This implies that MC algorithm might not be robust enough for datasets having
complicated clustering structure. The reason is MC algorithm becomes more likely to trap in local
minima with the increasing complexity of clustering structure and increasing number of clusters.















Figure 68: BKPlots of DS1 by MC

















Figure 69: BKPlots of DS2 by MC
Coolcat algorithm is even worse. It brings large variation for both datasets (Figure 70 and 71).
The reason is that Coolcat algorithm simply does not get the near-optimal clustering result for any
fixed number of clusters. Therefore, it is not suitable for generating robust BKPlots.
LIMBO can successfully find the best Ks for simple structures, such as DS1 and DS2. Its DS1
and DS2 BKPlots 72 are very similar to ACE’s. However, it may generate some noise and miss
some best Ks for a more complicated structure, such as Census data 73. The LIMBO result can give
the top best K atK = 3, while it misses the higher levelK = 2 and also have some noise atK = 5.















Figure 70: BKPlots of DS1 by Coolcat
















Figure 71: BKPlots of DS2 by Coolcat
We summarize the results with the discussed measures, Coverage Rate (CR), False Discovery
Rate (FDR), and expected entropy (EE) in Table 7. The higher the coverage rate, the more robust
the BKPlot is. The lower the false discovery rate the more efficient the BKPlot is. The numbers
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Figure 72: BKPlots of DS2 by
LIMBO
















Figure 73: BKPlots of Census data by
LIMBO
Table 7: Quality of Approximate BKPlots
CR FDR EE(K=3)
DS1 ACE 100% 0% 0.283± 0.000
LIMBO 100% 0% 0.283± 0.001
MC 100% 0% 0.283± 0.001
Coolcat 60% 85% 0.285± 0.005
CR FDR EE(K = 4) EE(K = 6)
DS2 ACE 100% 33% 0.218± 0.001 0.194± 0.001
LIMBO 100% 33% 0.218±0.002 0.194±0.001
MC 80% 53% 0.244± 0.015 0.214± 0.005
Coolcat 60% 70% 0.253± 0.005 0.216± 0.008
CR FDR EE(K = 3) EE(K = 5)
DS3 ACE 100% 0% 0.346± 0.003 0.249± 0.003
LIMBO 100% 0% 0.349±0.004 0.250±0.005
MC 100% 0% 0.346±0.003 0.248±0.005
Coolcat 80% 29% 0.350±0.004 0.275±0.024
CR FDR EE(K = 2) EE(K = 3)
Census ACE 100% 0% 0.398± 0.004 0.336± 0.004
LIMBO 60% 33% 0.416± 0.010 0.338±0.012
MC 50% 17% 0.395±0.004 0.330±0.007
Coolcat 50% 17% 0.401± 0.003 0.341± 0.007
are the average over the 10 sample datasets. In almost all cases, ACE shows the minimum expected
entropy and minimum standard deviation, as well as the highest CR and lowest FDR. LIMBO is
the second reliable method for generating approximate BKPlots. In general, it can generate reliable
BKPlots for not-so-noisy and non-overlapping clustering structure. MC algorithm can possibly find
the best clustering result in some cases, such as DS3 and census data.
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CHAPTER V
RANDOM GEOMETRIC PERTURBATION APPROACH TO
PRIVACY PRESERVING DATA CLASSIFICATION
The iVIBRATE framework is a novel application of geometric methods in data clustering. This
chapter presents a random geometric perturbation approach to privacy preserving data classifica-
tion. The goal of this approach is two-fold: preserving the accuracy of classifiers and preserving
the privacy of data. To achieve the first goal, we identify that many classification models utilize the
geometric properties of datasets, which can be preserved by geometric transformations. We prove
that three types of well-known classification models: kernel methods, SVM classifiers, and linear
classifiers, will deliver the same performance over the geometric-transformation-perturbed dataset
as over the original dataset. As a result, the geometric perturbation guarantees no loss of accuracy
for the discussed classification models. To reach the second goal, we propose a multi-column pri-
vacy model to address the particular problems in evaluating privacy quality for multidimensional
perturbation. With this privacy model, we analyze three types of inference attacks to geometric
perturbation: naive inference, ICA-based reconstruction, and distance-inference attacks. We also
develop a randomized optimization algorithm that can progressively find one geometric perturba-
tion that is considerably resilient to the inference attacks. Our experiments show that the geometric
perturbation approach can provide high privacy guarantee while maintaining minimum loss of ac-
curacy for the discussed classification models.
In this chapter, we first present the basic challenges in data perturbation techniques for privacy
preserving data mining (Section 5.1). Our contributions are focused on geometric perturbation
techniques for privacy preserving data perturbation (Section 5.2). The recent developments in data
perturbation techniques are briefly reviewed (Section 5.3). In Section 5.4, we describe the properties
of geometric rotation transformation and prove that the three most popular categories of classifiers
are invariant to rotation transformation. Properties of general linear transformation are also briefly
discussed. Section 5.5 introduces a general-purpose privacy measurement model for multi-column
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data perturbation and characterizes the privacy property of the rotation-based perturbation in terms
of this metric. Three types of inference attacks are analyzed under this privacy model, which results
in a randomized optimization algorithm to choose perturbations resilient to the attacks. We present
the experimental results to show how the geometric perturbation makes balance between the data
quality and the data privacy in Section 5.7.
The next chapter is the application of the geometric data perturbation technique in multiparty
collaborative data classification. Most concepts and methods developed in this chapter will also be
used in next chapter.
5.1 Data Perturbation and Privacy Preserving Data Mining
We are entering a highly connected information-intensive era. This information age has enabled
organizations to collect large amount of data continuously. Many organizations wish to discover
and study interesting patterns and trends over the large collections of datasets to improve their
productivity and competitiveness. Privacy preserving data mining has become an important enabling
technology for integrating data and mining interesting patterns from private collections of databases.
This has resulted in a considerable amount of work on privacy preserving data mining methods in
recent years [2, 4, 28, 3, 41, 43, 79, 102, 103].
Data perturbation techniques are one of the most popular models for privacy preserving data
mining [4, 2]. It is especially useful for applications where the data owners want to participate in
cooperative mining but not want to leak the privacy-sensitive information. Typical examples include
publishing micro data for research purpose or outsourcing the data to the third party that provides
data mining services. A data perturbation procedure can be simply described as follows. Before
the data owner publishes the data, they change the data in certain way to disguise the sensitive
information while preserving the particular data property that is critical for building meaningful data
mining models. Several perturbation techniques have been proposed for mining purpose recently,
among which the most popular one is the randomization approach [4, 41]. Different from the
randomization approach that focuses on single-dimensional perturbation and assumes independency
between data columns, condensation approach [2] and multi-dimensional K-anonymization [75]
try to perturb data while preserving themulti-dimensional information. In this chapter, we will
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propose a new multi-dimensional data perturbation technique specifically for a class of popular data
classification mining models.
Loss of Privacy vs. Loss of Information.
Perturbation techniques are often evaluated with two basic metrics, loss of privacy and loss of
model-specific information (resulting in loss of accuracy for data classification). An ideal data
perturbation algorithm aims at minimizing both privacy loss and information loss. However, the
two metrics are not well-balanced in many existing perturbation techniques [4, 3, 40, 2].
Loss of privacy can be intuitively described as the difficulty level in estimating the original
values from the perturbed data. The more difficult the original values are estimated, the less loss
of privacy is. In [4], the variance of the added random noise is used as the level of difficulty for
estimating the original values. However, recent research [40, 3] reveals that variance is not an
effective indicator for random noise addition since the original data distribution has to be known
− if a particular data distribution is considered, certain part of data in the distribution cannot be
effectively protected. In addition, [69] shows that the loss of privacy is also subject to the special
attacks that can reconstruct the original data from the perturbed data. k-Anonymization [100] is
another popular method for protecting virtual identifiers from the multi-dimensional join of tables.
It makes every virtual identifier identify a group of at leastk records, thus, hides individual record
in the k-record group. By doing so, k-Anonymization limits the effective estimation of the original
record into a k-record group assuming that each record in the group is equally protected. However,
recent study [81] shows the privacy evaluation for k-Anonymization is far more complicated than
the simple assumption.
Loss of information typically refers to the amount of critical information preserved about the
datasets after perturbation. However, different data mining tasks, such as classification mining task
vs. association rule mining, or different models for the same task, such as decision tree model vs. K-
Nearest-Neighbor (KNN) classifier for classification, typically utilize different sets of information
about the datasets. For example, the task of building decision trees primarily concerns the column
distribution. Hence, the quality of preserving column distribution should become the key in pertur-
bation techniques for decision tree model, as shown in randomization approach [4]. In comparison,
the KNN model relies heavily on the distance relationship, which is quite different from the column
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distribution. However, existing perturbation techniques do not explicitly address that the critical
information is actually task/model-specific. We argue that by narrowing down to preserve only the
task/model-specific information, we are able to provide better quality guarantee on both privacy and
model accuracy.
We also observed that, many classification models, like KNN model, typically concern the
multi-dimensional information rather than single column distribution. Thus, multi-dimensional per-
turbation techniques with a focus on preserving the model-specific multidimensional information
can be more effective for these models. As a result, there is no need (or less complexity) to develop
special mining algorithms that can use the perturbed data.
Interesting to note is that the loss of privacy metric and the loss of information metric have
exhibited contradictory rather than complimentary results in existing data perturbation techniques
[4, 3, 40, 2]. Typically data perturbation algorithms that aim at minimizing the loss of privacy often
have to bear with higher information loss. The intrinsic correlation between the loss of privacy and
the loss of information raises a number of important issues regarding how to find a right balance
between the two measures and how to build a data perturbation algorithm that ensures desired
privacy requirements and yet minimizes the loss of information for the specific data mining task.
5.2 The Scope and Contributions of This Chapter
Bearing these issues in mind, we have developed a random geometric perturbation approach to
privacy preserving data classification. In contrast to other existing privacy-preserving classification
methods [2, 4, 43, 79], our random geometric-transformation based perturbation exploits the task-
specific multi-dimensional information about the datasets to be classified, which is critical to a large
category of classification algorithms, and aims at producing a robust data perturbation that exhibits
a better balance between loss of privacy and loss of information.
Concretely, we observe that the multi-dimensional geometric properties of datasets are the criti-
cal “task-specific information” for many classification algorithms. By preserving multi-dimensional
geometric properties of the original dataset, classifiers trained over the perturbed dataset presents
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the same quality as classifiers over the original dataset. One intuitive way to preserve the multi-
dimensional geometric properties is to perturb the original dataset through random geometric trans-
formation such as random rotation and translation. We have identified and proved that kernel meth-
ods, SVM classifiers with the three popular kernels, and linear classifiers, are the three categories
of classifiers that are “rotation/translation-invariant”.
Another important challenge for the random geometric perturbation approach is the privacy loss
measurement (the level of uncertainty) and privacy assurance (the resilience of the geometric trans-
formation against unauthorized disclosure). Given that a random geometric-transformation based
perturbation is a multi-dimensional perturbation, the privacy guarantee of the multiple dimensions
(attributes) should be evaluated collectively to ensure the privacy of all columns involved and the
privacy of the multi-column correlations. We design a unified privacy model to tackle the problem
of privacy evaluation for multi-dimensional perturbation, which addresses three types of possible
attacks: direct estimation, approximate reconstruction, and distribution-based inference attacks.
With the unified privacy metric, we present the privacy assurance of the random geometric
perturbation as an optimization problem: given that all rotation/translation transformations result in
zero-loss of accuracy for the discussed classifiers, we want to pick one pair of rotation/translation
matrices that provide higher privacy guarantee and stronger resilience against the three types of
inference attacks than most other pairs. Our experiments demonstrate that, with the attack-resilient
perturbation selection algorithm, the resultant perturbation can achieve considerably higher privacy
guarantee and be more robust in countering inference attacks than other existing multi-dimensional
perturbation techniques.
5.3 Related Work
A considerable amount of work on privacy preserving data mining methods have been reported in
recent years [2, 4, 28, 3, 41, 103]. The most relevant work about perturbation techniques for data
mining includes the random noise addition methods [4, 41] and the condensation-based perturba-
tion [2], while K-Anonymization [100] is another perturbation technique for general-purpose data
sharing that can also be potentially used for some specific mining models [46]. Since our approach
is more related to the first two perturbations, we below focus our discussion on them and discuss
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their weakness in the context of privacy preserving data classification.
Random Noise Addition ApproachMost of the existing randomization techniques for data pertur-
bation are value-based randomization. This type of techniques relies on the facts that 1) Data owners
may not want to equally protect all values in a record, thus a column-based value distortion can be
applied to perturb some sensitive columns. 2) Data classification models do not necessarily require
the individual records, but only the column value distributions [4], assuming that the columns are
independent. The basic goal is to disguise the original values by injecting certain amount of ran-
dom noise, while the specific information, such as the column distribution, can still be effectively
estimated from the perturbed data for data mining purposes.
A typical random noise addition model [4] can be precisely described as follows. We treat the
original values(x1, x2, . . . , xn) from a column to be randomly drawn from a random variableX,
which has some kind of distribution. The randomization process changes the original data by adding
random noisesR to the original data values, and generates a perturbed data columnY, Y = X+R.
The resulting tuples(x1 + r1, x2 + r2, . . . , xn + rn) and the distribution ofR are published. The
key of random noise addition is the distribution reconstruction algorithm [4, 3], which is able to
construct the column distribution ofX based on the perturbed dataR and the distribution ofR,
so that data mining models that rely on the column distributions can still be developed with the
perturbed data. The randomization approach is also generalized by [40] and [5]. [40] proposes a
refined privacy metric for the general randomization approach, and [5] develops a framework based
on the refined privacy metric to improve the balance between the privacy and accuracy.
Special mining algorithms, such as a decision-tree algorithm [4], and an association-rule mining
algorithm [41], which meet the assumption of independent columns and are able to reconstruct the
column distributions from perturbed datasets, are developed for the randomization approach.
While the randomization approach is intuitive, several researchers have recently identified pri-
vacy breaches as one of the major problems with the randomization approach. Kargupta et al.
[69, 61] observed that the spectral properties of the randomized data can be utilized to separate
noise from the private data. A filtering algorithm based on random matrix theory is used to ap-
proximately reconstruct the private data from the perturbed data. The authors demonstrated that the
randomization approach preserves little privacy in many cases.
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Furthermore, there has been research [2] addressing other weaknesses associated with the value
based randomization approach. First, most of existing randomization and distribution reconstruction
algorithms only concern about preserving the distribution of single column. There has been surpris-
ingly little attention paid on preserving value distributions over multiple correlated dimensions.
Second, the randomization approach also requires us to develop new distribution-based classifica-
tion algorithms, which is very inconvenient in practice.
Our random geometric perturbation approach takes advantage of the protection provided by ran-
domization, but it can be directly applied to three categories of popular classification models without
any change or redevelopment of classification algorithms. Most importantly, since the assumption
of independent columns is usually not held for real datasets, other classification models that utilize
the multidimensional information can potentially benefit from our perturbation technique.
Condensation-based perturbation approachThe condensation approach [2] is a typical multi-
dimensional perturbation technique, which aims at preserving the covariance matrix for multiple
columns. Thus, some geometric properties such as the shape of decision boundary are approxi-
mately preserved. Different from the randomization approach, it perturbs multiple columns as a
whole to generate entire “perturbed dataset”. The authors argue that the perturbed dataset preserves
the covariance matrix, and thus, most existing data mining algorithms can be applied directly to the
perturbed dataset without requiring any change or new development of algorithms, which is also a
benefit shared by our geometric perturbation.
The condensation approach can be briefly described as follows. It starts by partitioning the orig-
inal data intok-record groups. Each group is formed by two steps – randomly selecting a record
from the existing records as the center of group, and then finding the(k−1) nearest neighbors of the
center to be the other(k−1) members. The selectedk records are removed from the original dataset
before forming the next group. Since each group has small locality, it is possible to regenerate a
set ofk records to approximately preserve the distribution and covariance. The record regeneration
algorithm tries to preserve the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of each group. As a result, the distribu-
tion and the covariance of the points in the group are approximately preserved as shown in Figure
74. The authors demonstrated that the condensation approach can preserve data covariance well,
and thus will not significantly sacrifice the accuracy of classifiers if the classifiers are trained with
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the perturbed data.
However, we have observed that the condensation approach is weak in protecting the private
data. TheKNN -based data groups result in some serious conflicts between preserving covariance
information and preserving privacy. As stated by the authors, the smaller the size of the locality
is in each group, the better the quality of preserving the covariance with the regeneratedk ecords
is. Note that the regeneratedk records are confined in the small spatial locality as shown in Figure
74. It follows that the smaller the locality is, the closer the regenerated records are to the original
records. We design an algorithm that tries to find the nearest neighbor in the original data for
each regenerated record. The result (section 5.7) shows that the difference between the regenerated
records and the nearest neighbor in original data are very small, and thus, the original data records
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Figure 74: Condensation approach
Condensation approach in fact tries to preserve the geometric decision boundary, however, in
a more conservative way, which greatly limits the privacy guarantee it can provide as shown in
experiments. By comparison, our geometric perturbation provides higher privacy guarantee than
the condensation approach, while precisely preserving the model accuracy as well.
5.4 Geometric Transformations and Data Classification
In this section, we first identify the geometric properties of the datasets that are significant to most
classification algorithms. Then we describe the definition of geometric perturbation, and discuss
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the effect of geometric transformations to three categories of popular classification models. In par-
ticular, we focus on geometric rotation and translation. The discussion will be extended to general
non-singular linear transformations as well. Apparently, geometric perturbation works only foru-
merical data classification. Therefore, by default, the datasets discussed in this research are all
numerical data. Before entering concrete discussion, we define the notations for the datasets used
in data classification.
Training Dataset and Unclassified Dataset.Training dataset is the part of data that has to be
exported/published in privacy-preserving data classification. A classifier learns the classification
model from the training data and then is applied to classify the unclassified data. Suppose thatX
is a training dataset consisting ofN data rows (records) andd columns (attributes, or dimensions).
For the convenience of mathematical manipulation, we useXd×N to denote the dataset, i.e.,X =
[x1 . . .xN ], wherexi is a data tuple, representing a vector in the real spaceRd. Each data tuple
xi belongs to a predefined class, which is indicated by the class label attributeyi. The class label
can be nominal (or continuous for regression), which is public, i.e., privacy-insensitive. All other
attributes containing private information needs to be protected. Unclassified dataset could also be
exported/published with privacy-protection if necessary.
We also considerX is a sample dataset from thed-dimension random vectorX = [X1,X2, . . . ,Xd]T .
As a convention, we use boldX to represent the corresponding random vector of the datasetX. To
unify the notations, we use bold lower case to represent vectors, bold upper case to represent random
variables, and upper case to represent matrices.
Geometric Transformations Let Rd×d represent arotation matrix, which will be described in
detail later. Let d×1 represent a translation vector. we also define thetranslation matrixas follows.
Definition 1. Ψ is a translation matrix ifΨ = [t, t, . . . , t]d×n, i.e.,Ψd×n = td×11tN×1.
where1N×1 is the vector ofN ’1’s. Let ∆d×N be a random noise matrix, where each element is
Independently and Identically Distributed (iid) Gaussian variableδij ∼ N(0, σ2). A general form of
the geometric perturbation of the datasetX is denoted as a functionG(X), G(X) = RX +Ψ+∆.
Note that the transformation will not change the class label of a data record, i.e., the transformation
of data recordxi, still has the labelyi.
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We will first discuss the properties of the basic-form geometric perturbation, i.e.,G(X) =
RX + Ψ , while the noise component∆ will be added later in enhancing the privacy guarantee of
geometric perturbation. The following discussion will be focused on the two components, concern-
ing rotation perturbation and translation perturbation, respectively.
5.4.1 Properties of Geometric Rotation
A rotation matrixRd×d is a matrix with following properties. LetRT represent the transpose of
the matrixR, rij represent the(i, j) element ofR, andI be the identity matrix. The rows and




ij = 1, and for any two columns
j andk, j 6= k, ∑di=1 rijrik = 0. A similar property is held for rows. The definition infers that
RT R = RRT = I. It also implies that by changing the order of the rows or columns of a rotation
matrix, the resulting matrix is still a rotation matrix. A random rotation matrix can be efficiently
generated following the Haar distribution [99].
A key feature of rotation transformation is preserving Euclidean distance. LetxT represent the
transpose of vectorx, and‖ x ‖= xTx represent the length of a vectorx. By the definition of
rotation matrix, we have‖ Rx ‖=‖ x ‖ Similarly, inner product is also invariant to rotation. Let
< x,y > = xTy represent the inner product ofx andy. We have< Rx, Ry > = xT RT Ry =<
x,y >.
In general, rotation also preserves the geometric shapes such as hyperplane and hyper curved
surface in the multidimensional space. We observed that since many classifiers look for geometric
decision boundary, such as hyperplane and hyper surface, rotation transformation will preserve the
most critical information for many classification models. We will discuss several such classification
models later.
5.4.2 Rotation-invariant Classifiers
We first define the concept of “transformation-invariant classifiers”, and then discuss the concrete
classifiers having this property. We say a classification algorithm is invariant to a transformation, if
the classifier trained with the transformed data has a similar accuracy rate as that trained with the
original data. We formally define the transformation-invariant classifier as follows.
A classification problem is also a function approximation problem – classifiers are the functions
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learned from the training data [57]. In the following discussion, we use functions to represent
classifiers. Letf̂X represent a classifier̂f trained with datasetX and f̂X(Y ) be the classification
result on datasetY . Let T (X) be any transformation function, which transforms the datasetX to
another datasetXT . We useErr(f̂X(Y )) to denote the error rate of classifierf̂X on testing dataY
and letε be some small real number,|ε| < 1.
Definition 2. A classifier f̂ is invariant to a transformationT if and only if Err(f̂X(Y )) =
Err(f̂T (X)(T (Y ))) + ε for any training datasetX and testing datasetY .
With the strict conditionf̂X(Y ) ≡ f̂T (X)(T (Y )), we get the corollary 8.
Corollary 8. In particular, if f̂X(Y ) ≡ f̂T (X)(T (Y )) is satisfied for any training datasetX and
testing datasetY , the classifier is invariant to the transformationT (X).
Specifically, if a classifier̂f is invariant torotation transformation, we name it as arotation-
invariant classifier, similar definition for atranslation-invariant classifier.
In subsequent sections, we will prove that kernel methods, SVM classifiers with certain kernels,
and hyperplane-based classifiers, are three types of rotation-invariant classifiers, based on the strict
condition given by Corollary 8.
5.4.2.1 KNN Classifiers and Kernel Methods
A K-Nearest-Neighbor (KNN) classifier determines the class label of a point by looking at the
labels of itsk nearest neighbors in the training dataset and classifies the point to the class that most
of its neighbors belong to. Since the distances between any points are not changed with rotation
transformation, thek nearest neighbors are not changed and thus the classification result is not
changed either. We have the first conclusion about the KNN classifiers.
Lemma 9. KNN classifiers are rotation-invariant.
KNN classifier is a special case of kernel methods. We assert that any kernel methods will
be invariant to rotation, too. Same as the KNN classifier, a typical kernel method1 is a local
classification method, which classifies the new data record only based on the information of its
neighbors in the training data.
1SVM is also a kind of kernel method, but its training process is different from the kernel methods we discuss here.
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Theorem 10. Kernel methods are invariant to rotation.
Sketch of Proof. Let us formally define kernel methods first. Like KNN classifiers, a
kernel method also estimates the class label of a pointx with the class labels of its neighbors.
Let Kλ(x,xi) be the kernel function weighting any pointxi in x’s neighborhood andλ define
the geometric width of the neighborhood. We assume{x1,x2, . . . ,xn} be the points in thex’s






Specifically, the kernelKλ(x,xi) is defined as
Kλ(x,xi) = D(
‖ x− xi ‖
λ
) (21)
D(t) is a function, for example, the Gaussian kernelD(t) = 1√
2π
exp{−t2/2}. Since‖ Rx −
Rxi ‖=‖ x − xi ‖ and λ is constant,D(t) is not changed after rotation transformation and,
thus,Kλ(Rx, Rxi) = Kλ(x,xi). Since the geometric area around the point is also not changed,
the point set in the neighborhood ofRx are still the rotation of those in the neighborhood ofx,
i.e. {x1,x2, . . . ,xn} ⇒ {Rx1, Rx2, . . . , Rxn} and thesen points are used in̂fRX , which makes
f̂RX(Rx) = f̂X(x).
5.4.2.2 Support Vector Machines
Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifiers also utilize kernel functions in training and classification.
However, it has an explicit training procedure, which generates a classifier for classification. Let
yi be the class label to a tuplexi in the training set,αi andβ0 be the parameters determined by




αiyiK(x,xi) + β0 (22)
Different from kernel methods, which do not have a explicit training procedure, we shall prove
that SVM classifiers are invariant to rotation in two steps, 1) training with the rotated dataset gener-
ates the same set of parametersαi andβ0; 2) the classification function̂f is invariant to rotation.
2It has different form for discrete class labels, but the proof will be similar.
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Theorem 11. SVM classifiers using polynomial, radial basis, and sigmoid kernels are invariant to
rotation.
Proof. The SVM training problem is an optimization problem, which finds the parametersαi and













whereγ is a parameter chosen by the user to control the allowed errors around the decision bound-
ary. We see that the training result ofαi is only determined by the form of kernel functionK(xi,xj).
With the determinedαi, β0 can be determined by solvingyif̂X(xi) = 1 for anyxi [57], which is
again determined by the kernel function. It is clear that ifK(Rx, Rxi) = K(x,xi) is held, the
training procedure generates the same set of parameters.
There are the three popular choices for kernels discussed in the SVM literature [33, 57].
d-th degree polynomial: K(x,x′) = (1+ < x,x′ >)d,
radial basis: K(x,x′) = exp(− ‖ x− x′ ‖ /c),
sigmoid: K(x,x′) = tanh(κ1 < x,x′ > +κ2)
Note that the three kernels only involve distance and inner product calculation. As we discussed in
section 5.4.1, the two operations keep invariant to the rotation transformation. Thus,K(Rx, Rx′) =
K(x,x′) is held for the three kernels, and, thus, training with the rotated data will not change the
parameters for the SVM classifiers using the three popular kernels.
It is easy to verifyf̂X(x) = f̂RX(Rx) for the classification function (22), which involves only
the invariant parameters and the invariant kernel functions.
5.4.2.3 Perceptron
Perceptron is a typical linear classification model. We use perceptron as a representative example
for all hyperplane-based linear classifiers. The following discussion for perceptron can be safely
extended to general hyperplane-based linear classifiers.
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A perceptron classifier uses a hyperplane to separate the training data, with the weightsT =
[w1, . . . , wd] and a biasβ0. The weight and bias parameters are determined by the training proce-
dure. A trained classifier is represented as follows.
f̂X(x) = wTx + β0



















Figure 75: Hyperplane and its parameters
Proof. It is important to understand the relationship between the parameters and the hyperplane.
As Figure 75 shows, the hyperplane can be represented aswT (x− xt) = 0, wherew is the per-
pendicular axis to the hyperplane, andxt represents the deviation of the plane from the origin (i.e.,
β0 = −wTxt).
Intuitively, rotation will rotate the classification hyperplane and feature vectors. The perpendic-
ular axisw is changed toRw and the deviationxt becomesRxt after rotation. Letxr represent the
data in the rotated space. Then, the rotated hyperplane is represented as(Rw)T (xr − Rxt) = 0,
and the classifier is transformed tôfRX(xr) = wT RT (xr −Rxt). Sincexr = Rx andRT R = I,
f̂RX(xr) = wT RT R(x− xt) = wT (x− xt) = f̂X(x). The two classifiers are equivalent.
In general, since rotation transformation will preserve distance, density, and geometric shapes,
any classifiers that find the decision boundary based on the geometric properties of the dataset, will
still find the rotated geometric decision boundary. In fact, the distance relationship is critical in KNN
classifiers and the kernel methods to define the decision area, hyperplanes are the geometric decision
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boundaries for linear classifiers, and different kernels in SVM classifiers use either hyperplanes or
hyper curved surfaces as the decision boundary [33]. Therefore, these classifiers are all rotation-
invariant classifiers.
5.4.3 Random Translation Perturbation
From above discussion, it is easy to understand and to prove that those classifiers that depend on
distance relationship and hyperplanes are also invariant to translation. However, some classifiers,
such as, SVM classifiers with polynomial kernels and sigmoid kernels will be slightly affected by
random translation. We will show this in experiments.
Random translationΨ is also a necessary component of basic geometric perturbation,G(X) =
RX + Ψ. Without random translation, the rotation center is not protected - the points around the
origin will be perturbed less and thus the perturbation preserves less privacy for such points. As
we will see in section 5.5.4, translation perturbation is used to effectively protect the rotation center
from the rotation-center-oriented attacks.
It is easy to understand that classifiers that depend on distance relationship and hyperplanes
are also invariant to translation. For those geometric classifiers depending on inner product, such
as SVM classifiers with polynomial kernels and sigmoid kernels, the strict conditionf̂X(Y ) ≡
f̂T (X)(T (Y )) cannot be satisfied for translation transformation, because affine transformation (see
Section 2.1) does not preserve inner product. However, based on our discussion on the common
features of geometric classifiers, we conjecture that these geometric classifiers will also be invariant
to translation. The experimental result supports this hypothesis.
5.5 Evaluating Privacy Quality for Random Geometric Perturbation
The goals of random geometric perturbation are twofold: preserving the accuracy of classifiers, and
preserving the privacy of data. The discussion about the rotation-invariant classifiers has proven
that rotation transformation theoretically guarantees zero-loss of accuracy for three popular types of
classifiers. It is similar to translation transformation. As a result, numerous geometric perturbations
can present the same model accuracy, and we only need to find one that maximizes the privacy
guarantee in terms of various potential attacks.
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We dedicate this section to discuss how good the geometric perturbation approach is in terms
of preserving privacy. Since single translation is too simple to protect the original data, we will
primarily consider rotation transformation or its combination with translation. The critical step is to
define a multi-column privacy measure for evaluating the privacy quality of a rotation perturbation
to a given dataset. With this privacy measure, we can employ certain optimization methods to find
a good one among an infinite number of rotation perturbations for a given dataset. This multi-
column privacy model can also be conveniently applied to evaluate the efficiency of attacks to
multi-dimensional perturbation techniques.
5.5.1 Multidimensional Privacy Evaluation Model
Unlike existing randomization methods, where multiple columns are perturbed separately, the ran-
dom geometric perturbation needs to perturball columns together. Therefore, the privacy quality of
all columns is correlated under one single transformation and should be evaluated under a unified
metric. Our approach to evaluating the privacy quality of random rotation perturbation consists of
two steps: first, we define a unified general-purpose privacy metric that is effective for any multi-
dimensional perturbation technique. Second, we present the methodology of privacy evaluation
with the unified privacy metric in terms of inference attacks.
Conceptual Multidimensional Privacy Evaluation ModelSince in practice different columns(attributes)
may have different privacy concern, we consider that the general-purpose privacy metricΦ for entire
dataset is based oncolumn privacy metric. An abstract privacy model is defined as follows. Let
p be the column privacy metric vectorp = [p1, p2, . . . , pd], and there areprivacy weights associ-
ated to thed columns, respectively, denoted asw = (w1, w2, . . . , wd). Φ = Φ(p,w) uses the two
vectors to define the privacy guarantee. In summary, the design of specific privacy model should
determine the three factorsp, w, and the functionΦ.
We will leave the discussion about one concrete design ofp later, and define the other two
factors first. The first design idea is to take the column importance into unification of different
column privacy. Intuitively, the more important the column is, the higher level of privacy guarantee
will be required for the perturbed data column. Sincew is used to denote the importance of columns
in terms of preserving privacy, we usepi/wi to represent theweighted column privacyof columni.
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The second intuition is the concept ofminimum privacy guaranteeandaverage privacy guar-
anteeamong all columns. Normally, when we measure the privacy quality of a multidimensional
perturbation, we need to pay more attention to the column that has the lowest weighted column pri-
vacy, because such a column could become the breaking point of privacy. Hence, we design the first
composition functionΦ1 = mindi=1{pi/wi} and call it the minimum privacy guarantee. Similarly,
theaverage privacy guaranteeof the multi-column perturbation, defined byΦ2 = 1d
∑d
i=1 pi/wi,
could be another interesting measure.
Variance-based Unified Column Privacy MetricIntuitively, for a data perturbation approach,
the quality of preserved privacy can be understood as the difficulty level of estimating the original
data from the perturbed data. Therefore, how different theestimated datais from the original data
could be an intuitive measure. We use a variance-of-difference (VoD) based approach, which is
derived from the naive variance-based evaluation [4] with more general setting.
Let the difference between the original column data and the estimated data be a random variable
Di. Without any knowledge about the original data, the mean and variance of the difference present
the quality of the estimation. Since the mean of difference can be easily removed if the attacker can
estimate the original distribution of column, we use only the variance of the difference (VoD) as the
primary metric to determine the level of difficulty in estimating the original data.
V oD is formally defined as follows. LetXi be a random variable representing the columni,
X′i be the estimated result ofXi, andDi beDi = X
′ − X. Let E[Di] andV ar(Di) denote the
mean and the variance ofD respectively. ThenV oD for columni is V ar(Di). Let an estimation of




V ar(Di), andc denote confidence parameter depending
on the distribution ofDi and the corresponding confidence level. The corresponding original value
xi in Xi is located in the range defined below:
[x′i − E[Di]− cσ, x′i −E[D] + cσ]
Without consideringE[D], the width of the estimation range,2cσ, presents the difficulty of guessing
the original value, which proportionally reflects the level of privacy guarantee. For simplicity, we
often use onlyV oD or σ to represent the privacy level.
V oD only defines the privacy guarantee for single column. As we have discussed, we need
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to evaluate the privacy of all perturbed columns together. The single-columnV oD does not work
across different columns since different column value ranges may result in very differentV oDs.
Therefore, the same amount of VoD is not equally effective for columns with different value ranges.
One straightforward method to unify the different value ranges is vianormalizationover the orig-
inal dataset and the perturbed dataset. Normalization can be done with max/min normalization or
standardized normalization [83]. We use max/min normalization in this paper.
Attack Evaluation: Since the variance-based model evaluates the accuracy of “estimated” val-
ues. It is convenient to incorporate attack evaluation into privacy evaluation. In general, letX be the
normalized original dataset,P be the perturbed dataset, andO be the estimated/observed dataset.
We calculateV oD(Xi,Oi) for the columni in terms of different attacks. Here, we summarize the
evaluation of the inference attacks to rotation perturbation [25] that will be described in the later
sections.
1. Naive Estimation:O = P ;
2. ICA-based Reconstruction: Independent Component Analysis (ICA) is used to estimateR.
Let R̂ be the estimate ofR, and align the estimated datâR−1P with the known column
distributions and statistics to get the datasetO;
3. Distance-based Inference: knowing a set of special points inX that can be mapped to certain
set of points inP , so that the mapping helps to get the estimated rotationR̂, and thenO =
R̂−1P .
5.5.2 Naive Estimation Attack
With the V oD metric over the normalized data, we can formally analyze the privacy guarantee
provided by the rotation perturbed data, if no additional information is known by the attacker. Let
X be the normalized dataset,X ′ be the rotation ofX, andId be thed-dimensional identity matrix.
Thus, VoD of columni can be evaluated by
Cov(X′ −X)(i,i) = Cov(RX−X)(i,i)
= ((R− Id)Cov(X)(R− Id)T )(i,i) (23)
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Let rij represent the element(i, j) in the matrixR, andcij be the element(i, j) in the covariance









rijcij + cii (24)
When the random rotation matrix is generated following the Haar distribution, a considerable
number of matrix entries are approximately independent normal distributionN(0, 1/d) [67]. The
full discussion about the numerical characteristics of the random rotation matrix will be out of the
scope of this work. For simplicity and easy understanding, we assume that all entries in random ro-
tation matrix approximately follow independent normal distributionN(0, 1/d). Therefore, random






E[rij ]E[rik]ckj − 2
d∑
j=1
E[rij ]cij + cii = cii
It means that the original column variance could substantially influence the result of random
rotation. However, the expectation of VoDs is not the only factor determining the final privacy
guarantee. We should also look at the variance of VoDs. If the variance ofV oDs is considerably
large, we still get great chance to find a rotation with high VoDs in a set of sample random rotations,
and the larger theV ar(V oDi) is, the more likely the randomly generated rotation matrices can
provide a high privacy level.



















The above result shows thatV ar(V oDi) is approximately related to the average of the squared
covariance entries, with more influence from the rowi of covariance matrix. Therefore, by looking
at the covariance matrix of the original dataset, we see the chance to find a random rotation that can
give high privacy guarantee.
In Equation 24, we also notice that thei-th row vector of rotation matrix, i.e., the valuesri∗,
plays a dominating role in calculatingV oDi. Since swapping rows of a rotation matrix will re-
sult in another rotation matrix, it is possible to simply swap the rows ofR to locally improve the
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privacy guarantee. This drives us to propose the row-swapping based local optimization method
for finding a better rotation from a given rotation matrix. We define the method as follows. Let
{(1), (2), . . . , (d)} be a permutation of the sequence{1, 2, . . . , d}. The goal is to find a permuta-










r(i)jcij + cii)/wi}} (25)
5.5.3 ICA-based Attack
Naive estimation is the basic attack trying to find the original value directly from the perturbed data,
which will be ineffective to carefully perturbed data. In this section, we introduce a high-level attack
based on data reconstruction. The basic method trying to reconstructX from the perturbed dataRX
would be Independent Component Analysis (ICA) technique derived from signal processing [63].
The ICA model can be applied to estimate the independent components (the row vectors) of the
original datasetX, from the perturbed data, if the following conditions are satisfied:
1. The source row vectors are independent;
2. All source row vectors should be non-Gaussian with possible exception of one row;
3. The number of observed row vectors must be at least as large as the independent source row
vectors.
4. The transformation matrixR must be of full column rank.
For rotation matrices, the 3rd and 4th conditions are always satisfied. However, the first two
conditions although practical for signal processing, are often not satisfied in data classification.
Furthermore, there are a few more difficulties in applying the above ICA-based attack. First of all,
even ICA can be done successfully, the order of the original independent components cannot be
preserved or determined through ICA [63]. Formally, any permutation matrixP and its inverse
P−1 can be substituted in the model to giveX ′ = RP−1PX. ICA could possibly give the estimate
for some permutated sourcePX. Thus, we cannot identify the particular column if the original
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column distributions are unknown. Second, even if the ordering of columns can be identified, ICA
reconstruction does not guarantee to preserve the variance of the original signal− the estimated
signal is often scaled up but we do not know how much the scaling is unless we know the original
value range of the column. Therefore, without knowing the basic statistics of original columns,
ICA-attack is not effective.
However, as we have mentioned earlier, such column statistics are not impossible to get in
similar datasets provided for privacy-preserving data mining. We assume the attackers know the
basic statistics, including the max/min values and the PDF of each column. The enhanced ICA-
based attack can be described as follows.
1. Run ICA algorithm to get a reconstructed dataset;
2. For each reconstructed columnOi and each original columnXj , we scaleOi with the
max/min values ofXj , and compare the PDFs of the scaledOi andXj to find the closest
match;
The important step is “PDF Alignment” to find the match between original columns and the
perturbed columns. A direct method is to calculate the difference between the two PDF functions.
Let f(x) andg(x) be the original PDF and the PDF of the reconstructed column, respectively. A




In practice, for easy manipulation we discretize the PDF function into bins. It is then equivalent
to use the discretized version:
∑n
i=1 |f(bi) − g(bi)|, wherebi is the discretized bini. However,
the evaluation is not accurate if the values in the two columns are not in the same range as shown
in Figure 76. Hence, the reconstructed PDF needs to be translated and scaled to match the range,
which requires the maximum/minimum values of the original column to be known, too.
The above procedure describes how to use ICA and additional knowledge about the original
dataset to precisely reconstruct the original dataset. Note if the four conditions for effective ICA
are exactly satisfied and the basic statistics and PDFs are all known, the basic rotation perturbation






The two PDFS have different
data ranges
The two PDFS are compared
in the same data range.
Figure 76: Comparing PDFs in different ranges results in large error. (The
lined areas are calculated as the difference between the PDFs.)
for effective ICA are satisfied to decide whether we can safely use rotation perturbation. Since the
first and second conditions are not satisfied for most datasets in data classification, precise ICA
reconstruction cannot be achieved. Under this circumstance, we observed that different rotation
perturbations may result in different privacy guarantee and it is possible to find one rotation that
is satisfactorily resilient to the enhanced ICA-based attacks. The following method defines how to
evaluate the resilience against the enhanced ICA-based attacks.
Without loss of generality, we suppose that the level of confidence for an attack is primarily
based on the PDF similarity between the two matched columns. LetO be the reconstruction of
the original datasetX. ∆PDF (Oi,Xj) represents the PDF difference of the columni i O and
the columnj in X. Let {(1), (2), . . . , (d)} be a permutation of the sequence{1, 2, . . . , d}, which
means a match from the original columni to (i). An optimal match minimizes the sum of PDF
differences of all pair of matched columns. We define the minimum privacy guarantee based on the
optimal match as follows.
pmin = min{ 1
wk
V oD(Xk,O(k)), 1 ≤ k ≤ d} (27)
where{(1), (2), . . . , (d)} = argmin{(1),(2),...,(d)}
∑d
i=1 ∆PDF (Xi,O(i)) Similarly, we can de-
fine the average privacy guaranteepavg based on an optimal match between all columns as well.
With the above measures, we are able to estimate how resilient a rotation perturbation is to the
ICA-based attacks that incorporate the knowledge of column statistics. We observed in experiments
that, although the ICA method may effectively reduce the privacy guarantee for certain rotation per-
turbations, we can always find some rotation matrices so that they can provide satisfactory privacy
guarantee to ICA-based attacks.
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5.5.4 Attacks to Rotation Center
The basic rotation perturbation uses the origin as the rotation center. Therefore, the points around
the origin will be still close to the origin after the perturbation, which leads to weaker privacy
protection over these points. The attack to rotation center is another kind of naive estimation. We
address this problem with random translation perturbation. The sophisticated attack to the enhanced
perturbation would utilize the ICA technique. Therefore, we discuss this problem after we presented
the ICA-based attack.
A random translation vector (matrix) has been defined earlier. Concretely, each dimensional
value of the random translation vectoris uniformly drawn from the range [0, 1], so that the center
hides in the normalized data space, resilient to estimation. There are two candidates for the extended
perturbation.
Transformation (1): G(X) = R(X + Ψ)
or
Transformation (2): G(X) = RX + Ψ = R(X + R−1Ψ)
It is easy to verify thatR−1Ψ is also a translation matrix. Thus, the two are equivalent. We will
use Transformation (2) in the complete version of geometric perturbation.
The effectiveness of random translation to protecting the rotation center is evaluated by how
easy it is to estimateΨ (or R−1Ψ). One approach is again via ICA reconstruction. We assume
that attackers know the basic column statistics for effective ICA-based attacks. Since translation
just moves the mean of PDF function but preserves the shape of PDF, we can still find the matches
by “PDF Alignment” and get the estimatedR: R̂. Then, an estimation tot can be done by the
following steps.
Take Transformation (1) as example. LetP be the perturbed data. The estimate given by ICA is
X̂ + Ψ = R̂−1P . Suppose the original columni has the maximum and minimum valuesmaxi and
mini, respectively, and̂R−1P hasmax′i andmin
′
i, respectively. As the process of ICA shows [63],
the reconstruction may scale the original data column with some factors, which can be estimated
by s ≈ max′i−min′imaxi−mini . Then, the attackers are able to estimate the translation matrixΨ based on
R̂−1P . First, the columni of R̂−1P is scaled down to the same span ofX by the factors. Then,
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the translationti for columni is estimated by
t̂i ≈ min′i × s−mini
Apparently, the quality of the estimatedΨ is dependent on the quality of ICA reconstruction.
By optimizing the resilience to ICA-based attacks,Ψ will be well protected as well.
5.5.4.1 Effect to Model Accuracy
We have shown that random translation can effectively protect the rotation center from attacks. On
the other hand, we also need to prove that this additional component will not seriously affect the
model accuracy of the three categories of classifiers. Since translation does not change the distance
relationship and hyperplane-based class boundary, it is easy to prove that kernel methods, linear
classifiers, and SVM classifiers with radial basis function [57] will be invariant to translation.
However, translation does not preserve inner product. Therefore, it would be more complicated
to directly prove the classifiers based on inner product, such as the SVM classifiers with polynomial
kernels and sigmoid kernels. We will ignore the formal proofs here and show some results in
experiments.
5.5.5 Distance-inference Attack
In the previous section, we have discussed naive estimation, ICA-based attacks, and attacks to
rotation center. In the following discussion, we assume that, besides the information necessary
to perform the discussed attacks, the attacker manages to get more knowledge about the original
dataset: s/he also knows at leastd + 1 original data records,{x1,x2, . . . ,xd+1}. S/he then tries
to find the mapping between these points and their images in the perturbed dataset, denoted by
{o1,o2, . . . ,od+1}, to break the rotation and translation perturbation.
With the known points, it is possible to find their images in the perturbed data. Particularly, if
a few (≥ d + 1) original points, such as the “outliers”, are known, their images in the perturbed
data can be found with high probability for low-dimensional small datasets (< 4 dimensions). With
considerable cost, it is not impossible for higher dimensional larger datasets by simple exhaustive
search. With the known mapping, the rotationR and translationt can be precisely calculated if only
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Figure 78: Using known points and distance relationship
to infer the rotation matrix.
In order to protect from the distance-inference attack, we introduce an additional noise com-
ponent∆ = [δ1, δ2, . . . , δN ], δi is d-dimensional Gaussian random vector, to form the complete
version of geometric perturbation,G(X) = RX + Ψ + ∆. Under this perturbation, we analyze
how the attacker can estimate the original data with the known points and mappings to decide how
intense the noiseδi should be.
There are two possible scenarios. In the first scenario, the attacker does not know the exact
matching between the known original data records and their images in the perturbed data. The
attacker has to figure out the accurate matches with the distance information. However, because
the distance relationship has been disturbed, there is no confidence guarantee with any plausible
matches.
In the second scenario, we assume that the attacker can get (or guess) the right mapping between
the original points and their images in the perturbed data:{x1,x2, . . . ,xd+1} → {o1,o2, . . . ,od+1},
whereoi is perturbed by the noise component, i.e.,oi = Rxi +t+δi. Supposeδi are independently
drawn from Gaussian distributionN(0, σ2). The attacker can only make the following best effect
to estimateR andt.
Step 1.R is estimated as follows. The translation vectort can be canceled from the perturbation
and we getd equations:oi−od+1 = R(xi−xd+1)+δi−δd+1, 1 ≤ i ≤ d. Let Ō = [o1−od+1,o2−
od+1, . . . ,od − od+1], X̄ = [x1 − xd+1,x2 − xd+1, . . . ,xd − xd+1], and∆̄ = [δ1 − δd+1, δ2 −
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δd+1, . . . , δd−δd+1]. The equations are unified tōO = RX̄+∆̄, and estimatingR becomes a linear




Step 2.With R̂, the translation vectort can also be estimated. Sinceoi −Rxi − δi = t andδi
















. However,̂t will have considerable variance brought by the componentsR̂ andδi.
Step 3.With R̂ andt̂, the original dataX can be estimated. AsO = RX + Ψ + ∆, using the
estimatorsR̂ andΨ̂ = [t̂, . . . , t̂], we getX̂ = R̂−1(O − Ψ̂). Due to the variance introduced bŷR,
Ψ̂, and∆, in practice the attacker may actually need more samples to perform several runs to get
several estimated̂Xi , and then uses the mean ofX̂i as the final estimate.
With the above estimation (attacking) process, we are able to simulate and get the actual privacy
guarantee to the attack. Here, the unified privacy metric can be calculated withV ar{X̂−X}. When
the noise component is introduced, we may have to sacrifice some model accuracy for gaining the
stronger privacy protection. We will further study the relationship between the noise level, the
privacy guarantee, and the model accuracy in experiments.
5.5.6 Other Potential Attacks
We have studied four kinds of attacks, according to the different levels of knowledge that an at-
tacker may have. The distance-inference attack presents an extreme case that the attacker can know
some specific points in the original dataset and their images in the perturbed dataset. AKICA [55]
investigates a scenario that may also rarely happen in practice. It assumes the attacker can know a
significant amount (À d+1) of the original data points, although the amount is still relatively small
compared to the total number of records. These known points might contain significant informa-
tion, such as the distribution, the covariance matrix of the original dataset. Therefore, theoretically
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this information can be used to model the original data. Typical methods, such as PCA [57] and
ICA, can then be used to reconstruct the original dataset with the approximate information from
both the known points and the perturbed data. However, unless the known points can approximately
describe the distribution of original dataset, these methods will be not so effective. Furthermore,
with the random translation and the additional noise component, the information from the perturbed
dataset might be inconsistent with that from the original dataset. As a result, such methods would
be ineffective on the full version of geometric perturbation, even though a considerable amount of
original points are known. Further studies will be performed on such kind of attacks.
5.6 Randomized Algorithm for Finding Resilient Perturbations
We have analyzed the related inference attacks with the help of multidimensional privacy evaluation
model, which allows us to design an algorithm to choose a geometric perturbation resilient to these
inference attacks. Considering that a determined algorithm in perturbation optimization may pro-
vide extra clue to privacy attackers, we try to randomly optimize the perturbation so that the attacker
cannot inference any additional information from the algorithm itself.
Algorithm 1 runs in a given number of iterations, aiming at locally maximizing the minimum
privacy guarantee. Initially, a random translation is selected. In each iteration, the algorithm ran-
domly generates a rotation matrix. Local swapping-based optimization of rotation is then applied to
find a better rotation matrix against naive estimation, which is then tested by the ICA reconstruction
method by the methods defined in Section 5.5.3. The rotation matrix is accepted as the currently
best rotation if it provides higher minimum privacy guarantee than the previous rotations. After the
limited number of iterations, finally, the noise component is appended to the perturbation, so that
the distance-inference attack cannot reduce the privacy guarantee to a safety levelφ, e.g.,φ = 0.2.
Algorithm 1 outputs the rotation matrixRt, the random translation vectort, the noise levelσ2, and
the minimum privacy guarantee. If the privacy guarantee is lower than an anticipated threshold, the
data owner can select not to release the data.
Note that the distance-inference attack is optimized separately. The additional noise component
will further reduce the effectiveness of naive estimation and ICA-based attack. Therefore, the actual
privacy guarantee will be higher than the evaluated result.
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Algorithm 1 Finding a resilient perturbation (Xd×N , w, φ, m)
Input : Xd×N :the original dataset,w: weights of attributes in privacy evaluation,φ: the expected privacy guarantee in
terms of distance-inference attack,m: the number of iterations.
Output : Rt: the selected rotation matrix,Ψ: the random translation,σ2: the noise level,p: privacy quality
calculate the covariance matrixC of X;
p = 0, and randomly generate the translationΨ;
for Each iterationdo
randomly generate a rotation matrixR;
swapping the rows ofR to getR1, which maximizesmin1≤i≤d{ 1wi (Cov(R1X −X)(i,i)};
p0 = the privacy guarantee ofR1, p1 = 0;
if p0 > p then
generateO with ICA;
scale the columns inO with the maximum/minimum values of original columns;
{(1), (2), . . . , (d)} = argmin{(1),(2),...,(d)}
∑d
i=1 ∆PDF (Xi, O(i))
p1 = min1≤k≤d 1wk V oD(Xk, O(k))
end if
if p < min(p0, p1) then
p = min(p0, p1), Rt = R1;
end if
end for
p2 = the privacy guarantee to the distance-inference attack with the perturbationG(X) = RtX + Ψ + ∆.
Tune the noise levelσ2, so thatp2 ≥ φ
5.7 Experiments
We design four sets of experiments to evaluate the geometric perturbation approach. The first set is
designed to show that the discussed classifiers are invariant to rotations, and even partially invariant
to general linear transformation. The second set shows the optimization of the privacy guarantee
in the basic geometric perturbation (without noise addition) in terms of naive-inference attack and
ICA-based attack. Note the privacy guarantee can be higher if the noise component is considered.
In the third set of experiments, we study the threat of distance-inference attacks and the relationship
between the additional noise component of the geometric perturbation, the privacy guarantee, and
the model accuracy. Finally, we compare the privacy guarantee provided by our random geometric
perturbation (without the noise component) and another multidimensional perturbation− condensa-
tion approach. All datasets used in the experiments can be found in UCI machine learning database
3.
5.7.1 Rotation-invariant Classifiers
In this experiment, we verify the invariance property of several classifiers discussed in section 5.4.2.
Three classifiers: KNN classifier, SVM classifier with RBF kernel, and perceptron, are used as the
3http://www.ics.uci.edu/∼mlearn/Machine-Learning.html
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Table 8: Experimental result on rotation transformation
Dataset N d k KNN SVM(RBF) Perceptron
orig R orig R orig R
breast-w 699 10 2 97.6 −0.5± 0.3 97.2 0± 0 89.1 −4.9± 1.2
credit-a 690 14 2 82.7 +0.2± 0.8 85.5 0± 0 64.6 +4.7± 1.5
credit-g 1000 24 2 72.1 +1.2± 0.9 76.3 0± 0 70.1 −0.1± 0
diabetes 768 8 2 73.3 +0.4± 0.5 77.3 0± 0 66.6 −4.5± 0.8
ecoli 336 7 8 85.1 +0.2± 0.8 78.6 0± 0 - -
heart 270 13 2 78.9 +2.1± 0.5 84.8 0± 0 67.4 −0.4± 1.0
hepatitis 155 19 2 80.8 +1.8± 1.5 79.4 0± 0 79.4 −0.3± 0.8
ionosphere 351 34 2 86.4 +0.5± 0.6 89.7 0± 0 66.9 −1.8± 0.6
iris 150 4 3 94.6 +1.2± 0.4 96.7 0± 0 - -
tic-tac-toe 958 9 2 99.0 −0.3± 0.4 70.4 0± 0 56.6 +8.0± 0.6
votes 435 16 2 92.5 +0.4± 0.4 95.6 0± 0 60.3 −2.8± 1.3
wine 178 13 3 98.3 −0.6± 0.5 98.9 0± 0 - -
representatives of the three types of classifiers, respectively.
Each dataset is randomly rotated 10 times with different rotation matrices. Each of the 10
resultant datasets is used to train and cross-validate the classifiers. The reported numbers are the
average of the 10 testing results. We calculate the difference of performance, i.e., model accuracy,
between the classifier trained with the original data and those trained with the rotated data.
In the table 8, ‘orig’ is the classifier accuracy to the original datasets, ‘R’ denotes the result of the
classifiers trained with rotated data, and the numbers in ‘R’ columns are the performance difference
between the classifiers trained with original and rotated data, for example, “−1.0 ± 0.2” means
that the classifiers trained with the rotated data have the accuracy rate1.0% lower than the original
classifier on average, and the standard deviation is0.2%. We use single-perceptron classifiers in
the experiment. Therefore, the datasets having more than two classes, such as “E.Coli”, “Iris” and
“Wine” datasets, are not evaluated for perceptron classifier.
From table 8, we can see that both types of transformations almost do not change the accuracy
rate of the classifiers (with very small difference and standard deviation). Rotation surprisingly
increases the accuracy of KNN classifiers a little bit, while keeps the SVM (RBF) unchanged. The
accuracy of Perceptron classifiers fluctuates from dataset to dataset. It is also surprising that the
accuracy on tic-tac-toe data increases significantly after rotation. This fluctuation of accuracy may
caused by Perceptron’s training process.
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5.7.2 Perturbation Optimization against Naive Estimation and ICA-based Attack
We run the randomized optimization algorithm and show how effective it can generate resilient
perturbations. Each column in the experimental dataset is considered equally important in privacy
























































e Local Optimal Combined Optimal Best ICA attack
Figure 79: Minimum privacy guarantee
generated by local optimization, combined





























































e Local Optimal Combined Optimal Best ICA attack
Figure 80: Average privacy guarantee gen-
erated by local optimization, combined opti-
mization, and the performance of ICA-based
attack.
Figure 79 and 80 summarize the evaluation of privacy quality on experimental datasets. The
results are obtained in 50 iterations with the optimization algorithm described in Section 5.6. The
“Local Optimal” represents the locally optimized minimum privacy guarantee addressing naive esti-
mation. “Best ICA attack” is the worst perturbation that gives the best ICA attack performance, i.e.,
getting the lowest privacy guarantee among the 50 perturbations. “Combined Optimal”is the com-
bined optimization result given by Algorithm 1 at the end of 50 iterations. The above values are all
standard deviation of the difference between the perturbed dataset (or the estimated dataset) and the
original dataset. The “Local Optimal” values can often reach a high level after 50 iterations, which
means that the swapping method is very efficient in locally optimizing the privacy quality. The best
ICA attacks often result very low privacy guarantee, which means some rotation perturbations are
weak to ICA-based attacks. “Combined Optimal” values are much higher than the corresponding
ICA-based attacks, which supports our conjecture that we can always find one perturbation that is
sufficiently resilient to ICA-based attacks if the four conditions for perfect ICA reconstruction are
not satisfied.
We also show the detail in the course of optimization for two datasets “Diabetes” and “Votes”
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in Figure 81 and 82, respectively. For both datasets, since the lowest privacy guarantees reduced by
ICA-based attacks are lower than the result of swapping-based optimization, the combined optimal
result is located in between the curves of best ICA-attacks and the best local optimization result.
In the case that ICA-based attacks are not effective, i.e., the “best ICA attack” is higher than local
optimization curve, we take the local optimization curve as the combined optimal result.




























Figure 81: Optimization of perturbation for
Diabetes data.






























Figure 82: Optimization of perturbation for
Votes data.
5.7.3 Effectiveness of Translation Perturbation
In this set of experiments, firstly, we show that it is ineffective to estimate the rotation center if
the translation perturbation is appended. As we have mentioned, if the translation vector could
be precisely estimated, the rotation center would be exposed. We applied the ICA-based attack to
rotation center that is described in Section 5.5.4. The data in Figure 83 showstdev(t̂− t) which is
equivalent to the VoD used in multidimensional privacy evaluation model. Compared to the range
of the elements int− [0, 1], the standard deviations are quite large, so we can conclude that random
translation will also be safe to attacks, if we have optimized the resilience of rotation perturbation
in terms of ICA-based attacks.
Secondly, we show that the two classifiers, SVM with polynomial kernel, and SVM with sig-
moid kernel, are also invariant to translation transformation. Table 9 lists the experimental result on
the 12 datasets. We randomly translate each dataset for ten times. The result is the average of the ten
runs. For most datasets, the result shows zero or tiny deviation from the standard model accuracy.
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Table 9: Experimental result on random translation
Dataset SVM(polynomial) SVM(sigmoid)
orig Tr orig Tr
breast-w 96.6 0± 0 65.5 0± 0
credit-a 88.7 0± 0 55.5 0± 0
credit-g 87.3 −0.4± 0.4 70 0± 0
diabetes 78.5 0± 0.3 65.1 0± 0
ecoli 89.9 −0.1± 0.5 42.6 0± 0
heart 91.1 −0.2± 0.2 55.6 0± 0
hepatitis 96.7 −0.4± 0.3 79.4 0± 0
ionosphere 98 +0.3± 0 63.5 +0.6± 0
iris 97.3 0± 0 29.3 −1.8± 0.4
tic-tac-toe 100 0± 0 65.3 0± 0
votes 99.2 +0.2± 0.1 65.5 −4.7± 0.6
wine 100 0± 0 39.9 0± 0
5.7.4 Tradeoffs in Terms of Distance-inference Attack
We use the geometric perturbation with random noise component :G(X) = RX + Ψ + ∆, to
address the potential distance-inference attacks. From the formal analysis, we know that the noise
component∆ can significantly affect the accuracy of distance-inference attack, thus provide cer-
tain privacy guarantee. Intuitively, the higher the noise level is, the better the privacy guarantee.
However, with the increasing noise level, the model accuracy could be affected, too. In this set of
experiments, we first study the relationship between the noise level, represented by the varianceσ2,
and the privacy guarantee, as well as between the noise level and the model accuracy, with three
datasets “Diabetes”, “Iris”, and “Votes”. Then, we compare the privacy guarantee and the model
accuracy for all of the experimental datasets at certain noise level (σ = 0.1).
Figure 84 shows, if the attack described in Section 5.5.5 is addressed with the noise component,
the privacy guarantee increases with the increase of noise level. At the noise levelσ = 0.1, the
privacy guarantee is almost above 0.2. However, Figure 85 and 86 show the decreasing trend of
accuracy change for KNN classifier and SVM (RBF kernel) classifier, respectively. With the noise
level lower than 0.1, the accuracy of both classifiers is only reduced less than 6%, which is quite
acceptable.
We summarize the privacy guarantees at the noise level 0.1 for all experimental datasets4 in
4“Ionosphere” is not included because any combination of knownd records results in a singular matrix. Therefore,
the attack described in Section 5.5.5 does not work.
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Figure 84: The change of minimum pri-
vacy guarantee vs. the increase of noise level























Figure 85: The change of accuracy of KNN






















Figure 86: The change of accuracy of
SVM(RBF) classifier vs. the increase of
noise level.
Figure 87, and also the change of model accuracy for KNN, SVM(RBF), and Perceptron in Fig-
ure 88. The positive accuracy differences indicate that the perturbation increases the accuracy in
some cases. Except the boolean datasets “Votes” and “Tic-tac-toe” are quite sensitive to the noise
component, most of the results show that, with small noise addition, we can get satisfactory privacy
guarantee with small sacrifice of model accuracy.
5.7.5 Geometric Perturbation Approach vs. Condensation Approach.
We design a simple algorithm to estimate the privacy quality of condensation approach. As we
mentioned, since its perturbation part is done within the KNN neighbors, it is highly possible that
























































Figure 87: Minimum privacy guarantee at



























































Figure 88: The change of model accuracy
at the noise levelσ = 0.1
dataset, we try to find the nearest neighbor in the original data. By comparing the difference between
the perturbed data and its nearest neighbor in the original data, we can approximately measure the
privacy quality of condensation approach, which is a typical analysis for naive-inference attacks.























Figure 89: Privacy quality of condensation
approach on E.Coli data.





















Figure 90: Privacy quality of condensation
approach on Diabetes data.
Intuitively, the better locality the KNN perturbation is, the better the condensation approach can
preserve the information, but the worse the privacy guarantee is. Figure 89 and 90 show the rela-
tionship between the size of condensation group and the privacy quality on “E.Coli” and “Diabetes”
datasets. It was demonstrated in the paper [2] that the accuracy of classifier becomes stable with the
increase of the size of condensation group. However, we observed that the privacy quality generally
stays low, no matter how the condensation size changes. Experiment on both datasets shows the
minimum privacy guarantees are very low, neither are the average privacy levels. We also observed










































































































































Figure 92: Comparison on average privacy
level.
identical value. The condensation approach seems not working for such cases at all. Supported by
the other two Figures (91 and 92), we can conclude that the condensation approach only provides
weak privacy protection and we cannot possibly adjust the perturbation to meet any higher privacy
requirement.
While our geometric approach well preserves the model-specific information for classification,
it also provides much higher privacy quality than the condensation approach. Figure 91 and 92
shows the comparison on the minimum privacy guarantee and the average privacy guarantee of the
two approaches, respectively. The numbers for geometric perturbation are the results generated by
the random optimization algorithm in 50 iterations. We see that the our approach can generally
provide much higher privacy guarantee than the condensation approach.
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CHAPTER VI
PRIVACY-PRESERVING MULTIPARTY COLLABORATIVE DATA
CLASSIFICATION WITH GEOMETRIC PERTURBATION
We have shown that geometric data perturbation has unique benefits in data classification mining.
First, it can be used for multiple popular data classification models, such as kernel methods, linear
classifiers, and SVM classifiers, without any further development of new classification algorithms.
Second, balancing the loss of data quality and the loss of privacy becomes relatively easy in ge-
ometric perturbation. It can provide high privacy guarantee with little loss of model accuracy for
the discussed classifiers. Despite these benefits, we identify that “unifying data spaces” is the ba-
sic challenge in applying geometric perturbation tomultipartycollaborative privacy-preserving data
classification. In this chapter, we propose three protocols to address the problem of unifying data
spaces, discuss the advantages and disadvantages of each protocol, and experimentally evaluate the
relationship between the related factors for the three protocols. We show that with these proto-
cols we are able to efficiently extend the unique benefits of geometric perturbation technique to
multiparty collaborative privacy-preserving data classification.
This chapter is organized as follows. In section 6.1, we introduce the problem of privacy-
preserving multiparty collaborative data classification and the challenges of applying geometric
perturbation to this application. Then, we will describe the data-mining-service oriented framework
(Section 6.2.2) and formally define the data space (perturbation) unification problem (Section 6.2.3).
Two approaches, including four protocols, for unifying perturbations are discussed in Section 6.3.
Finally, we report some experimental results and discuss the balance between multiple factors in the
three protocols.
6.1 Multiparty Collaborative Data Classification
With the rapidly growing applications in Internet and grid computing, large datasets have been gen-
erated and spread over distributed sites. There is an increasing demand on collaborative mining over
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the distributed data stores to find the patterns or rules that benefit all of the participants. For exam-
ple, multiple retailer stores in the same business section want to pool their data together to determine
the characteristics of customer purchases. Cancer research institutes in different geographical areas
need to collaboratively find the environmental factors related to certain type of cancer. However,
these distributed datasets could also contain sensitive information, such as business sales data and
patient personal information. Therefore, there raises the challenge: how to collaboratively find the
useful data model (classification model in this chapter) that can benefit all participants, while each
participant’s sensitive information is not breached?
Data mining tasks often require considerable computing resource. Most importantly, these tasks
have to be done by well trained data analysis experts in order to get meaningful models. However,
in many cases, the parties interested in collaborative mining may not have such resources, and it
is often inefficient to recruit experts and purchase additional expensive computing resources indi-
vidually. Meanwhile, many companies and research institutes have abundant computing resources
and expertise in data analysis and data mining, which can serve as a data mining service provider.
Therefore, the participants (the data providers) of collaborative distributed mining can submit their
datasets to the designated data mining service provider (the data miner) for mining the commonly in-
terested models. Such a mining-service based framework has become a popular framework recently
[4, 113]. In this chapter, we will study the issues of multiparty collaborative data classification with
geometric data perturbationunder this mining-service based framework.
We have proposed the geometric data perturbation technique for single data owner publish-
ing privacy sensitive data [25, 24]. Geometric data perturbation has unique benefits for privacy-
preserving data classification. First, a bunch of popular classifiers, such as kernel methods (includ-
ing KNN classifer), linear classifiers, and SVM classifiers, can use geometrically perturbed data
directly, so that the classifiers trained with the perturbed data have almost the same accuracy with
those trained with the original data. Second, since any geometric data perturbation preserves the
model accuracy, for single data provider we need only to find one perturbation that can provide sat-
isfactory privacy guarantee. This has significantly reduced the complexity in balancing data quality
and privacy guarantee in data perturbation [4, 40].
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However, when geometric data perturbation is applied to multiparty collaborative data classi-
fication under the mining-service framework, there is a particular challenge− how to unify the
perturbations used by different data providers, so that each party still gets satisfactory privacy guar-
antee while the data quality is also well preserved. There are several issues involved in unifying
perturbations. First, if parties need to interact with each other, the interaction may reveal some in-
formation that compromises parties’ privacy. We should identify these potential threats. Second, in
order to preserve satisfactory privacy guarantee, we may need to sacrifice some data quality or pay
some cost in unifying perturbations. It is, thus, critical to understand the relationship between the
three aspects: the data privacy, the data quality, and the efficiency, of a concrete protocol, in order
to efficiently unifying perturbations with high overall privacy guarantee.
6.1.1 Scope and Contributions
In this chapter, we address the challenges in multiparty collaborative privacy-preserving data min-
ing with geometric perturbation, and propose two protocols to securely unifying the perturbations.
Concretely, it has the following major contributions.
1. We formally define the problem of unifying perturbations for multiple data providers using
geometric perturbation.
2. We propose two approaches (including four protocols) to unifying data spaces: 1) ranking
perturbations to find one best perturbation, and 2) securely transforming the perturbations to
one randomly generated perturbation.
3. We study the major factors that can significantly affect the protocols, and discuss how to
balance them in order to achieve better efficiency, privacy guarantee, and model accuracy.
6.2 Preliminary
In this section, we introduce the basic concepts in geometric perturbation, the setting of the mining-
service based framework for multiparty collaborative mining, and the issues involved in applying
geometric perturbation to this framework.
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6.2.1 Geometric Perturbation
Geometric perturbation includes the combination of random rotation perturbation and random trans-
lation perturbation. Without loss of generality, it can be represented asG(X) = RX + Ψ + ∆,
whereXd×N is the original dataset withN rows andd columns,R is an orthogonal matrix (rotation
matrix), andΨ is a translation matrixΨ = t× 1t, t = [t1, t2, . . . , td]t (0 ≤ ti ≤ 1, 1 ≤ i ≤ d), and
1 = [1, 1, . . . , 1]t. ∆ is an iid noise matrix with certain distribution. Since a noise component with
N(0, 0.12) can give satisfactory privacy guarantee in terms of corresponding distance-inference at-
tack [24], without loss of generality, we use only(R, t) to represent a perturbation in this chapter.
Geometric perturbation is specially designed for a family of “geometric transformation invariant
classifiers”. These classifiers, if trained over the perturbed data, will have similar accuracy to those
trained over the original data. Particularly, we have proved that this family of classifiers include
KNN, kernel methods, linear classifiers, and SVM classifiers with the commonly used kernels,
which are all popularly used in real-world applications. Since there are numerous geometric pertur-
bations for a given dataset, which all can give the similar model accuracy for these classifiers, the
problem becomes how to find a “good” perturbation that can provide high privacy guarantee.
Solving the problem of finding good geometric perturbations requires us to answer the following
questions: “how to define the privacy guarantee for the data perturbed by geometric perturbation?”
and “how to design the optimization algorithm that generate perturbations resilient to attacks?” The
geometric perturbation method addresses these questions with the following three contributions.
Multi-column privacy evaluation: In multidimensional data perturbation, such as geomet-
ric perturbation, the privacy guarantee of an individual data column is correlated to that of other
columns, so we need to optimize the privacy guarantee of all columns together, not individually
handling them like in randomization approach [4]. We propose a generic evaluation model to com-
pose the unified column privacy metric. This unified column privacy metric extends the commonly
used variance-based metric [4], considering the columns on the same base. LetCi represent the
columni of the original dataset andOi be the observed columni, which is the perturbed data or
is reconstructed from the perturbed data by potential attacks. We define the privacy guarantee of
columni aspi, pi = stdev(Oi −Ci), where “stdev” is the standard deviation of the difference. Let
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wi be the significance of the columni in privacy protection. Intuitively, the higher the significance
is in privacy, the proportionally higher the privacy guarantee is required. Therefore,pi/wi will be
appropriate for a weighted privacy guarantee. Since all columns have been normalized to the same
range, we can approximately compare the privacy guarantees crossing different columns, with the
following two metrics:
Minimum Privacy Guarantee: min{ p1w1 ,
p2
w2
, . . . , pdwd }





We can use the two multi-column metrics to evaluate the privacy quality of the multidimensional
perturbation. In experiments, all column weights are equal and we simply usepi instead. We also
choose to evaluate only the “Minimum Privacy Guarantee” in this chapter. Therefore, by default
the privacy guarantee is Minimum Privacy Guarantee. Under the multiparty scenario, the privacy
guarantees are locally evaluated with the multi-column privacy evaluation model by each party.
Therefore, in experiments, we also consider the minimum/average privacy guarantee over all parties.
Attack analysis: According to different levels of attacking knowledge, we categorize the possi-
ble attacks to geometric perturbation into three categories. 1) Naive-estimation attack. The attackers
have no additional knowledge about the original data, so they simply estimate the original records
from the perturbed data. 2) Independent Component Analysis (ICA) based attack. If the attackers
know some column statistics, such as the maximum/minimum values and the probability density
function of each column, they can apply ICA technique to possibly reconstruct the original dataset.
However, the effectiveness of ICA-based attack is determined by the property of the original dataset,
which can be well-predicted and tested. If the conditions for effective ICA are not well satisfied, we
can always find one perturbation that is sufficiently resilient to the ICA-based attack. 3) Distance-
inference attack. If the attackers know some original points and their maps in the perturbed dataset,
they can use this knowledge to break geometric perturbation if only random rotation and translation
are applied. The noise component∆ is used to perturb the distance relationship. Experimental
result shows that with low noise intensity, geometric perturbation is resilient to distance-inference
attack, while the model accuracy is also well preserved.
Randomized perturbation optimization: Based on the analysis of attacks and the multi-
column privacy evaluation model, an algorithm is designed to find a locally optimized perturbation
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that is resilient to the three levels of attacks. The optimization process is also randomized so that
the attackers cannot attack the algorithm. In collaborative privacy preserving data classification, the
randomized optimization is used to find a resilient perturbation locally by each data provider.
6.2.2 Multiparty Mining-Service Based Framework
Service Computing is becoming a major paradigm in distributed computing and business processing.
Since data mining is a resource-intensive task, involving highly centralized expertise and computing
power, it could become an important service supported by the companies or research institutes that
have abundant resources. In multiparty collaborative data mining, participants want to share their
data to find valuable global models. However, they can also be competitive and do not want their
own sensitive information in the shared data to be breached. Therefore, the individual privacy has
to well preserved in order to make the collaboration smoothly happen.
Figure 93 shows the service-based framework for collaborative multiparty data mining. The
data-mining service provider (SP) is a party independent of the data providers. The data providers
(DP) contribute their own datasets and hope to find models built on the pooled data. The mined
models are shared by the data providers. It is possible that a trusted third party (TP) also attends the
























Figure 93: Service-based multiparty privacy-preserving data min-
ing.
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We consider that the multiparty protocols discussed in this chapter involve only semi-honest
parties (DPs and SP). The semi-honest assumption states that the parties attending the protocol are
not malicious parties: they will exactly follow the protocol and do not change the intermediate
results. We also consider the following assumptions are also reasonable.
• No data provider deliberately exposes her own data or perturbation parameters to other parties
or the malicious attackers.
• The data miner will not deliberately expose any received data to other parties or the malicious
attackers.
However, the parties may be curious about other’s sensitive information, trying to breach other’s
privacy with the data and information they receive in the protocol. In addition, the communication
channels are also not secure, and may under attacks by curious parties and malicious attackers.
6.2.3 Challenges for Multiparty Geometric Perturbation
A geometric perturbation consists of random geometric transformations and a noise component. The
random geometric transformations provide the major protection to data privacy (if the possibility of
reveal original data does not exist, the noise component can be removed). A geometric transforma-
tion changes the coordinates of the data points, or in other words, it changes the entire coordinate
system. Let the base vectorsV0 = [e1, e2, . . . , ed] = Id×d construct the original vector spaceV0.
By using the geometric perturbationGi, we actually transform the vector space toVi. Without loss
of generality, we use geometric perturbationGi to represent the transformed vector spaceVi, and
“data space” in this chapter is equivalent to “vector space”. Let the sub-datasets{X1, X2, . . . , Xk}
in V0 held by thek data providersDPi, respectively. The pooled datasetX in V0 is the union ofXi,
X =
⋃k
i=1 Xi, Xi ∩Xj = ∅, i 6= j. Correspondingly, the data mining models trained with any of
the subsets will be in the original space, too. LetGi be the transformation used by the data provider
i. We need to clarify the following concepts in terms of the definition of data space.
• If Gi 6= Gj , it is not meaningful to pool the two transformed datasetsGi(Xi) andGj(Xj)
together, since they are in the different data spaces.
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• Correspondingly, let the classification modelMi trained withGi(Xi), andMj with Gj(Xj).
Mi andMj are not comparable.
Therefore, if multiple distributed data stores are perturbed into different data spaces, respec-
tively, it is necessary to unify them into one data space (i.e., one perturbation) so that classification
models with the pooled data can be validly built, analyzed, and used.
There can be several methods to unify the transformed data spaces under the service-oriented
data mining architecture. In this chapter, we propose two approaches: 1) let data providers securely
agree on using a single geometric transformation; 2) securely transform different geometric pertur-
bations to one randomly generated secret perturbation. In the following sections, we will discuss
two approaches, including four protocols, in detail. Particularly, during the process of unifying data
spaces, we also need to consider three problems: 1) is the privacy of any one of the data providers
breached or reduced in the process? 2) if tradeoffs between the data quality and the data privacy
have to be made, how to balance them? 3) what is the cost of unifying data spaces and how is it
affected by other factors?
6.3 Approaches to Unifying Perturbations
Two approaches are presented in this section. For each approach we design and compare two proto-
cols addressing different problems. The discussion will show different tradeoffs between the privacy
guarantee, the data quality (model accuracy) and the cost of protocol. The first approach is ranking
to find the best perturbation among the candidate perturbations. The two protocols are naive se-
lection and threshold-based voting. The second approach is space adaptation to securely transform
perturbations (data spaces) to one randomly generated perturbation. The two protocols include basic
space adaptation and enhanced space adaptation with trusted party.
6.3.1 Ranking Protocols
In this section, we present the first two protocols for unifying data spaces. In both protocols, one of
the local perturbation is selected as the global perturbation. We call them ranking protocols. After
using either protocol to get an agreed perturbation, each data provider uses the agreed perturbation
to perturb her own data and submits the perturbed data to the data miner. Since all distributed
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datasets are perturbed with the same perturbation, they can be pooled together as the unified training

























Voting to agree on the perturbation G
Figure 94: Unifying perturbations by ranking.
6.3.1.1 Naive Selection
The first ranking protocol isnaive selection protocol(NS). In this protocol, each data provider
generates a locally optimal perturbation and reports her own privacy guarantee to the coordinator.
The coordinator simply selects the party having the highest local privacy guarantee and notifies the
party to distribute her own perturbation parameters to other data providers. The following steps
describe the protocol.
1. Each data provider chooses her own geometric perturbation locally with the randomized op-
timization algorithm [25],Gi : (Ri, ti, ∆i), and submits the privacy guaranteeqi to the coor-
dinator.
2. The coordinator finds the highest privacy guarantee, saypj , and lets the data providerDPj
share her own perturbation with other data providers.
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3. On receiving theDPj ’s geometric perturbationGj , each data provider submits the data per-
turbed byGj to the data miner.
4. The data miner trains classification models with the collected perturbed datasetsGj(Di),
1 ≤ i ≤ k and sends the models back to the data providers.
Naive selection protocol assumes a local perturbation with high local privacy guarantee is also
good for other parties. Intuitively, the global perturbation should give lower privacy guarantee than
the locally optimized perturbation. This could be aggravated by “partition distribution”. If we
treat the sub-datasets as the partition of the pooled datasetX, how the datasetX is partitioned
could affect the result. If it is a uniform partition as shown in Figure 95, the parties are likely to
generate consistent perturbations, i.e. a random perturbation good for one sub-dataset will give
similar privacy guarantee to other sub-datasets. Whereas, for a skewed partition, especially a class-
biased partition as shown in Figure 96, the perturbations could be quite different, thus, the global













Figure 96: Class-biased partition of the
pooled data
In spite of the reduction of privacy guarantee for some parties, experiments show that this simple
protocol works just fine on average. We will present the next protocol, trying to reduce the sacrifice
of local privacy guarantee.
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6.3.1.2 Threshold-based Voting
TheThreshold-based voting protocolconcerns all parties’ opinions to each candidate perturbation
and finds one acceptable for all parties. With this protocol, each party accepts all candidate per-
turbations that provide privacy guarantee within the certain range of the privacy guarantee that her
own perturbation can provide. This range is defined by[(1 − θi)pii, pii], wherepii is the privacy
guarantee of the locally optimized perturbation andθi is the relaxation factor defined by the data
providerDPi.
The agreement is reached by negotiation. Each of thek data providers nominates a locally best
geometric perturbation and distributes it to otherk − 1 parties. Thek − 1 candidate perturbations
from others are evaluated and labeled by “accepted/rejected” according to the lower bound of pri-
vacy guarantee(1− θi)pii. Then, the coordinator, i.e., one of the data providers, collects the voting
lists, and finds an accepted candidate for all data providers. The problem is thus reduced to how to
find the best candidate from the set of ranking lists, securely and efficiently.
The following steps define the process of negotiation and perturbation.
1. Each data provider chooses her own geometric perturbation with the randomized optimization
algorithm described in [25],Gi : (Ri, ti), and gets the privacy guaranteepii. A thresholdθi
is used to define the lower tolerance bound(1 − θi)pii. The perturbationGi is then securely
broadcast to otherk − 1 data providers.
2. On receiving thek− 1 geometric perturbations, each data providerDPi evaluates the privacy
quality of the received perturbationsGj in terms of their own dataset. Let the results of
evaluation represented bypij , 1 ≤ j ≤ k, and use the lower tolerance bound(1− θi)pii filter





1 pij ≥ (1− θi)pii
0 pij < (1− θi)pii
The boolean voting vector{qi1, qi2, . . . , qik} are securely sent to the coordinator.
3. With the received voting vectors, the coordinator looks for perturbation that is acceptable to
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all parties by finding thej that satisfies
∩ki=1qij = 1
If it is successful, the index of the perturbation,j, is securely broadcast to the data providers.
Otherwise, it initiates another round of negotiation (return to step 1).
4. Upon receiving the index of the commonly accepted perturbationGj , each data provider
sends the perturbed datasetGj(Di) to the data miner.
5. The data miner trains classification models with the collected perturbed datasetsGj(Di),
1 ≤ i ≤ k and sends the models back to the data providers.
There are several factors affecting the termination of negotiation. First, the relaxation factorθi
chosen by each data provider should significantly affect the efficiency and the privacy quality. The
larger theθi is, the faster the data providers agree on a perturbation. However, this perturbation
might give lower privacy quality to some parties. Second, the number of parties can also affect the
efficiency. Intuitively, with increasing number of parties, the probability that all parties agree on one
acceptable perturbation will decrease. Finally, the partition distribution can also affect the efficiency
of negotiation and the overall privacy guarantee. We will study these factors in experiments.
6.3.1.3 Attack Analysis
In ranking protocols, since all data providers use the same perturbation known by each party, the first
possible attack is “passive logging” by some curious data providers. A curious data provider can
peek other data providers’ communication channels and log their perturbed data when they submit
the data to the data miner. Since the curious one knows the shared perturbation, the original data can
be recovered from the logged data. Therefore, to prevent passive logging attacks, the perturbed data
should be securely transferred to the data miner, which incurs some cost of encryption/decryption.
Similar attacks can be applied to the transmitted perturbation parameters by malicious attackers.
Therefore, the transferred perturbation parameters need to be encrypted too.
Second, we analyze whether the coordinator can obtain additional information to help breach
other’s privacy. In naive selection, the coordinator knows the local privacy guarantee for each
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party’s own perturbation, which leaks extra information. This can be avoided by applying a secure
multiparty maximum value evaluation to find the maximum privacy guarantee [51]. In threshold-
based voting, the coordinator knows only the boolean voting vectors, thus cannot perceive the exact
resilience level of a particular perturbation to any individual party.
Finally, the data miner does not know the agreed perturbation− it can only estimate the original
data with the perturbed data, which has been studied in single-party geometric perturbation.
6.3.1.4 Cost
Let the number of records in each data provider beni, i = 1 . . . k. Let the local perturbation op-
timization costπ(ni, d) on average1. If the negotiation is done inr rounds for threshold-based
voting, the local optimization will costrπ(ni, d) on average. Naive selection costs only one round,
i.e., r = 1. The protocol also requires the perturbation parameters to be securely transferred to
each other. The cost of encryption/decrpytion for one set of parameters is proportional to the size
of parameters, which isO(d2). Broadcasting the parameters to each other costsO(k2d2) in one
round. Finally, the perturbed datasets should be encrypted too, which costO(d
∑
ni) encryp-
tion/decryption. We summarize the cost in Table 10.











6.3.2 Space Adaptation Protocols
In ranking protocols, encryption/decryption of the perturbed datasets raises a considerable extra
cost. Also, the local privacy guarantee has to be sacrificed more or less to reach an agreed perturba-
tion. In this section, we design the space adaptation protocols to address these problems. The basic
space adaptation protocol does not assume the existence of the trusted third party. With the trusted
party, the protocol can be further simplified and the data quality is also better preserved.
Compared to the ranking protocols, the space adaptation protocols have two unique benefits.
First, it will enable the data providers to publish their perturbed datasets independently without any
1The cost includes the calculation of the covariance matrix and the optimization of rotation matrix, but most of the
cost lies on the optimization, which is proportional to the size of the dataset (or sample datasets).
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encryption. E.g., the data provider can put the dataset on web and the data miner pulls it for mining
when it is needed. Second, the data provider can directly use her locally optimized perturbation,
which avoids sacrificing individual privacy guarantee. However, the space adaptation protocols
indeed bring some extra complexity, and possibly some reduction in model accuracy without the
attending of the trusted party.
In the space adaptation protocols, each data provider needs to submit some auxiliary information
− the“complementary rotation matrix” and “complementary translation vector”, to the data miner,
and the data miner will need to do some interactions with one of the data provider (the coordina-
tor) to figure out thespace adaptorsfor all participants. These space adaptors can transform the
different perturbations into one perturbation that is randomly generated by the coordinator. To fully
protect the perturbations in this protocol, we might need to sacrifice a little bit data quality in terms
of classification modeling. In the following, we first give the definition and the algorithms of space
adaptation, and then present the space adaptation protocols.
6.3.3 Concept of Space Adaptation
As we defined, the perturbation parameters for the data provideri ar Gi : (Ri, ti), the translation
matrix isΨi = ti1tni , and the original sub-dataset isXi. LetYi be the perturbed data. Now, suppose
that we want to transform the perturbed datasetYi in the spaceGi to beYi→t in the target spaceGj
(without the noise component). The following procedure can be applied. SinceYi = Gi(Xi) =
RiXi + Ψi + ∆i, Xi = R−1i (Yi − Ψi − ∆i). Therefore,Yi→t = Gj(Xi) = RjXi + Ψj =
RjR
−1
i (Yi −Ψi −∆i) + Ψj , and it can be further represented in the following form:
Yi→t = RjR−1i Yi −RjR−1i (Ψi −Ψj) + (I −RjR−1i )Ψj −RjR−1i ∆i
We defineRjR
−1
i asthe rotation adaptorRij , Ψi − Ψj asthe translation adaptorΨij (also rep-
resented by the corresponding translation vectortij), and(I − RjR−1i )Ψj = (I − Rij)Ψj asthe
additional translation adaptor, Aij (also represented by the corresponding additional translation
vectoraij). We will show how to securely compute the three components so that the transformation
between the data spaces can be done securely.
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Since∆i consists of iid components withN(0, σ2), we haveE[RjR−1i ∆i] = 0 and








T RTj = σ
2I
i.e., the resultant noise component has the same distribution with∆j . Therefore, we can instead use
the following equation in protocols.
Yi→t = RjR−1i Yi −RjR−1i (Ψi −Ψj) + (I −RjR−1i )Ψj (28)
6.3.3.1 Space Adaptation Algorithm
The space adaptation algorithm consists of three components computing the three adaptors, respec-
tively. Our algorithm enables the adaptorsRij andTij to be securely calculated, while it has to
make some tradeoff between the data quality and the data privacy for computing the third adaptor
Aij .
Securely computing the rotation adaptorThe basic idea of securely computing the rotation
adaptor can be summarized as follows. The data providers share a common secret keyR (a randomly
generated rotation matrix). With this key, each can calculate acomplementary rotation matrixR′i for
the rotationRi. R′i is submitted to the data miner, who can figure out the rotation adaptor without
revealing the information about the original rotation matrix.
Definition 3. If R is any rotation matrix, the complementary matrix ofRi to R is R′i, so that





The data miner can use only the complementary matrices to calculate the rotation adaptor. For
example, the rotation adaptor for the spacei to the target spacej can be obtained with the comple-





i. As long as the common key
R keeps secret, the rotation adaptor can be securely calculated.
Securely computing the translation adaptorWe can easily extend the above secure-key based
algorithm to securely compute the translation adaptor. Similarly, we define thecomplementary
translation vectorbased on the secret keyt (a randomly generated-dimensional vector with ele-
ments in [0, 1]). LetT = t1tn be the secret translation matrix.
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Definition 4. If T is any translation matrix, the complementary matrix ofΨi to T is Ψ′i, so that
Ψ′i = T −Ψi
The translation adaptor can be computed asΨij = Ψi−Ψj = T −Ψ′i− (T −Ψ′j) = Ψ′j −Ψ′i.
Note that a translation matrixT is represented by the translation vectort. We will need only the
translation vectors in calculating the translation adaptor.
Securely computing the additional translation adaptorThe additional translation adaptor
(I − Rij)Ψj involves two parts owned by two different parties, separately. The first partI − Rij
contains the rotation adaptorRij , generated by the data miner, andΨj belongs to the data provider
DPj . Both parties cannot share their parts with each other due to the two reasons: 1) ifDPj knows
Rij , it can inferRi and try it to all publicly available perturbed datasets. Potentially, some of the
data providerDPi’s privacy can be breached. 2) if the data miner knowsΨj , it can infer any other
Ti through the knownTijs, which causes the privacy breach to the points around the rotation center
[24].
In order to securely calculate(I − Rij)Ψj (in practice,(I − Rij)tj), we design the following
algorithm.
1. The data miner randomly generates a rotation matrixRr as the protection matrix and sends
Rr(I −Rij) to DPj .
2. DPj generates a random vectorri and returnsRr(I −Rij)tj + ri to the data miner.
3. The data miner calculates the approximate result byR−1r (Rr(I−Rij)tj +ri) = (I−Rij)tj +
R−1r ri, which contains the error componentR−1r ri (type (1) error).
Proposition 13. It is probabilistically difficult to breachRij andtj with the above protocol.
SKETCH PROOF. DPj cannot effectively inferRij from Rr(I − Rij) due to the unknown
componentRr. Let (I − Rij)tj + R−1r ri = t̂ij . If the data miner wants to estimatej with
t̂j = (I−Rij)−1tij = tj+(I−Rij)−1R−1r ri, it will result in an error component(I−Rij)−1R−1r ri.
We name it type (2) error.
One potential way to estimatej is to formally figure out the distribution of the type (2) error
, so that the estimate oftj has certain statistical guarantee. However, it cannot be achieved due to
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the combined components. LetA = (I − Rij)−1, B = R−1r , C = ri make up the type (2) error.
AlthoughB can be fixed, the distributions ofA andB are unknown. Therefore, there is no robust
estimation for the combination of the three components.
Type (1) error reduces the data quality and may cause the reduction of model accuracy, while
type (2) error protectstj from attacks. Ideally, we want small type (1) error so that our model
accuracy is preserved, and we also prefer larger type (2) error to preserve privacy better. Since type
(2) error is type (1) error multiplied by the factor(I − Rij)−1, we expect small type (1) error will
introduce considerably large type (2) error. We show in experiments how the type (1) and (2) error
components are related to the noise componentr, and we will also experimentally study the effect
of noise addition to the model accuracy.
6.3.3.2 The Basic Space Adaptation Protocol

































Figure 97: Space adaptation.
space adaptation algorithms, the protocol can be described as follows.
1. One of the data providers, without loss of generality,DP1, initiates a randomly generated
rotation matrixR and a randomly generated translation vectort, and then securely propagates
R andt to other data providers;
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2. Each data providerDPi uses the local perturbation optimization algorithm to find a locally
optimized perturbationGi : (Ri, ti). It also calculates the complementary rotation matrix and
complementary translation vector with the receivedR andt. Let the auxiliary information be
Ii = (R′i, t
′
i). Gi(Xi) is published andIi is securely sent to the data miner;
3. Upon receiving the perturbed data and the auxiliary information, the data miner randomly
selects a data provider, WLOG,DPk as the coordinator.DPk also generates avirtual data
spaceGv : (Rv, tv) as the target space and submits the auxiliary information ofGv to the
data miner.
4. With the auxiliary information, the data miner is able to calculate the rotation adaptors and
the translation adaptors fromGi to Gv, respectively. With the helpDPk, the data miner also
approximately calculates the additional translation adaptors.
5. With the space adaptors, the data miner transforms the perturbed datasets into the spaceGv by
using the formula (28). Then, it trains the classification models and sends them back securely
with the adaptors(Riv, tiv,aiv), so that the data provider can transform their perturbed data
to the target space with the adaptors in order to use the classification models.
6.3.3.3 The Space Adaptation Protocol with the Trusted Third Party
In the basic space adaptation protocol, the secure calculation of additional translation adaptor re-
quires noise addition, which may result in reduction of model accuracy. In this section, we show,
when a trusted third party exists, the protocol can be simpler and there is no additional tradeoff be-
tween the privacy guarantee and the model accuracy. Figure 98 also shows the interactions between
the parties.
Basically, the trusted party handles all space adaptation issues. The data providers do not need
to provide the auxiliary information any more. They simply submit their perturbation parameters to
the trusted party. The trusted party randomly generates a target space and calculates the three kind
of adaptors to the target space for each perturbation. the data miner then obtains the adaptors from
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Figure 98: Space adaptation with a trusted party.
1. Each data providerDPi uses the local perturbation optimization algorithm to find a locally
optimized perturbationGi : (Ri, ti). Gi(Xi) are published and(Ri, ti) is securely sent to the
trusted party.
2. Upon receiving the perturbation parameters from all data providers, the trusted party ran-
domly generates a target spaceGv : (Rv, tv), and calculates the adaptors(Riv, tiv,aiv) to
the target space for each data provider.
3. The data miner requires the adaptors for each data providerDPi and transformsGi(Xi) to
Gv. Then, it trains the classification models and sends them to the data providers.
4. Each data provider securely gets the adaptors from the trusted party, and transforms their data
to the target space in order to use the classification models.
6.3.3.4 Attack Analysis
First of all, the data miner cannot discover any original data or the secret perturbation parameters
from the auxiliary information it gets. Since the data miner does not know the secret matrixR and
the secret vectort, it cannot infer the original perturbation parameters. As we discussed in section
6.3.3.1, neither can the data miner effectively estimate the translation vector of the target space,v,
in calculating the additional translation adaptors.
Second, we consider the possible attacks from the data providers. 1) One singular scenario
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could possibly happen that some of the data providers have their own perturbation parameters, (i.e.,
the rotation matrix and translation vector), close to the shared secret rotation matrixR nd the se-
cret translation vectort. If two sub-datasets have the same distribution, one could infer the other’s
perturbation from her own perturbation. Therefore, the data providers should avoid to generate pa-
rameters close to the shared secrets. 2) If a data provider knows others’ auxiliary information, s/he
can infer their original perturbation, too. Therefore, the auxiliary information should be securely
transferred to the data miner. 3) The data providers also know the target space− they can simply
figure out the target spaceGv : (Rv, tv) based on the adaptors received from the data miner. How-
ever, knowing the target space does not help breach other data provider’s privacy, since there is no
published perturbed data in the target space.
Third, the coordinator gets no additional information from the interaction with the data miner
as we discussed in section 6.3.3.1.
6.3.3.5 Cost
The data providers need to do local optimization once. Securely distributingR and t requires
O(kd2) encryption/decryption andO(kd2) communication cost. Securely transferring the auxil-
iary information to the data miner also requiresO(kd2) communication cost andO(kd2) encryp-
tion/decryption cost. The additional communication cost in the interaction between the data miner
and the coordinator (or the trusted party) is alsoO(kd2). Finally, the data miner sends back the
adaptors and models, which again costsO(kd2) in communication and encryption/decryption, re-
spectively. We summarize the total cost in Table 11. Compared to ranking protocols, the cost of
space adaptation is significantly reduced in all of the three aspects.








In this section, we present two sets of experiments, exploring those issues we mentioned in the early
sections. 1) For the ranking protocols, we will first study the effectiveness of naive selection, and
then explore the relationship between the efficiency of negotiation and the potential factors, such
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as the partition of the sub-datasets and the relaxation factor. 2) For the space adaptation protocol
(without the trusted party attending), we will study the potential tradeoffs between the data quality
(represented by the model accuracy) and the data privacy, which happens in calculating the addi-
tional translation adaptors. With the trusted party, the tradeoff does not happen. Before starting the
discussion, we give the basic setting of the experiments first.
6.4.1 Setting of Experiments
The local perturbation optimization algorithm integrates the fastICA implementation2 to test the
resilience of the candidate perturbation to the ICA-based attacks (and their enhancement with the
knowledge of data distribution) [24]. In the classifier testing, we use two representative classifiers:
KNN classifer and SVM with radial basis function as the kernel. The SVM implementation is from
LIBSVM3. In our KNN implementation, we also use thekd-tree implemented in ANN library4 to
efficiently search the nearest neighbors. Thanks to the authors of these great tools.
We use 12 UCI datasets in the experiments. Due to the relatively small data size, each dataset
is split into several randomly sized sub-datasets, simulating the distributed datasets from the data
providers. We also simulate the two special partition methods: the class-biased partition and the
uniform partition, as shown in Figure 95 and 96. The minimum privacy guarantee (Section 6.2.1) is
used in the evaluation of privacy guarantee for an individual party.
In most experiments, we also choose to show the detailed results of three typical datasets: di-
abetes dataset that has an unclear geometric class boundary (KNN with accuracy about 73%), iris
dataset that has geometrically well-separated three classes (KNN with accuracy about 95%), and
votes dataset that is a boolean dataset.θi is set to the sameθ level for each party.
6.4.2 Results of Naive Selection
In naive selection protocol, the perturbation having the highest local privacy guarantee is selected
as the global perturbation for all parties. However, this perturbation may not be better than the one





with the two partition distributions, respectively. LetGi be the selected perturbation, andpij be the
privacy guarantee applied to the partyj. “Selected local maximum” is the selected perturbation that
has the maximum local privacy guarantee, i.e.,pii “Maximum Applied” = max{pij , j = 1 . . . k},
“Minimum Applied”= min{pij , j = 1 . . . k}, and “Average Applied”= 1/k
∑k
j=1 pij , summarize
the privacy guarantees of all parties when the selected perturbation is applied to other parties.
The “Average Applied” is significantly lower than the “Selected local maximum”, which means
the selected perturbation cannot give the same privacy guarantee to all parties as to the selected
party. Although the “Average Applied” value is not low, some parties (the “Minimum Applied”)
may have much lower privacy guarantee than the average value. Overall, uniform partition gives
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Figure 99: All parties’ privacy guarantee











































Figure 100: The effect of the number of
parties to the average privacy guarantee of all
parties.
We also studied the effect of the number of parties to the average privacy guarantee of all parties.
Figure 100 shows the two factors are not quite correlated. Therefore, although naive selection may
result in lower privacy guarantee for some parties, it should be scalable to the number of parties.
6.4.3 Negotiation in Threshold-based Voting
In this set of experiments, we evaluate the effect of multiple factors to the threshold-based voting
protocol. We run 100 negotiations for each dataset and each partition mode. Figure 101 and 102
show the number of successful negotiations in the 100 runs for eachθ setting. Comparing the two
Figures, we find that different partition distributions indeed significantly affect the efficiency of ne-
gotiation. The success rate of uniform partition is much higher than that of class-biased partition for
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the sameθ setting. Different datasets (which have different class distributions) also have significant
impact on the efficiency of negotiation for class-biased partition.
Figure 103 and 104 present the gain of privacy guarantee (compared to the “Minimum Applied”
in Figure 99) by using threshold-based voting instead of naive selection. Uniform partition benefits
more from the negotiation, and the gains may vary from dataset to dataset. When theθ becomes
sufficiently large the gain may become negative for some dataset/partition (as Irisclass atθ >
0.1), i.e., the negotiation-based protocol becomes even worse than naive selection, but for most




























































Figure 102: Success rate of negotiation
with uniform partition.
However, different from naive selection, the efficiency of negotiation is quite limited by the
number of parties. With the increasing number of parties, the probability that all parties agree on























Figure 103: Gain of privacy guarantee in

























Figure 104: Gain of privacy guarantee in





























































Figure 106: The success rate of negotia-
tion vs. the number of parties for different
dataset/partition-distribution. (θ = 0.1)
the success rate drops significantly in most cases as the number of parties increases from 5 to 10.
Due to the small size and special class distribution, the success rate of Irisclass keeps exceptionally
high. This indicates the scalability of the threshold-based protocol is not so good.
6.4.4 Tradeoffs in Basic Space Adaptation Protocol
In the threshold-based voting protocol, the tradeoff is primarily made on the efficiency of negotia-
tion and the privacy guarantee, while the data quality is not affected since all parties use the same
perturbation. In the space adaptation protocol, we need to add in some error components when
we calculate the additional translation adaptor, which can possibly results in the reduction of data
quality. In this set of experiments, we show how the errors are related and how they affect the data
quality (and the model accuracy).
We are interested in the type (1) and type (2) errors defined earlier. As we discussed, type (1)
error causes reduction of data quality, while type (2) error preserves privacy. The two are related
by the factor(I −Rij)−1. We expect that this factor(I −Rij)−1 makes error (2) much larger than
error (1), ideally matching our goal: introducing smaller error (1) to the dataset while maximizing
the difficulty (the error (2)) in estimating the translation vector.
In experiments, the coordinator’s noise componentri is generated with normal distribution
N(0, σ2), and we tune the varianceσ2 to change the intensity of the noise component. A fixed
rotation matrixRr is used as the data miner’s protection matrix. Similarly, we also study the ef-
fect of different partition distributions to the results. Figure 107 and 108 show the change of error
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(1) and (2) with the varying variance for two types of partition distributions, respectively. “Dia-
betesError(1)” means the error (1) of the dataset Diabetes. Error (2) is usually times larger than
error (1). We can also see error (1) is quite stable for different datasets since the same two compo-
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Figure 109: Noise addition vs. model ac-
curacy for KNN
On the other hand, we also need to consider the effect of noise addition to the model accuracy.
Figure 109 is the result of KNN classifier, showing that the effect of partition distribution can be
significant. For some dataset with certain partition method, such as iris with class-biased partition,
the accuracy can fluctuate in large range. Overall, the accuracy tends to slightly decrease with the
increase of the noise variance.
We finalize the discussion with more results for the two representative classifiers, KNN classifier
and SVM classifier with RBF kernel. The numbers in Figure 110 and 111 show the deviation from
the standard accuracy with the standard deviation of noise level at 0.1. A negative number means
that the actual accuracy is reduced. It shows that KNN classifier is more sensitive to the noise
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addition, while there is little effect on SVM classifier. Also, quite surprisingly, class-biased partition
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Figure 110: The average deviation of
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Figure 111: The average deviation of
model accuracy for SVM(RBF) classifier.
In summary, we studied two approaches: the ranking approach and the space adaptation ap-
proach. In the ranking approach, naive selection protocol tends to reduce some parties’ privacy
guarantee, while threshold-based voting protocol allows each party to specify an acceptable range
of privacy guarantee and tries to reach an perturbation giving satisfactory privacy guarantee to all
parties. However, threshold-based voting is not so scalable to the number of parties. The ranking
protocols require the perturbed data to be transmitted securely and some parties may have to use a
perturbation with not high privacy guarantee. The space adaptation approach addresses these prob-
lems and allows each party to use their own perturbation. However, the space adaptation approach
involves some tradeoff between privacy guarantee and data quality if the trusted party is not present.
We also experimentally studied these protocols and the related factors and get some initial results
on performing appropriate tradeoffs to get good balance between the privacy guarantee, the model




This thesis consists of three major components, describing three novel applications of geometric
methods in mining large and possibly private datasets, respectively. The first component is the
iVIBRATE interactive-visualization based three-phase framework for clustering large datasets. Its
VISTA subsystem allows users to interactively view the potential clusters in continuously changing
visualizations, particularly effective for finding irregularly shaped clusters. More importantly, it can
incorporate, validate, and refine the results of any automated clustering algorithms. Its adaptive
ClusterMap labeling subsystem preserves the irregular cluster boundary defined in VISTA subsys-
tem, clearly distinguishes the outliers and provides effective mechanisms for fine-tuning and flexible
refinement of boundary extensions during the disk labeling phase. We also thoroughly discussed the
issues and solutions in integrating the three phases under the iVIBRATE framework, aiming at pro-
viding a reliable and stable framework. Experimental results show that the iVIBRATE framework
can effectively reduce error rates caused by irregularly shaped clusters, domain-specific definition,
outliers, and rough disk-labeling. Most importantly, it allows the user to monitor where the main
errors occur in the entire process.
The second component is the Best K method for determining the best K number of clusters in
clustering categorical data. Specifically, we address three problems: 1) identifying the bestKs for
categorical data clustering; 2) determining whether a dataset contains significant clustering struc-
ture; 3) developing theory for handling large datasets. Our idea is to find the bestKs by observing
the entropy difference between the neighboring clustering results ofK andK + 1 clusters, respec-
tively. The “Best-K plot (BKPlot)” is used to conveniently identify the critical Ks. We also develop
an entropy-based hierarchical algorithm ACE, which is the most robust method to generate high-
quality approximate BKPlots. Furthermore, the theory of sample BKPlots is developed for finding
the best Ks for very large datasets. The result is extended to analyzing the datasets having no clus-
tering structure. Based on the features of sample no-cluster datasets, a statistical test is developed
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for determining whether a given dataset has significant clustering structure. Experimental results
support that the BKPlot method is effective in determining the best K number of clusters for cate-
gorical clustering, and the ACE algorithm is the most effective algorithm in generating high-quality
approximate BKPlots among the existing algorithms.
The third component is a random geometric perturbation approach to privacy preserving data
classification. Random geometric perturbation,G(X) = RX + Ψ + ∆, includes the linear com-
bination of the three components: random rotation, random translation, and random noise addition.
Geometric perturbation can preserve the important geometric properties, thus the model accuracy of
most classifiers that search for geometric class boundaries is well preserved with the perturbed data.
We proved that the three popular types of classifiers (kernel methods, SVM classifiers with certain
kernels, and hyperplane-based classifiers) are all invariant to rotation perturbation. The distance-
based classifiers are also invariant to translation perturbation. A new multi-column privacy model
is proposed to analyze the privacy property of geometric perturbation. Three kinds of inference
attacks: naive-inference, ICA-inference, and distance-inference, are studied to optimize the privacy
guarantee for a given dataset. Experimental results show that the proposed randomized geomet-
ric perturbation optimization can effectively find perturbations of high privacy guarantee for most
experimental datasets, and geometric perturbation can provide higher privacy guarantee than the
existing multidimensional perturbation method, while well preserving model accuracy.
We also studied the application of geometric perturbation to service-oriented multiparty col-
laborative privacy-preserving data classification. The main challenge is to unify the different per-
turbations used by the collaborative data providers. Since each perturbation can be regarded as a
transformed data space, we aim at unifying all perturbed datasets into one data space. For this pur-
pose, we propose three protocols: the voting protocol, the space adaptation protocol, and the space
adaptation protocol with trusted party. We analyzed the features and the cost of each protocol, and
also studied the relationship between the main factors and tradeoffs in experiments. Experiments
show that the protocols can be possibly implemented with a good balance between the privacy
guarantee, the model accuracy, and the computational cost.
To summarize, this thesis explores the geometric properties of the multidimensional datasets in
statistical learning and data mining, and provides novel techniques and frameworks for mining large
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(and distributed) datasets while protecting the desired data privacy. The examples in this thesis have
shown that geometric methods are among the most convenient tools for investigating the properties
of multidimensional datasets.
This thesis has well addressed several challenges in the three projects. However, there are also
some open research issues worth future efforts.
1. We use the interactive visualization framework to address the problems in clustering large
numerical datasets that automatic approaches cannot effectively handle. However, visualiza-
tion has its own challenges, mostly in visualizing multidimensional datasets. Experiments
show that VISTA visualization can find better separation of clusters than automatic algo-
rithms in most cases. However, we guess that VISTA visualization model cannot visualize
some special cluster distributions− there is no VISTA visualization that can well separate
clusters. We have proposed to use multiple visualizations to separate different pairs of clus-
ters. How to theoretically characterize the features of clustering structures that VISTA model
can (or cannot) successfully visualize is a challenging problem. Randomized rendering is one
way to address the efficiency problem of visual rendering. We believe theoretical analysis
of clustering structures could also help to develop new method to improve the efficiency of
rendering. VISTA visual rendering has shown the exceptional ability in analyzing clusters in
experiments. We also believe its application will be fruitful.
2. The BKPlot method has provided the first batch of results for the best K problem in categorical
data clustering. The approximate BKPlots generated by ACE algorithm still have some false
discovery of best-K candidates for some datasets. Particularly, the false discovery happens
more likely at the smallest K,K = 2. We guess this could be the result of the agglomerative
nature of ACE algorithm. In addition, identifying the best K for the evolving clustering
structures in data streams is another challenging problem. We have developed some initial
results [26], however, the problems appear much more complicated than those in static (large)
datasets. The last issue is related to special (or domain-specific) categorical data clustering,
such as transactional data clustering. The BKPlot method can provide some candidates of
best-K in terms of generic entropy-based clustering criterion. The candidates normally are
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the best Ks in different level of clustering structure. To accept them all or select one or some
may depend on the specific domain-specific measures.
3. In the basic theory of geometric perturbation, we have identified several inference attacks
in terms of the different knowledge level of attackers. It is critical to study more possible
attacks so that the geometric perturbation can be reinforced. The second issue is about privacy
evaluation. The current variance-based multi-column privacy evaluation model is one of the
most effective and convenient methods to evaluate the privacy guarantee. However, it is
possible that other (multi-column) privacy evaluation models may work better for evaluating
the effectiveness of some particular attacks, which might be discovered in the future. For
multiparty collaborative data classification with geometric perturbation, we have proposed
two approaches and four protocols. Each one has advantages and limitations. Further study
on the features of these protocols would result in better understanding and the development of
new protocols. In addition, geometric perturbation is currently designed for data classification
problem. It is also valuable to extend the study to other data mining models.
We believe that these open issues are all interesting and challenging, and the geometric proper-
ties of data mining models will continue to play an important role in studying these open issues.
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